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This is a work of iction. Names, characters, businesses, places, events, locales,
and incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a
ictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual
events is purely coincidental.

Most days were so boring, so routine, it could feel like you were driving a taxi. An
expensive, badly maintained taxi, to be fair, with a computer system second only to
a sub-par Spectrum ZX. It was only that the passengers were armed to the teeth
and some of the pedestrians wanted to kill you that made it any different.
But sometimes the passengers were dead and bagged, or bleeding and screaming,
with medics attaching tubes and taking pulses and performing CPR on nineteen
year-olds with missing limbs and pieces of their face excised with scalpel-like
precision or just shredded and torn into human burger by the shrapnel from an IED,
or you’d spend the most intense thirty seconds of your life avoiding a SAM and
you’d be telling yourself ‘I’m dead, I’m dead, I’m dead…’ like a mantra, knowing it
was true, and then thanking a god that didn’t exist for letting you survive, and
when you’d done that few times, the thrill, the fear-sickened, stomach-lurching
excitement got too much and you almost wanted to die rather than continue the
feeling, and yet you just wanted it to keep going because the alternative was to sit
on your cot, in your tent, just waiting, illed with dread for the next one, so the next
best thing to living with the fear of it was being in the middle of it, because then, it
couldn’t get any worse and there was nothing left to be scared of.
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Sometimes after a light I’d get out and want to hug the chopper while it was still
warm, suckle on the teat of a heated-up turboshaft engine that had plucked me
from the jaws of death and set me down in the swaddled safety of Camp Bastion
with its armored Humvees and tens of thousands of elite troops. Other times,
knowing what was stowed in the back, I’d step out, walk away shivering, and not
look back. But after feeling the adrenaline rush a few times, everything else began
to feel dull by comparison; life beyond the valley of death was dull, tarnished,
unworthy of attention; for civilians only. And then only lying low over bandit
country, with the smoking trails of RPGs in our wake and the ting! of AK47 rounds
hitting the fuselage and banking on the edge of stalling and dropping so fast you
felt you weren’t ever going to be able to slow down – only that could wake you up,
only that could put the power back on, ignite the lights in your head that had
grown dim in the times between contact. Only near-death could make you feel
anywhere close to being alive.
And when I left, I thought I had it bad, but I met guys a lot worse than me. Some of
them could retire and spend the rest of their days living in a lat in Bournemouth or
a council house in Rotherham but their dreams were illed with carnage, and the
edges of their waking lives were forever tinged with the smoke and screams of
combat because, really, on some fundamental level, they’d never left Swat valley.
And they never would.

Part 1
“My marks and scars I carry with me.”
Pilgrim’s Progress
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The trick when delivering a Rubens of dubious provenance to the London home
of a mid-level Russian Oligarch, especially when said home is in the most
expensive part of the richest city on Earth, is to a) deliver and leave without
leaving a mess b) drop a business card with the secretary in the hope I might get
more work, and c) avoid sleeping with the Oligarch’s wife.
And as I left the Oligarch’s house an Old Master lighter but ten thousand pounds
richer, I mused that having failed at a) & c) it would be best to give b) a miss too.
My fee was banked, the painting was ready to be hung and, so long as Ilona kept
her mouth shut it’d all be ok. Problem was, as I’d discovered, Ilona could not keep
her mouth shut. In fact, she very much liked to open it, which was nice in many
ways, but a tad risky too; I didn’t care to imagine what a disobliged Oligarch
might do to a run-of-the-mill courier who’d tupped his wife in lieu of a tip. It
could result in what my old pal Greener would humorously term a self-in licted
wound but I might have better described as a life-ending bullet in the head.
As I disengaged from Ilona’s arms, zipped my pants and stepped out of the door
into the sunlight, the day was hot, it was summer in the city, and the back of my
neck was feeling dirty and gritty. The door closed softly behind me and she was
gone, leaving only the faint waft of perfume and the taste of her lipstick on my
mouth.
She’d been wearing a silk dress, painted toenails and little else when she opened
the door to me, and she was wearing only painted toenails and a smile when I
left, and the thought of her was giving me twitches in the pit of my stomach as I
exited Brompton Square with a wide smile on my face. Three billion years of
evolution made me do it Your Honour, I told myself, and evolution had really been
kicking in – it kicked in all over the place: in the kitchen, halfway through a
remarkable and sadly un inished mug of coffee, in the bedroom at a more
leisurely pace, and inally we had a quickie up against the hat-stand in the hall
moments before I left – me mostly clothed and Ilona wearing only a languid,
widemouthed smile. Thankfully the place was being refurbished so there wasn’t
the usual array of CCTV cameras that decorate the houses of the dangerously
wealthy, and I doubted that Ilona wanted to jeopardize her billionaire mealticket, especially as her house was only four hundred yards from Harrods’ front
door so, as I walked back to my van I allowed myself to relax and admit, yes, it all
felt good.
Exhausting, but good.
A bit wobbly-legged but good.
I felt like Johnny Cash would have felt, if he’d been English, and a courier, not
American and a country singer. I’d walked the line. And I’d gone down in a ring of
ire. Or maybe Ilona had, it all got a bit mixed up at one point. And if it all went
pear-shaped at least I’d get my name on the Fool’s Hall of Fame. Song titles aside
my smile faded as I jogged back across Brompton Road to the Bunch of Grapes
pub, avoiding a blonde driving an Aston Martin about as well as my gran steers
her shopping trolley, she beeped her horn angrily as I turned the corner to where
I’d parked the van.
Which had been clamped.
‘Fuck,’ I said to no-one in particular. The traf ic wardens hadn’t been fooled by the
fake Church of England Mercy Mission badge I’d displayed on the dashboard.
I looked around, making sure no police or parking of icers were in view, opened
the deadbolt on the back door of the van, took out my rucksack, then went to the
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front and lifted the CofE badge from the dash, though I needn’t have bothered for
all the use it had been and, half-tempted to pop in the Grapes for a pint or three, I
demurred and walked away, leaving the van unlocked and the keys in the
ignition. It was a throwaway – cost me two hundred and ifty pounds, came with
ive months road tax, registered under a false name and address, in the four
months I’d driven it, it had saved me the cost of parking tickets, speeding ines
and congestion charges ten times over. It was the third disposable I’d had in
eighteen months.
But clamped burner-van aside, by the time I was walking down Fulham Road I
was smiling again. It was midsummer, I’d completed my work for the day, I had a
full wallet and I had a dinner date that evening. I decided to walk home all the
way. Not being able to afford regular gym membership, even with the pro it from
my latest jaunt taken into account, I’d taken to walking to stay it: it worked for
the Armed Forces - Jock Lewes, one of the original SAS guys and sidekick to the
more notorious David Stirling, had devised the heavy-pack-bearing-route-march
as a quick and dirty way to get ighting it - and it’d have to do for me too, though
thankfully I wasn’t lugging an eighty-pound Bergen and forty pound Minimi with
tripod and boxes of belted 5.56 ammo. And as I walked, I’d get to enjoy the sight
of the most beautiful city in the world as it enjoyed the combined fruits of a
heatwave and global warming. And the girls too, all wearing as little as they
could get away with. They looked very nice.
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Evening saw me showered and shaved, suited and booted, and strolling back
through Battersea toward a dinner party thrown by my eldest brother, the Canon.
Luke Barrett, previously Reverend Luke Barrett, and now, surprisingly, Bishop
Luke Barrett. He’d been invested at the Abbey back in May and was only now
getting a chance to throw a party for close friends and relatives. This meant I’d be
there, along with my middle brother James, the lawyer. I think that apart from
naming all three of us after apostles, our parents’ idea must have been to have a
bishop, a judge and a general, and maybe about twenty years from now we’d all
meet up in the House of Lords. But I’d let them down on that score, the early
promise of my becoming an Army Captain at age twenty-three stymied by my
dishonourable discharge three years later.
I was the black sheep. The runt, as the Bishop Luke used to call me; James the
Lawyer often called me something that sounded similar. But despite my
disappointing career status I’d been invited to the get-together so I’d dutifully
cleaned up, shaved my face until it was baby-smooth, and I fully intended to
arrive promptly and with a smile. I’d even bought Luke a gift: a small pentagram,
hand-tooled in silver, with a banner along the bottom saying ‘Know thine enemy’
– I hoped he’d hang it next to his cassock on the hook in the Bishop’s changing
room at the back of the Abbey, or wherever he went to don the purple and gold.
Or was it the Archbishop who wore gold? I didn’t know and didn’t care much
either way.
I cut through Battersea Park, walked across the Albert Bridge, made glorious by
the light of the midsummer evening sky, and made even more so by two very
pretty girls who smiled as they passed me going in the other direction, almost
making me want to ditch the meal with my bros and do a quick one-eighty. It
really was the weather for silk dresses, I thought to myself as I turned up along
Oakley. And painted toenails too, a momentary memory of Ilona giving me a
twinge of pleasure. Five minutes later I turned left on the King’s Road, then a
right up Gilston to St. Mary’s Church, my big brother’s gaff.
I walked round to the back of the Vicarage and knocked. A couple of moments
later, Adelie, my sister-in-law opened it. ‘Mark! Lovely to see you,’ and she gave
me a hug.
I hugged her back. ‘You too, gorgeous.’
I have two sisters-in-law. Adelie, who loves me, and who I love in return, and
Clarissa, James’ wife, who loathes me. Which is kind of mutual.
‘You’re early,’ she said.
‘Thought I’d give you a hand setting up, Ads.’
‘Don’t be silly, we’ve got caterers in. We’ve moved up in the world.’
‘I can see,’ I said, as I followed her through the kitchen where various chefs,
waiters and people dressed in black and white were bustling about. When Luke
got his irst church, him and Adelie were as poor as the church mice with whom
they shared a home. Not any more it seemed. ‘Luke’s going to be another half
hour, he’s just left a meeting with the Archbishop.’
‘Where are the kids?’ I asked. Jarod and Ralphie were my nephews, and I was
extremely fond of them.
‘They’re at the cinema, then they’re staying with gran. The guests don’t start to
arrive for at least an hour.’
‘And it’s just you and me for the sixty minutes, Ads,’ I said, and winked.

‘Mark!’ she admonished. She has a sort of shabby, careworn beauty, as be its the
wife of a vicar of the Church of England and I love to lirt with her. She blushed
and went to the cabinet and re-opened a bottle of wine, the cork stuck halfway
back in the bottle. She illed a glass and handed it to me. ‘Drink this and I’ll go and
get ready.’
‘I like you as you are,’ I said, wrapping my arms round her waist.
‘Stop it,’ she said, giggling, ‘I’m your sister-in-law.’
‘You’re the one that got away,’ I said, pasting a sad face across my smile.
‘Enough,’ she said, and her tone told me that the lirting was done for tonight,
‘There’s a re ill left in that bottle, help yourself. But don’t get drunk. Not until at
least half-nine, by then no one will be sober enough to notice.’
‘I can get drunk by half-seven: it’s allowed; I’m the lost sheep,’ I said, glancing at a
small tapestry, hanging on the wall that told the story of the Prodigal Son.
‘Well you’ve got a brother for a shepherd, so you’re in luck,’ Adelie said as she left
the room. ‘He’ll lead you to green pastures.’
‘Maybe he could slaughter a fattened calf for me too,’ I shouted after her as I
settled down to enjoy my wine.
‘We have caterers for that,’ she shouted back.
I love lirting with Adelie. Beneath the mumsy tops, the loral skirts and the low
heels she’s quietly gorgeous, and she doesn’t often get the chance to set her
phasers to stun. I sometimes wonder how she’d look now if she’d married some
French winemaker or Swiss industrialist instead of an English cleric. I ran those
images through my mind for a couple of minutes then, inishing the wine, I took
out my phone and texted Greener.
I needed a new van.
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The dinner party wasn’t too bad: sixteen people sitting round an oval, highlypolished hardwood table decorated with copious amounts of food and drink,
waitresses dressed in black with little white aprons, my big bro the Bishop at one
end and his wife at the other. I was midway down one side, seated between my
loathsome sister-in-law Clarissa on the left, and to my right, a thin-boned
redhead of indeterminate age. Lawyer brother James was sitting way to my left,
next to Adelie.
‘You’re Luke’s brother,’ the redhead asked me.
‘Yes. Mark.’
‘I’m Sadie Leonard. My husband Stuart is sitting next to Luke. I’m not sure of the
others…’
‘Should I tell you who is who,’ I said.
She leaned in a little. Conspiratorial. ‘Please do.’
Sis-in-law was deep in conversation, so it was ok to ignore her. I pointed to the
man sitting next to Luke. ‘Your husband you know…’
‘Obviously.’
‘To Luke’s left is the current head of programming for the BBC. Then Jamie, his
former curate, then Toby Beckwith the playwright... actually, I suspect that’s
vegetarian corner.’
‘Because they’re all on the left, politically?’ her voice contained a smile.
‘No, the giant mounds of hummus that they’re all dipping into.’ We were still at
the pre-eating stage, people were chatting, talking, dipping into table snacks;
drinking wine.

‘Your brother doesn’t strike me as a vegetarian.’
I studied Luke. Six-three, eighteen stone. Some of it still muscle. ‘He was a prop
for the school rugby team,’ I told her. ‘When he wasn’t drunk or breaking ribs, he
was eating meat. Raw.’
‘Perfect training for a Bishop of the Anglican Church of England,’ she said with a
faint smile in her voice.
I liked her already.
‘And of course, schmoozing with a few media types doesn’t harm his career,’ I
said.
‘Nor with a billionaire philanthropist or two,’ she said.
‘You’re a billionaire philanthropist?’
She shook her head. ‘Sadly, no. My family’s money is so old it barely exists: all I
can give our children is a name that starts with Honourable. My husband on the
other hand owns a merchant bank.’
‘But he wants to do good things?’ I asked.
‘Don’t we all?’ she said, and held my gaze for a fraction longer than strictly
necessary.
‘I’m undecided,’ I said, thinking, I could be persuaded either way.
Then she said ‘So who are the others?’
I looked around the dinner table; the waiters were beginning to serve pudding. I
suspected the redhead would consume a small spoonful at most, having eaten
virtually none of the other courses. ‘Well opposite is your husband, is Bishop
Scott,’
‘A female Bishop,’
‘Yup, and to your husband’s right is the wife of Bishop Mbejane of the Nigerian
Anglican Church.’
‘An African Bishop.’
‘Luke knows how to tick boxes.’ I continued, ‘To the Bishop’s wife’s left is Michael
Tate, a political columnist with the Times, then Toni James, jazz bass player…’
The redhead’s cool hand touched my arm, ‘So he’s managed to tick every box?’
‘Pretty much, and yet somehow he’s still managed to ind space to invite you and
me.’
She smiled. ‘How many dinner parties is he having?’
‘Since his investiture, I think this is the fourth.’
‘Fifth,’ my sister-in-law added, turning around.
‘Hello you,’ I said, turning to her.
‘Is Mark giving you the bene it of his cynical worldview?’ she asked Sadie the
redhead.
‘I enjoy cynics,’ Sadie replied. ‘I scoop them up.’
‘I’m sure you do,’ came the icy reply, then, ‘I’m Clarissa, my husband, James, is
Luke’s brother.’ Then she acknowledged me, ‘And Mark’s.’
‘Thrice blessed you’ the redhead said, adding, ‘I’m Sadie.’
They gave each other a frosty smile and just then the former curate said
something to Clarissa and she turned away. Sadie paused for a moment to study
Clarissa’s back, arched an eyebrow and then looked back at me, leaned in close
and whispered, ‘So what gives with the sexual tension between you two?’
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After dinner we moved into the living room and split up into groups, chatting,
drinking good wine, bitching, lirting, schmoozing, the usual nonsense you get
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when celebrating the investiture of a bishop. I wondered, not for the irst time,
what all this had to do with a Nazarene prophet who taught poverty and
forgiveness. I retreated to the kitchen with a decent bottle of red, deciding I’d
stay ‘til it was empty then go home.
‘Your brother con irmed to me that you’re the black sheep,’ a voice murmured.
I turned to see Sadie standing at the door.
‘Which brother?’
‘Does it matter?’
‘Depending on the brother, the phrase ‘black sheep’ has a diametrically opposite
meaning.’
She smiled, ‘You went to war, then came back a changed man.’
‘So they tell me.’
‘You’re the prodigal son?’ she asked, glancing at the picture on the wall, and
moved a bit closer.
‘Could be,’ I conceded, thinking that if it were true I’d still be out there being
prodigal, and poured her a glass of wine from the bottle, which only meant I’d get
to leave that much sooner.
‘Hmm,’ she said, taking a sip of the wine. ‘Are you?’
‘Am I what?’
She was close now, all red hair and amber eyes; a tigress, hunting at night:
leaning forward, she whispered ‘Prodigious’ in my ear.
‘Mark’s the most moral of the bunch,’ a hearty voice said from behind her. I
couldn’t see for the red-golden tresses that blocked out most of my vision, but I
knew it was Luke. She didn’t withdraw so much as a millimeter but simply asked,
without turning round, ‘Moral? How so?’ I broke away before Luke could get all
theological on me and Sadie kept held eye contact for a moment longer, then she
smiled at me and Luke in turn, and left the room.
‘Rescued?’ Luke asked.
‘Something like that. There are some ierce women at your dinner party.’
‘Well, just remember I’m a Bishop now. I won’t thank you if you appear on the
front page of the Daily Mail having been discovered shacked up in some love
hotel with the wife of a prominent philanthropist, who also happens to be a good
friend of mine.’
I poured the last of the wine into my glass and said, ‘I think I’ll leave after this.
Between sexy Sadie and our beloved sister-in-law, it’s like being trapped between
a furnace and the most recent ice-age.’
‘Clarissa’s ok.’
I shook my head, ‘She really doesn’t like me, Luke.’
Luke frowned. Then he said, ‘You haven’t worked it out yet, have you?’
‘What? She’s secretly in love with me or something?’
He smiled and raised his eyebrows a touch, ‘Well, no. But close enough. It begins
with an L.’
‘Fuck me, big brother,’ I said as his meaning grew clear.
‘I’d rather not, little brother,’ he said with a beati ic smile.
‘It’s just that you’re the second person to say that tonight. I was content with her
hating me.’ I thought it over for a moment more and asked, ‘Are you sure?’
‘Yes. But that is a piece of information we both, seriously, we both need never
make public.’ He held my gaze for a moment, sizing me up. I didn’t mind. He was
my big brother. He said, ‘I think you represent everything that someone like
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Clarissa publicly despises but secretly inds secretly attractive: the action man,
the bad boy, the…’
‘The wastrel, the failure, and the token penniless member of the family?’
‘All that too. You represent all the things that James can’t afford to be if he wants
to make it to the House of Lords before me.’
I thought of Clarissa’s undoubtedly attractive face. Attractive, when she wasn’t
looking at me, that is. She did have a gorgeous igure. ‘Naah. Can’t see it big
brother.’
‘You’re also the most moral of us three.’
‘You said that already.’
In the dining room someone raised their voice in shrieking laughter, Luke
watched me closely, fondly, then said, ‘You can’t abide all this, can you?’ I was
about to speak when he interrupted, ‘I know, I know, the Nazarene, poverty,
giving away all your worldly goods… you told me last time, and you wonder what
that has to do with all this.’
‘I can spot hypocrisy Luke, that’s all.’
He put his arm on my shoulder. ‘I love you bro,’ he said gently. ‘And if you weren’t
my brother I’d still want you to be my friend. But your moral code is harsh…’
‘Harsh on everyone but me,’ I said, adding, ‘But I am pleased for you. The bishop
thing; it’s great. I am really proud of you.’
He chuckled deep in his massive chest. ‘Maybe I’ll answer your moral questions
one day; give all this up and become a wandering preacher.’
I smiled too. ‘Maybe.’
‘And I’ll do it all for my kid brother. Because I do really want to impress you,’ he
admitted.
‘Shouldn’t that be the other way round?’
He nodded, ‘It’s silly really but I want you to think I’m a good man.’
‘You are a good man,’ I told him, ‘I’ve always looked up to you.’
‘Right,’ he said, adding, ‘I think the wine has got us both maudlin.’
‘Ok,’ I said. ‘I’m going to get along.’
‘Right,’ he said again, then paused and said, ‘Look, what I told you about Clarissa?
Please don’t say anything, and don’t act on it.’
‘I won’t. I’ll try and be a good man.’
‘Will you indeed?’ and he chuckled again. It was a Bishop’s chuckle: merry,
thoughtful, testing the bounds.
‘Why not?’ I said, ‘The alternative isn’t working for me.’
‘Won’t being good affect your business model?’
‘I need a new career.’
‘Give it a go,’ he said, grinning, ‘It might work,’ and laughing together, we hugged,
he nearly crushed me, then someone weaved unsteadily from the study through
the hall holding a bronze igurine that Luke had once told me had been made by
the younger Cellini the best part of ive hundred years ago, a mere essay in the
craft of someone who went on to become the greatest sculptor in history; it was
extremely fragile and probably the most valuable thing I’d ever held in my hand,
Rubens’ of dubious provenance included, and Luke dashed off to rescue it. I
stayed where I was and inished my drink, then went through to say goodbye to
Adelie, and with many hugs and kisses and promises to babysit my nephews and
tell them stories of derring-do I went to get my coat from the hall.
‘You’re going so soon?’

‘Yes,’ I said, turning to Sadie.
‘Shame,’ she said. ‘My husband has just left too. He has to catch a light to Bosnia,
or the Congo or somewhere; some human-rights bun ight. I’m all alone for the
rest of the week.’
‘That is a shame, I said.
‘Can’t you keep me company tonight?’ she said, her voice dropping to a whisper
as she closed the gap between us, her arms resting lightly on my shoulders. She
shivered theatrically.
‘I’m trying to be a good man,’ I whispered in return.
‘Oh. Since when?’
‘Since I promised the bishop. About three minutes ago.’
She pulled back far enough to raise a quizzical eyebrow, then pouted as she
reached into her tiny purse and took out a card. ‘Here,’ she said softly, slipping
into my hand, and I noticed the spaghetti strap of her cocktail dress had slipped
from her shoulder, ‘If you ever decide to be a bad man again, Mark,’ she said, her
now voice as sultry as the wine I’d been drinking all evening, ‘Whether it’s later
tonight, or tomorrow, or next week, or next year, contact me.’ She moved closer.
We were so close it was like we were threatening to merge into one living
organism. ‘I’ll be bad for you Mark.’ She stood on her toes, whispered in my ear,
‘Write me a list of bad things. I’ll do them all.’ She paused for dramatic effect, ‘And
I’ll like it.’
‘Get thee behind me satan,’ I whispered back.
‘If you like,’ she murmured, a half smile on her blood-red lips, then she moved her
face to mine, leaned forward an inch or two and kissed me on the cheek, just at
the edge of my mouth, her lips lingering next to mine for a moment of pure,
erotic torture, her scarlet ingernails making a scratching sound against my
sleeve. She paused and then she turned and walked back to the party, hips
sashaying against her silk dress. Sighing, I turned, opened the door and stepped
out into the warm summer night. It wasn’t easy, being a good man.
There were downsides.
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Walking home along the Kings Road, or maybe loating on a magic carpet of
expensive wine, I saw a homeless guy sitting in a doorway. It was a warm
summer’s night and he looked, if anything, quite restful and relaxed. ‘Spare some
change?’ he asked.
I glanced at the fast-food premises a couple of doors down. ‘Want something to
eat?’
‘Kebab’d be nice,’ he said.
I went to the takeaway and bought us both a large one, came out and went to the
doorway, handed it over. He chomped down on it immediately and didn’t look up
‘til it was mostly gone. Then he did look up, with a grin. ‘Nice one, thanks.’
‘Ex-forces?’ I asked.
‘Sherwood Foresters. Eight years. Sergeant. You?’
‘Army Air Corps. Pilot.’
‘Of icer,’ he said.
I nodded. A faint, invisible, but perceptible barrier rose up between us. ‘I don’t
want help ixing up my life or anything,’ he said, still chewing, inishing off the
kebab.
I shrugged. ‘I think I do.’
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He grinned and inished what remained, scrunched up the wrapped and shoved
it into his pocket, wiped his ingers on his corduroy pants. ‘How long you been
out?’ he asked.
‘Almost ive years.’
‘Still not sorted?’
I shook my head. ‘I thought I was, but I’m not.’
He took a deep breath, then sighed, ‘Maybe I should be buying you kebabs.’
I sat on a low wall beside his doorway, he was snug in his sleeping bag. We sat
together in silence for a while. He said, Sometimes, ‘I see guys, out here on the
street, they pass me by and I know them, but then I realize they’re already dead,
they’ve been dead for years, so how can I see them? One time I saw a group of
lads having a night out, and they’re Taliban, I swear they are, I recognise their
faces; but I only recognise them ‘cos we killed them all in a ive-hour ire ight and
then we took sel ies next to their corpses. And that was eight years ago.’ His tone
was light, conversational. Like we were discussing the weather. He paused for a
few moments. ‘The wife couldn’t take it. I didn’t wake up screaming or anything
dramatic like that, but she said I’d zoned out, and it didn’t look like I was going to
zone in any time soon.’
I looked along the street, the lights from the shop doorways, the dark upstairs
windows of houses iled with sleeping families, a taxi doing a U-turn. ‘Maybe this
is it,’ I said. ‘Maybe this is normal, but maybe we’ve just lost the sensitivity to
being normal. Like a man who works in a foundry and goes deaf and doesn’t
know it until one day he realises people are speaking and he can’t hear them.’ An
upstairs light switched on in a house opposite; I imagined a young mum going to
check on a child.
The homeless ex-Sergeant said, ‘Well, I have to get my beauty sleep.’
‘Yeah,’ I said, getting to my feet.
‘Call again,’ he said. ‘I’m open all hours. Paul Cahill, ex-squaddie-turnedperipatetic psychotherapist. My fee is one kebab.’
‘Goodnight, Sergeant Cahill,’ I said.
I walked south, crossed the Kings Road, turned down Chelsea Manor Street and
followed it ‘til I got to the River. I saw an old bench beneath the trees on Cheyne
Walk and sat down. Checked my phone for messages. Hoping for one from the
redhead whose husband was away on business and whose name already I’d
forgotten.
None.
Good.
I looked at the lights across the river. It was a perfect summer’s night in the
greatest city on earth and old Father Thames rolled along no more than ten paces
from my feet. My head was soft with wine and I closed my eyes, falling inward
toward some unguarded place, allowing the memories roll across me like a
movie.
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Dust.
Smiling faces that I couldn’t trust to not shoot me in the back. Women dressed
like black pillar boxes. The stench of animal shit, diesel cookers, cordite,
testosterone, hi-octane fuel.
And full beards.
Another day in Arse-cracky-stan.
The wind was picking up as I clambered over a stack of Bergens and rolled out of
the Humvee before straightening myself up and walking through the dusk to my
tent. The sky was darkening and lights were lickering on across the camp. The
fence wires sung. A storm was coming and there’d be no more lying today.
I thought of the troops out there, fully aware there’d be no transport home if they
got wounded. Many paths and tracks were impassable to armored vehicles, so a
storm that grounded the helicopters took our transport system back to the 19th
century. Which meant boots. Or if you were the Taliban, mules.
Once inside my tent I sat on my cot and unlaced my Altbergs, took them off and
poured out the ine grit that always built up inside, no matter how tightly I
fastened them. I unpeeled my socks and shook them out, threw them into a
wicker basket at the foot of my cot that looked like it should have been carried by
a donkey. Smelled like it too. Going to the cabinet I pulled out fresh socks, pants
and a t-shirt. Picked up my wash bag, a towel that I’d already used twice but that
was mostly dry, pulled my boots back on and went to use the showers. After that
I’d catch a nap, then it’d be time to eat, and with the coming storm meaning I’d be
grounded, I could catch up on admin, sort out my kit. It was Sunday night and I
had leave due.
‘Captain Barrett?’
I opened my eyes and rubbed them, checked my watch. Barely an hour on the cot.
I looked up to see a squaddie peering in through my tent.
‘OC wants to see you, sir.’
‘On my way.’
‘Ten minutes sir.’
Then he was gone.
I sighed, sat up, dressed and wrapped a scarf around my face to keep the whirling
dust from my nose and mouth. The CO was a lyer, but he was a jet pilot, so in all
matters helicopter he usually deferred to the OC who was himself a chopper
pilot. I glanced up at the sky as I pushed through the tent laps and made my way
toward the command centre; the air was thick with dust; the moon and stars
were invisible; the wind was picking up and the air was warm and close. Night
had arrived like a dirty blanket and in the far distance I could hear the irst
rumblings of thunder. I was on call but there’d be no lying tonight. Lynch looked
up from his desk as I entered the building. He was studying light footage. ‘Any
good’uns?’ I asked, leaning in to see his screen on which was displayed the white
on black images from a 30mm infra-red gun-cam. We watched as glowing white
igures ran around in panic and white puffs of canon shells exploded amongst
them. One of the igures disappeared into a cloud of white, leaving behind
glowing chunks that faded rapidly, another one lay in some hidden black gulley,
unaware that he was completely visible to the remorseless eye of the gun crew. I
watched as, one by one, the igures were evaporated into cooling white blobs. In
the background I could hear the quietly satis ied voices of the aircrew, one of
them whooped at some point.
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‘Poor souls, they sound traumatised,’ I said.
Lynch laughed, ‘I dunno which they prefer watching, Pornhub, or gun-cam
footage.’
‘Imagine Pornhub Gun-Cam,’ I said.
‘Gun-hub,’ he said. ‘That’d be a site worth visiting.’
‘I’m looking for the OC,’ I said.
‘He’s in there,’ Lynch told me, ‘With a SAS and a Yank spook.’
I straightened up, went to the door and knocked and entered. The OC looked up
from a map he was studying and I saluted. He saluted back and went over to the
window and looked out into the darkness as if to see how dark it actually was,
then went back to the map. As I closed the door behind me he said, ‘Got a light
for you, Barrett.’ I joined him back at the map he’d weighted to the desk with
three thirty-mil shell casings, then looked past him to see a gnarly, young
Lieutenant wearing a mishmash of what looked a vaguely like combat gear
lounging against a desk. A representative of the Steely-Eyed Dealers of Death, I
guessed. Further behind him, standing on the shadows, was someone else, taller
and wearing civvies. ‘What’s the job?’ I asked, and the SF guy stood and
approached the map. The OC said, ‘This is Tom Jarvis. He’s with the Regiment.’
No shit, I thought as Jarvis gave a relaxed salute and took over the conversation. I
looked at the igure in the shadows but no one introduced him. Jarvis leaned
toward the map and, without preamble, pointed at it, said, ‘I need you to put four
of my men there,’ and his ingernail left a mark on the paper about ifteen miles
north-east of Charikar. ‘And one of my guys,’ the tall igure added from the
shadows. De initely American, I thought, by the accent, and de initely a spook by
the way he dressed. The OC and Jarvis said nothing, so I went ahead and studied
the map, the distance, the terrain, the height of the hills and mountains on the
way. ‘We’ve got a storm coming,’ I said. ‘And that,’ I pointed, ‘is way beyond our
FOB’s zone of in luence. It’s already dark thirty.’
‘We need to be there asap,’ Jarvis said, ignoring my qualms. His quiet voice and
relaxed attitude gave off an air of competent authority. A killing gentleman, I
realised; the sort of man who’d win a VC and get all his men mangled in the
process, but they’d love him on the way down. Born to lead.
‘Asap?’ I queried.
‘Midnight,’ he clari ied, though it clari ied nothing.
‘Equipment?’ I asked.
‘Only what they can carry.’
‘Drop and go, or do you want me to hang around while they play bangbang with
the goat herders?’
‘Let’s take a seat and sort out the details,’ the OC said, sensing my irritation at the
Lieutenant’s sang-froid. He pulled up a chair and Jarvis we sat down either side
of him as we went over the planning for the op. The tall American said nothing
and stayed standing out of the light as we discussed the logistics, but he listened
intently. By his leisure-wear I guessed he was from one of the three-letter
organisation that the Americans do love. Whether that was CIA, AOL, UFC or
MTV, I couldn’t tell, and didn’t care. There was something else going on, but it
didn’t involve me, so I ignored him and the planning went ahead quickly. The OC
showed me the latest weather fronts, there were two building storms, with a
corridor of about ten miles between them, through which I was going to ly.
Beyond the route, and avoiding the storms, there wasn’t much else to plan. A
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return trip and then bed, from which I wouldn’t raise my head for seventy-two
hours: I was due three days leave.
Thirty minutes later I was standing outside a Lynx doing my pre- light: a cabbie
waiting for my fare. The OC’s words rang in my ear: ‘You don’t have to do this
mission. I wouldn’t blame you for saying the conditions are too bad.’ I thought it
over for a moment but, truth is, I never could refuse a dare, and I think he knew
that. And now I was waiting for ive maniacs with automatic weapons who
wanted to be landed deep inside bandit country, in a storm, round midnight, as
the song goes.
Four of the death-eaters arrived at nine-prompt, armed with a variety of
automatic weapons and pistols on show, and, no doubt, big fuck-off knives
hidden about their person. I had no idea what their mission was and I didn’t
really care, I only had to get them there, get back, write my report and scoot back
to my tent.
I’d be asleep by four am.
And then I was off-duty ‘til Wednesday.
Three full days. It doesn’t get better than that. Well, it does, obviously, but not
round here. As I stood watching them, Ruby, my light-engineer arrived
unexpectedly. ‘You going without saying tara?’
‘I’m taking these ine fellows on a jaunt.’
‘What’re the Boy Band after?’ she asked, eying the tattoos that liberally sleeved
the arms of one of the SAS guys.
‘Mayhem.’.
She grinned,’ Now there’s a surprise.’ We stood watching them unloading their kit
on the ground by the chopper doors and Ruby asked, ‘Want me to get you
sorted?’
‘I’ll do the control panel….’
She inished my sentence, ‘…and I’ll do the outside and tops.’
‘Thanks, Rube.’
Ruby has an obsession with checking the rotor assemblies of all the choppers she
looks after. Me, I don’t worry so much, I can tell within a half second if something
is amiss, I can feel every vibration on a helicopter, and if it feels sketchy, I’ll call it
in and switch machines. I won’t lift off if it even sniffs of dodgy, we’ve got plenty
of machines that do work. Ruby clambered into the Lynx, ignoring the four
murderers as they copped a glimpse of her pert arse, checking that everything at
the back was squared away, she gently kicked the spare sat-radio beneath one of
the back seats. It had developed a fault and would be going back to the shop for a
check-up and then either repaired or tossed but it was too late to do anything
with it tonight. I focused on the instrument panel and did the control check,
which was all down to me, being way beyond Ruby’s pay grade. She had already
stepped out of the cab door and climbed up on top, checked the rotor assembly
with a broad-beam torch, looking really close to make sure everything was
locked down tight. She slid off the roof and did the same with the tail rotor, taking
detailed care to check every joint, nut and moving part and ensure it was doing
exactly what it was supposed to do.
As she worked, the SF guys slotted themselves comfortably into the rear
compartment of the Lynx. There’s room enough in back for eight ordinary
troopers, so there was just about enough room for the Tough Guys and all their
gear. The fourth climbed up into the co-pilot’s chair. I pushed in the earpieces,
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The short, stocky Sergeant sitting beside me in the co-pilot’s seat fastened his
harness. ‘You light-quali ied?’ I asked.
‘I’m comfort-quali ied,’ he said. I glanced back at the three guys who were making
themselves comfortable amongst the gear. The sergeant leaned back, spoke to
one of them. ‘Toffee, if it goes tits-up you’re on the ifty,’ he said. Toffee looked up
and pushed back his Oakleys, gave the OK sign as I licked the switch to ire up
the turbine, thinking to myself, why do SF guys all dress like they’re modeling for
this season’s Paul Smith “Soldier of Fortune” catalogue? They can’t all think it
suits them. My temporary, unquali ied co-pilot glanced up at the Socom 16
hanging on a rack above the windscreen. ‘That yours?’ he asked.
I nodded.
‘Seven-six-two,’ he said. ‘Quite the little thumper,’ he said, reaching up to
unhooked it, running expert ingers across it, checking the mag, the action. Then
he put it back. ‘Kicks a bit?’
I nodded.
‘Perfect, if we run into the Viet Cong,’ he said.
I looked at him and he didn’t smile, but he did wrinkle a brow. ‘Barrett,’ I said.
‘Captain.’
‘Meakin,’ he replied. ‘Sergeant.’
‘Welcome aboard Meakin. Who’re the guys?’
‘Toffee on the minimi, and the ifty if we need it.’ I looked back at the tall skinny
Oakley guy who was carrying an FN machine-gun and was draped in ammunition
belts. ‘Wake’s the shooter,’ Meakin added. I glanced back again to check who had
the long gun and nodded when I saw a small guy with a .338 Lapua Mag.‘
‘The other guy is Moose,’ he nodded toward the blank-faced boy-bander with the
sleeve tattoos.
‘What does Moose do?’ I asked.
‘Moose is just mental,’ Meakin said.
What does that make me?, I thought, as I pressed my foot on the rotor brake,
ired the engine and reached up and advanced the rotor throttle until it was
gated, took the pressure back off the rotor brake. Then, just as the rotors clicked
and began to slowly turn I saw someone run up to the door and climb aboard.
‘Room for one more?’ he shouted over the growing noise of the turbine engine
and the rhythmic whoomp of the rotors as they began to increase their rate of
turn. Meakin looked at me and muttered to himself, ‘Seal team soixante-neuf.’
I looked back and noticed that newcomer had no rank insignia on his uniform.
Meakin turned to the American and shouted, ‘Strap in, Yank.’
The American smiled slowly and leaned forward, ‘You can call me just about
anything you like,’ he said to Meakin, ‘But I’m from Tennessee, so don’t call me
Yank.’ The tone of his voice wasn’t quite as friendly as his smile suggested.
‘Captain Barrett,’ I said, twisting and holding out a hand to break the ice.
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pulled on my helmet, adjusted the visor, then strapped it all tight. I did a visual
con irmation of what Ruby was doing on top, checked that everything was where
it should be, shrugged the collective and cyclic to make sure they were moving
freely and did a visual of the rest of the control panel. The 21st Century Knights
Templars were getting sorted in back: pre light takes anywhere from ten minutes
to two, depending on how much of a rush you’re in, and I was in no mood to rush
it.
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Unlike aeroplanes, which are so aerodynamic they can lift off under a heavy wind
and need to be tethered to the ground when not in use, helicopters aren’t built to
ly. Everything about them is chained to gravity, locked to the ground; everything
they are is about not lying. And for every hour they spend in the air, they need
two or three on the ground for repair and maintenance. But ly they do. And
whenever an un lying machine lifted off the ground under my direction, as it was
now, it felt awesome, it felt like magic; it felt like turning base metal into gold.
They paid me to do this, I thought, but here’s a secret - I’d have done it for bed
and board. I’d have done it for nothing. They couldn’t pay me enough not to do
this. I was grinning to myself as I unleashed the power and the Lynx lurched
forward and rose into the air. After a few seconds of churn the vibrations reduced
as the machine escaped its own turbulence and I gave a quick check to the OC in
the tower and I glanced down at the receding ground to see a local who was
making his way through rows of tents toward whatever menial job he was doing
tonight. He looked up at us, and I thought again that a night- light containing ive
Gucci’d-to-the-max longhairs would no-doubt attract the attention of the locals
who would, without exception, call their cousins out there in the hills. SF guys
were competent in a ire ight, no doubt, and they could sneak around in the dark,
but with their Oakley out its and exotic weapons, blend in to a regular army base
they did not. We cleared the perimeter fence at eighty miles an hour and I yawed
the machine ive degrees toward the north and glanced at my watch; it was
twenty-six minutes past seven as we headed out towards the darkness. Meakin
shouted ‘Can you see anything out there?’
‘Not a fucking dickybird,’ I shouted back, pointing at my instruments, and the
Airways beacon which might well be my sole guide for the entire journey. I
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‘Logan,’ he responded and this time there was a grin. No harm, no foul. Meakin
relaxed, as did the three others in the rear. It was a bit early for butting heads, but
when it comes to Special Forces, there you go, they’re always at it. I noticed that
despite the absence of insignia, Logan’s combat gear was well-worn, and his M4
hung from its sling like it was part of him. I turned back to the controls and
looked up and out of the windscreen. Just sitting here, got me in the mood for
lying, even when the weather was shit, like it was now. As the rotors really began
to work I pulled up the collective. I could see Wake and Toffee in the rear
grinning as they shared a headphone, listening to music and doing some sort of
hand-jive in time to it. Logan raised an eyebrow as I looked back. Moose just
stared out of the window. I guess he wasn’t music fan.
As the power built and the rotors picked up speed I felt my usual elation at being
in the pilot’s seat. Whatever the situation outside, no matter how tired or bored
or scared I was, when I sat in this seat, snug in my airframe womb, feeling the
engine vibrate to my touch, watching the faint glow of the dials, listening to the
2200 bhp turboshaft engine roaring overhead, smelling the burning fuel, feeling
the machine cant and lean as I played with the controls, it made me smile. It was
my thing. Ruby climbed through the open rear door, leaned across the seats and
slapped me on the shoulder to indicate all was well and then stepped carefully
over the bodies in back and dropped out of the chopper and back onto the
ground; one of SF guys slammed the door shut. I gave the cyclic a bit more bite
and gassed the motor, feeling this unholy cradle of wire and steel and hi-octane
power shudder as we leaned forward and began to lurch into the sky.
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remembered my instructor telling me about instrument lying. ‘Trust the
instruments,’ he’d repeat, ‘not your instinct. Trust the fucking instruments. If you
trust the instruments you will live. If you attempt to ly by gut instinct you will
crash and burn.’
‘Keep the map handy,’ I told Meakin, who nodded, unfolded the map on his lap
and patted it smooth. I had no co-pilot or engineer with me, that was part of the
deal I’d worked out with Jarvis; this was a risky, off-books gig and I wasn’t
playing with the lives of innocents to get it done. ‘I’ll give you co-ordinates as we
go, you keep the track of where we are,’ I shouted.
‘Copy that,’ he shouted back.
Even with headphones, helicopters are loud. I looked out through the screen into
the black, swirling darkness of dust and night. I had to tear my gaze away and
force myself to look at the dials, staring into the darkness was addictive, you
could stare out into it forever, or until you hit a mountain, whichever came irst,
usually the mountain. But I was lying, that was the main thing, and beyond that I
really didn’t care: I didn’t care about the churning darkness, I didn’t care about
the storm, I didn’t care about the killers I was ferrying to their next point of
pandemonium in a land that’d been experiencing mayhem and invasion and
warfare for a long time before the War on Terror. This country had been invaded
by the Russians, the British, the Mughals, the Mongols, the Romans, the Persians;
it had been conquered, brie ly, by Alexander the Great. This land had been cursed
with war and invasion for millennia.
But I was lying.
Everything else was propaganda.

After another hour’s light we’d covered barely a hundred miles, although the
meter read us lying a lot further, because the cross wind sliding off the
mountains to the north West was severely hampering our actual speed, and we’d
been lying blind all the way. We stopped brie ly at a tiny FOB that was more like
an armoured service station to load up on fuel then set off again into the night,
heading west. My eyes were beginning to water with the strain of forcing myself
not to stare out into the maelstrom of dust and rain. ‘About thirty minutes eta,’ I
told Meakin, who con irmed it using the map and pencil routine. A momentary
break in in the storm left us lying along a broad valley loor with mountains
rearing into the darkness on either side, stars glittering above us, and the world
rolling away beneath us like a ball. I lifted my visor to rub my eyes and I could see
buildings, compounds, even individual animals visible in the moonlight, then we
were back in the storm again and I was using instruments-only, and apart from
the occasional lash of lightning that lit up the clouds around us, we were
completely night-blind for the next ifty miles.
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Meakin glanced at me as I dipped the pedal to yaw the machine a little and keep
us pointing the right way.
‘Ten miles,’ I told him.
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We scudded low and fast, valley loor to valley loor, skipping over hills, sliding
between mountainsides, the elevation based on my theory that being that a low,
fast- lying helicopter will alarm people irst, make them think it’s wise to take
cover second, and make them reach for RPGs last, whereas a high- lying
whirlybird can be heard from miles away and just attracts surface-to-air missiles
right from the off. The Lynx was powerful, easy to ly, could cover four hundred
miles at cruising speed, and could motor to around two hundred miles an hour if
she had to. I liked her. I turned to Meakin, ‘We can pop back home to Hereford for
a pint if you fancy, I’ll drop you off after.’
He grinned. ‘Hitchen. That’s my home town.’
‘Army brat?’
He nodded. ‘Is it that obvious?’
I nodded.
‘Born to war,’ he said. ‘No choice in the matter. You?’
‘Bexleyheath,’ I said, and in answer to the unspoken question, told him, ‘I like
lying.’ The engine noise grew louder as I pushed the nose down and accelerated
across a valley. ‘This is point one on the map, mark it,’ I told him. He took out a
pencil and smudged the map. ‘We’re heading exactly North North-East, airspeed
one eighty, cross wind from four degrees west of north at around thirty miles an
hour.’ As I spoke the wind shook the Lynx like an autumn leaf. ‘Gusting to around
sixty,’ I added, hoping we’d ind the corridor between the two storms that were
out there in front of us.
Meakin nodded, did the calculations. ‘Ten minutes, then a sharp east turn,
otherwise we hit Tajik airspace.’
‘Copy that,’ I said.
The Lynx shook as it was hit by another tremendous gust, I glanced in the mirror
to see the four guys in back rolling around, grabbing at the webbing nets to keep
themselves approximately vertical. Meakin did the same and laughed, the copilot’s seat was a de inite improvement to being stowed like kitbags in the hold.

We were rising too, we’d turned south-east eight miles back and were following
the route of a small valley, barely more than a cleft between two mountains, with
sheer walls rising steeply on either side. The RF radio was silent now. I hadn’t
made any calls while lying, my permissions had been sorted out in advance by
some black-bag specialist, and now the regular background chatter from other
pilots and light controllers had faded to zero; the sheer rock walls in this narrow
valley cut off the radio traf ic.
All was well.
And just then it all went to shit.
As we lew through the darkness, I noted absently two or three brief lashes from
the ground below and just front of us, not even registering what was happening
at irst. Only the tic tic of copper-jacketed rounds hitting the fuselage woke me
from a mental slumber. ‘Incoming!’ someone shouted and I glanced back to see
Toffee tearing the side door open and lighting up the thick darkness with streams
of ire from the M134 while Moose was hanging out the other side letting loose
with his M4. I heard the erratic ticking sounds of ri le rounds hitting the body of
the Lynx, Meakin had leapt up and stuffed his pack beneath him as an extra layer
of protection, the armour beneath the seats, being out of sight, just didn’t offer
enough mental security, I guess. He didn’t bother to fasten his harness, but
wrapped an arm around one of the straps as he yanked open the window, leaned
out and began to hail gun ire down into the darkness below. We were lying at
about a hundred and ifty miles an hour in zero visibility and I was the only one
not hanging out of the machine raining ball ammo into the darkness, the gun ire
and the lames from the exhaust lighting up the night sky. We couldn’t actually
outturn bullets so I kept it straight and fast, and I dropped foil to fake out any
SAMs that might be headed in our direction. Someone was laughing as we lew
like a storm of steel, the chopper’s speed increasing to two hundred miles an
hour as we lew up and through the narrow valley. I think it might have been me,
because Meakin glanced back at me with a strange look on his face.
Then, suddenly, it was over.
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After an insanely frenzied sixty seconds in which we must have loosed ten
magazines and two full belts worth of ammunition, there was no more shooting
from below, Meakin shouted ‘Cease Fire!’ and then it was all quiet. Doors were
wrenched closed and everyone sat back down, checking their weapons with
something approaching paternal pride. My heart was hammering but my hands
were steady as we lew on and for another minute or two everything was ine,
almost back to normal; just another brush-with-death in Arse-Cracky-Stan.
I could hear the Murderers in the back checking each other for injures, patting
themselves on the back, and I allowed myself to relax just a tiny bit but then I
frowned, felt the vibrations tugging at the cyclic, felt the reluctance of the
controls, double-checked everything, and my stomach began to sink as I
con irmed to myself what I was feeling then checked the instruments panel once
more. ‘We’re only six minutes out,’ I said to Meakin. ‘But we’re not going to make
it.’
‘No?’
I pointed at the temperature gauge, which had rocketed, the revvs were
struggling to keep pace, the engine felt tired and sluggish in my hand, it wasn’t

responding as swiftly and energetically as it should. I allowed the machine to
slow to just over a hundred miles an hour, dropped it to one- ifty feet above the
rising valley loor.
‘I can’t hear anything?’ he shouted.
‘I can feel it,’ I shouted back. And then, within another thirty seconds, I began to
hear it. I glanced at Meakin and he could hear it too; the engine was struggling,
something had broken, jammed maybe, and the effort to keep working was
overheating the engine. Meakin glanced. ‘Did you see any RPGs?’ I shouted.
‘No.’
‘Twenty mil maybe, or a lucky hit ifty AP?’
Shit, it could have been a .303 from a century-old Lee En ield if the shooter was
really lucky; it didn’t matter.
‘Can we make it?’ he shouted.
I checked the airspeed, we were shedding power by the second, the controls felt
sluggish and erratic, we dropped to a hundred feet, the speed dropped further
and within ifteen seconds we’d be at stalling speed, I looked at him and shook
my head.
‘We’re about three miles out,’ Meakin told me, then he was gone, clambering into
the back to confer with the others. Just then the tail rotor broke apart and the
whole machine began to spin and I was forced to autorotate.
Which wasn’t fun.
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Falling forward and down at eighty miles an hour is nothing that can be
described as pleasant, and I experienced every single foot of drop in what felt like
extreme slow motion. At sixty feet I lared, using what was left of the remaining
power, at less than thirty feet we began to slow as the remains of the engine’s
torque got a grip on the disc and fought forlornly against the gravity that was
hugging it into an inescapable embrace. At twenty feet the engine gave up
completely and only the free spinning disc gave us an autogiro effect that slowed
us a little more, stopped us from being killed outright as we hit the ground with a
spine-jarring crunch that managed to crack the seat-frame beneath me. My left
arm nearly dislocated, I was holding onto the collective so tight, but the rest of
me shifted sideways with the impact, and I felt my neck twist in a way that didn’t
hurt now but, I knew, was going to hurt me a lot in the near future. The rotors
smashed into something, splintering into pieces, a sliver bounced back and
cracked against the windscreen, making me jump with shock, thinking it was a
bullet impact. Then we stopped moving. Even as I orientated myself between the
sparking control panels and the overwhelming desire to lie down and sleep til
the bad thing went away, three of the SF guys were out of the chopper, forming a
perimeter, leaving Thomas in the doorway on the ifty and Meakin shaking me,
bringing me out of a temporary daze. They were good, I’ll give them that. Tough
and ef icient. ‘We’re about two miles from where we want to be!’ Meakin shouted
at me, ‘Grab your kit, we’re evaccing this shithole.’
As if in response, from somewhere out in the darkness, a bullet cracked the top of
the windscreen. I tore off my helmet and headphones, grabbed my survival pack
and made myself ready to go, Meakin paused, reached up for my Socom, handed
it to me with a grin, I took it as he reached back for his M4 and dropped out of the
co-pilot’s door on the opposite side. I grabbed the belt of spare magazines for my
Socom that hung above the doorframe and wrapped them around my shoulders
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as I fell heavily out of the door and onto the ground, looking around in the
darkness trying to get my bearings, the fresh, cold air and the sudden lack of
vibrations bringing me sharply back to reality. The helicopter had landed at the
bottom of a dried-up riverbed and the rotors had bitten into the sloping mud
walls splintering the blades. Peering over the top of the bank I saw a lash from
somewhere in the distance, followed by a buzzing sound as a .762 passed close to
my head and slammed into the rim of the door behind me. I dropped and slid
back down the bank into the riverbed. Another round buzzed past my ear and I
saw Meakin close on me, scrabbling across a small slope until he took cover
beside me. He pointed at my ri le. ‘Know how to use that thing?’
‘Yeah.’
‘See that that little building on the rise?’ I raised my head an inch above the bank
of the riverbed and spotted the low shadow of a small compound, nodded. ‘That’s
where the shooting is coming from. We’re pinned down by a single gun and we
can’t afford to stay here. Whoever brought us down can’t be more than two or
three miles back so we’ve got maybe thirty minutes head start. Moose has gone
out wide, he’s going to take out the shooter.’ He looked back at the house, ‘We’re
going to keep him busy, so on my count, light the place up.’ He was interrupted by
another lash followed by the crack of a bullet passing close by, splintering what
was left of one of the rotors behind my head. He raised three ingers, then two,
then, raised his gun and, without anther word, I raised the Socom and we ired
toward the light.
Forget what you see in movies, ri les are fucking loud, and after the irst couple of
bursts, without speaking, we took the mutual decision to move apart to where
the noise wasn’t quite so deafness-inducing. As I changed to my third mag, I saw
a lash of light followed a half-second later by the sound of an explosion. I got a
tap on the shoulder, ‘Don’t ire so fast next time. You’ll run out.’ Meakin was
standing above me.
‘Are we done?’
‘The wonders of a forty-mil ri le grenade,’ he said. ‘Load up and go.’
‘Sure?’ I asked again.
In response he began pulling on his pack. ‘Sure,’ he said, tapping the earpiece of
his comms, con irming he’d received a message from someone I couldn’t see.
‘Gear up and take point,’ he told whoever he was talking to. I went back to the
Lynx and picked up my pack as Moose returned and, without a word, helped me
strap it on. Then he picked up his ri le and jogged up the slope to ground level
and started moving forward. Point man, I guessed. I watched as Toffee expertly
rigged some explosives on the chopper, set to a tripline and a timer.
‘We’ll let the bastards start crawling about before it blows,’ Meakin explained as
he strapped an extra pack onto my back. ‘Four claymores, facing out.’ He patted
the extra rucksack he’d loaded on my shoulders. My knees drooped with the
weight. ‘Ammunition,’ he told me. He slipped the magazine belt for the Socom
from my shoulder and fastened it round my waist. Tight.
‘Water,’ Meakin shouted across, and Toffee leaned carefully into the chopper,
grabbed the eight-gallon container with one hand and dragged it out. I looked at
the pack he carried; the weaponry, the pack and the water container. He was
hefting more than he weighed. But despite the chaos that we’d experienced, we
were ready to go. Meakin told us, ‘Our target is an abandoned compound ive
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kilometres further up the valley. We get there, rest up until our contact arrives,
make a brew.’
‘What about the guys back there?’ I asked.
‘We weren’t expecting hostiles here, but our contact has authority round here,
apparently. He’ll be here by morning, hopefully he’ll talk them down. We do our
business, call in a return light. Home for breakfast.’ He looked around, ‘Where’s
Logan?’
‘Front left,’ I said. I’d spotted him moving off a few moments earlier. He nodded
and we walked away from the Lynx. I wasn’t happy with walking, had barely got
used to the idea I’d been grounded, and I kept glancing back as we walked to the
rise. I didn’t have Meakin’s faith in their contact to keep me alive ‘til the ‘return
light’ arrived. I glanced back again.
‘It’s gone,’ Meakin told me, reading my mind, slapping my helmet.
Wake jogged back toward us, stowing a night-scope as he did, ‘We got friends,
maybe two miles back, hustling.’
‘Numbers?’
‘Five or six.’
‘Weapons?’
‘They’ve got all the guns,’ he said with a wol ish grin.
Meakin shouted to the others, ‘Sugar up. Quick jog to the compound, set up a
perimeter, then we’ll kill any fucker who approaches until Uncle arrives.’
‘Plan.’ Toffee said.
‘Plan.’ Wake echoed, checking Thomas’ straps, tightening one with a jerk. Toffee
then did the same to him. Meakin checked Logan’s gear and he did the same in
return. Moose said nothing. No one checked his straps. They were tight as fuck
already.
Without further prep, we set off, running squaddie-style: full packs, using a short,
fast-cadence jog, with each of the SF guys taking it in turn to slow down, protect
our rear, then catch up after three or four hundred paces to swap position.
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After a mile and a half running, carrying two packs and a ri le I had to stop to and
puke. They were running at a pace I couldn’t match. Moose, who was rearguard,
caught up with me,’ Your turn,’ he grunted. I puked a little more, wiped the
phlegm from my mouth, let Moose get about thirty yards ahead and then began
jogging slowly, running almost backwards, eyes and ears scanning toward the
rear in case any leet-footed talibs were stealing a march. I felt exposed, un it, and
unprepared as I looked forward and realized I couldn’t see the men in front
anymore, at which point I got more than a bit scared, picked up the pace a bit
and, somehow, my body found its second wind, my heart-rate began to slow a
little. I was reminded of being a fourteen-year-old schoolkid and getting chased
through Peckham by two big black kids armed with knives, my lungs it to burst
as these two lanky, incredibly it and supple older lads ran me down, but
somehow inding reserves of energy to lose them as we careered through an
outdoor market. I laughed quietly to myself, somehow inding reserves of energy,
and stepped up the cadence until I could make out the shadowy igures of the
troopers out in front, Meakin in the middle, Moose to the right, the others to the
left, they were spaced thirty paces apart, leaving no decent shooting
opportunities for a machine gun, and no secondary casualties from a mine or
mortar blast. The talibs might be a mile or two behind us, but if we made it to the
compound we’d have a chance of survival until dawn and clear skies, when a
rescue light could collect us. As I jogged through the night I saw a shape
developing on the horizon, low and pale compared to the sheer darkness of the
mountainside that rose to each side, and gradually the shape became more
distinct as the ground leveled out, and the team began to converge on it, slowing
and then halting maybe thirty yards out. Meakin and one of the guys taking a
quick moment to chat. After a quick con lab they split left and right, leaving
Toffee, Wake and Logan waiting spread out in the middle, keeping their distance,
approaching the compound from each side, moving slowly and with caution.
Moose was the one who hit the compound irst, Meakin standing off while Moose
powered through the door. I heard automatic ire as I jogged up behind Logan. He
turned smoothly, ri le raised but took his inger off the trigger and put a inger to
his lips, turning back to watch while we waited. After a few seconds, Moose
walked back out of the compound, made a hand signal to the others, who visibly
relaxed.
‘Comms,’ Meakin shouted, and we all pulled on our headpieces, tweaked them to
the correct frequency. ‘Everyone drop their gear in the compound, only carry
ammo, med kits and water, dump everything else...’ his voice crackled and
disappeared, I tore off my headset, iddled with it and put it back on, hearing
Meakin’s voice through the crackle. ‘Moose,’ he was saying, ‘You and Logan cover
the front of the compound, left and right, Toffee, on the roof with the minimi.’ He
spoke to Wake, ‘Go ind a nice cosy hide somewhere up the side of that slope.
They’ll try and lank us so we need your eyes.’ I got to the compound and saw
there’d been originally three buildings, but two had been reduced to low
crumbling walls. The third still stood and I walked inside; there were two rooms,
the irst leading into the second. ‘Don’t want to get trapped in here,’ Meakin said,
appearing beside me. There were small windows, high up, and the inner room
had loorboards that sagged and creaked beneath bags of sand and cement and
rolls of chicken wire. ‘Someone was planning to spruce the place up,’ Meakin said.
Both rooms were empty but for building gear and the remains of what appeared
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to be a highly igured Victorian rocking chair, complete with the tattered remains
of a velvet cushion.
‘Where do you want me?’ I asked sitting down on the chair and rocking it
squeakily back and forward. He looked at my Socom, then back at me, ‘You’ll be
the runner, sir. Keep everyone supplied with ammunition.’ I was aware that I was
the least experienced in the arcane skills of murdering the enemy with
overwhelming violence, I had a junior role in what would follow, but also that as
the only of icer, responsibility for whatever happened would fall on my
shoulders. ‘You’re in charge for all this tactical shit,’ I acknowledged, ‘But if you
decide to massacre a bunch of civilians or detonate a small nuclear device, run it
past me irst.’
‘Copy that,’ he said as I stood, and we walked back outside, adding, ‘Drop the
ammunition there,’ pointing at the broken-down compound wall and walking off
into the night. Toffee came over and helped me peel off the bags of ammo, and we
set them neatly on one of the low walls, unpacking and stacking magazines and
boxes of belt ammo. I asked, ‘Think there’ll be contact?’
‘No doubt,’ Toffee said, as he unspooled the belt-ammo from the boxes and laying
them on the low wall. He looked up at the heavy grey night skies. ‘They know
were trapped here, we’ll get no air support tonight, so they’ve got a free go.’
‘You do this sort of thing often?’ I asked, watching him strip off all unnecessary
equipment so that he ended up wearing only his body armour, helmet, comms,
and a medi-pack strapped to the small of his back. He picked up two belts of
minimi ammunition and draped them around his shoulder, took a third belt and
slotted it into the machine gun, racked it. He pressed a button on his earpiece and
said, ‘Gonna test my gun.’ Then he raised it and ired off a three-round burst.
Discarded shells and belt links tinkled onto the loor. Toffee turned to me and
grinned. Then I saw him listen to a message, ‘Copy that,’ he said. ‘Got comms?’ he
asked me.
I nodded.
He said, ‘Better switch ‘em on then.’
‘It’s on.’
He watched me, listening to a message, nodded. ‘Well it aint working.’
I wiggled the box, jiggled the wire, and heard a crackle, heard Wake’s voice telling
us he’d found a hidey-hole, ‘It’s working,’ I told him.
‘Good.’ He looked at me for a moment and said, ‘Don’t worry. One night of massmurder then we’ll be on our way.’ He squatted down, reached into his rucksack,
pulled out some gear and began to click it all together. I wondered what infernal
contraption he was assembling. He looked up at me and said, ‘Let’s make a brew
before it all kicks off.’ I realised he was putting together a tiny little stove to make
a pot of tea.
‘Sounds like a plan,’ I said.
He pulled a small plastic bottle from a side pocket of his pack and said, ‘I brought
some real milk.’
I watched as he set up the tiny stove just inside the compound door, illed a small
kettle with water from the jug, used a disposal lighter to light the stove and
placed the kettle on top to heat the water. As we waited, Meakin came through
on the comms. ‘Toff, you’re on the roof. Moose is on your left, between the
compound and the cliff wall. I’m on the middle, Logan’s on the right, covering the

riverbed. Wake’s found himself a nice little hidey-hole so he’s our eyes. Captain
Barrett, you’re backstop.’
Toffee chatted to me as the kettle simmered, ‘Wake uses .338 Lapua,’ he said.
‘He’s carrying six mags, but each mag only takes eight rounds. When he gets half
way through ‘em, your job is to nip up there and give him a re ill.’ He poured us
both a mug of tea, ready made in the kettle, added milk.
‘Sugar?’ I asked.
‘You’re out of luck,’ he said, ‘But I got a packet of digestives in my pack. Right side
pocket.’
I fetched them and we sat on the wall drinking tea and munching on biscuits until
we heard Wake’s voice, terse.
‘Five members of the religion of peace, spread out, seven hundred yards.’
‘Surf’s up,’ Meakin responded.
Toffee, clicked his comms twice, slurped the last of his tea and stood. ‘Give me a
bunk up?’
‘Sure,’ I said.
He paused, ‘You been in a ire ight before?’
‘Nothing like this,’ I admitted.
‘You’re the runner. Stay quiet, stay low. Keep everyone supplied with
ammunition, water, meds, whatever they need. You see a bad guy, don’t wait for
permission. Put him down. Use your ri le.’ He slotted a couple of frag grenades
into my belt. ‘These are for area clearing, three second fuse so pin out, lob, take
cover. Got a knife?’
I patted my boot where a ka-bar was slotted tight.
‘Good. If your ri le fails, use your M9 and if that doesn’t work, use the knife.’
‘If my knife breaks?’
‘Use your teeth,’ he said advised. ‘Generally, it’s good to stay cool, but if it gets
really bad, if you feel like you’re going to die, that’s when you get berserk,
understand?’
‘Yes.’
‘One more thing. The bad guys out there, they aren’t good soldiers, they’re
reckless, but they’re merciless. They take you alive and you will wish you had
been killed.’
I’d read Kipling, so I knew there was nothing else to say. I made a stirrup with my
hands and boosted Toffee onto the roof of the compound. I watched his boots
slither out of sight and then I was alone. Breathing hard.
I head Wake’s voice again. ‘Four hundred. They’re spread about a hundred feet,
side to side.’
Meakin’s voice was quiet in my earpiece. ‘Let ‘em come, Wake. Let ‘em come right
in.’ Then he spoke to everyone. ‘Keep off the comms from now on unless it’s
desperate. Barrett’s on the ammo. We’ll kill these fuckers then grab a cup of tea.’
‘Had mine already,’ came Toffee’s gloating voice.
‘Greedy twat,’ someone said but whatever came next was cut off by the crack of
ri le ire.
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It was Wake’s .338.
In the following minute he ired eight or nine carefully spaced shots. Then it was
quiet for a few moments, then an explosion, a brief lash of light, a hundred yards
away, and a drawn-out screaming wail. I heard another shot from Wake and the
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screaming stopped. Then there followed ive or six minutes in which all I heard
was my own breathing, then Wake’s ri le cracked again, two, three times. Then
quiet.
‘Talk to me Wake,’ Meakin’s voice came over the comms.
‘Two left, about thirty yards in front of Moose, three yards apart, moving as a
pair. They got cover.’
‘Moose?’ Meakin asked.
Silence.
Then the faint sound of scuf ling followed by a brief exchange of shots.
‘He got ‘em,’ Wake’s voice observed.
‘Both of them?’
‘Bringing one in,’ Wake said, after a moment. A few minutes later I heard heavy
bootsteps and the sound of muf led struggles, and Moose arrived carrying a
prisoner over his shoulder. He dumped the prisoner onto the ground, hard,
kicked him in the ribs as he lay struggling, kicked him again until he stopped.
Meakin arrived, ‘Give me a look at what you got!’ and he grabbed the prisoner by
the hair, slapped him, rolled him over so we could see his face. There was a
muf led squeal of pain and Meakin stepped back, ‘Fuck me!’ he said.
It was a girl.
She was wearing a ragtag out it of combat gear, mostly covered by a traditional
chapan coat and tucked beneath US Marine-issue desert sand forage cap she was
wearing was a dark chador. Her hands and feet were secured by Moose’s zipties
and she had a large rag stuffed into her mouth, but she was de initely female. I
heard Toffee’s voice and looked up to see him peering down from the rooftop.
‘Moose got himself a girlfriend.’
Moose ignored him and walked silently back out to his patrol point, leaving the
prisoner behind. Meakin looked up at Toffee, telling him, ‘Get back on cover,’ and
Toffee slithered away again. I looked on as Meakin squatted down beside the
prisoner and searched her. No doubt Moose had already done so but Meakin
wasn’t taking chances. She squirmed and I felt a bit uncomfortable watching on.
Meakin he pulled out the dirty rag that had been shoved into her mouth, glanced
up at me and caught my expression. ‘Don’t be fooled by the female appearance of
this thing here,’ he told me, ‘It will happily castrate you and feed you your balls.
She’s illed to the tits with bad intentions, and don’t you lose sight of that fact.’
He turned back to her and I caught her eye and asked, ‘You speak English?’
In reply she spat out a series of Farsi oaths.
Meakin paused and repeated my question, ‘Do you speak English?’
More curses.
He stood up, watched her squirm and struggle for a few moments, then he kicked
her in the side, hard. She bit down on a short cry of pain. He leaned over her.
‘Every time you move, Princess, and every time you insult me, I’m going to put
my size ten in your short ribs.’
She ceased struggling against the ties and visibly stopped herself from hissing
out more farsi curses.
He looked at me, ‘See,’ he con irmed, ‘she speaks English.’
Just then Wake’s voice came over the comms, ‘We got more company.’
Meakin paused from whatever he’d next planned to do next, looked at me, ‘Make
sure everyone is supplied. And if she tries to escape, stop her.’ He shoved the rag

back into her mouth. I didn’t get time to ask how exactly I was supposed to stop
her as he’d already turned and walked back into the darkness.
Fifteen minutes later I guessed Wake must have ired about thirty shots, so I
picked up a couple of boxes of ammo, and in a stage whisper I told Toffee I was
off to do a resupply, stepping over the girl, then the low wall, and moving quietly
toward the mountainside. I found Wake forty yards up the slope, behind a rock,
lying still, completely at one with his ri le, seeing the entire world through his
night-sight. Without speaking I took out two boxes of ammunition, reloaded his
spent magazines which were stacked neatly beside him. He didn’t even look
round as he dropped his half-used mag and inserted a fresh one into his ri le and
racked the irst round. I placed two spare boxes of ammo beside him and waited,
unsure what to say. He turned to look at me. ‘Are we having a moment?’ I left
him up there, sixty rounds of .338 Lapua Magnum richer than before, and
scrambled back down to the valley loor.
Meakin was standing silently at the edge of the compound. He was tense, alert,
staring into the darkness; something was brewing. The girl was lying quiet and
watchful as I arrived, and she was so tense she almost vibrated. I looked across at
Meakin who glanced back at me and nodded me forward to the corner of the
compound. I unslung my ri le and quietly clicked it from safe to ire and moved
over to where he’d indicated. He raised a inger to his lips, still staring into the
dark.
Then it went kinetic.
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There was no gap between complete silence and all hell breaking loose. One
moment Meakin had me pause, mid-step, a inger to his lips and the next he was
down on one knee iring at moving igures, the lashes illuminating three men no
more than ten or twelve yards in front, all of whom dropped like sacks of wet
cement, I moved out to the right, hearing Wake’s voice, ‘They’ve snuck up along
the dry river bed. You got more coming at four o’clock!’ and I raised my Socom,
my irst shot missing a igure who was coming straight at me with a big knife in
his hand, the second hitting him in the stomach, and then I shot him again as he
fell forward, the heavy 30 cal. drilling down into the top of his head blowing away
the back half of his skull, bone and pieces vertebra spraying out from the back of
his head, the noises he made as he died only coming to me later, much later, when
I had time to digest what I’d done. I turned as I felt something hot tug at my
shoulder and another shadowy igure came at me but Meakin, appearing by my
side, shot him three times in the chest, the noise blocking out all other senses
except for my sight, which was dialed to 100%, and the feeling of my index inger
on the smooth steel of the trigger and the bucking as the recoil hit my shoulder. I
kept iring at a third igure who seemed to fall in slow motion.
Then it was over.
‘You ok?’ Meakin asked, his voice seeming to come from miles away.
‘Yeah.’ My mouth felt thick and dry. He held out his water bottle. I could barely
control my shaking hands to unscrew the lid and drink but after a minute I
calmed down a little, handed him back the bottle.
‘You got a nick on your shoulder,’ he said, ‘Get a dressing on it.’ He turned away
spoke into the comms, ‘Check.’

An hour later I was back on the ground, staring into the darkness again. The girl
had been struggling but she hadn’t managed to free herself of the zip-ties, though
the dark bloodstains on her wrists showed she’d really been trying. Her left eye
was bruised but it didn’t mask a look of fury as she stared at me that I’d only ever
seen before in a couple of ex-girlfriends. Except, I thought, my exes weren’t
thinking of murdering me with any object close to hand. Well, maybe one or two
of my exes were thinking that, but civilisation stopped them from acting upon
their impulses. This one would have no compunction, I could see that. I lined up
more spare mags for the murderers out there in the dark. Toffee hadn’t used his
minimi yet, so he needed no more belts. My musings were cut short by the return
of Meakin. I raised my eyebrows and he said, ‘No one left out there to kill right
now.’
He looked down at the girl, asked her if she wanted a drink.
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I heard everyone’s terse reply in turn. He looked at me as I tore open my
lightsuit, dragged my arm free and taped a cotton dressing onto what was more
a burn than a bullet wound before refastening everything nice and snug.
‘Resupply Moose and Logan,’ he said. ‘They’ll be down to fuckin’ Bowie knives
soon.’ And in reply to my unspoken question he said, ‘Eighty paces ahead, left and
right.’ He spoke into the comms again, ‘Moose, Logan, Barrett is coming over with
ammo. Be gentle, he just popped his cherry.’ Then he asked, ‘Logan, how’d they
get past you?’
Logan’s response was immediate, ‘They didn’t. They must have come from the
other direction.’
‘There’s nothing up there but China,’ Meakin said, but added nothing more. He
turned to me, ‘Change out your magazine, you’re down to your last two or three
rounds.’ Numbly, I changed my mag. I glanced at the girl, securely tied but
listening to everything we said. I could see her eyes glinting in the darkness.
Then I nodded to Meakin and scooted quietly across to Moose, found him a few
minutes later and handed off six magazines, then Logan a few minutes after that,
breathless after jogging through the scrubs and rocks. ‘Thought you’d forgotten
me,’ he whispered as he reloaded a fresh magazine.
‘Busy?’
‘Two of them,’ he said, giving me a smile that I could see even in the dark as he
pointed out the shapes of two bodies ifteen yards in front of him. He was good, I
could see; calm and focused, but cool enough to have a chat too. I was tempted to
ask him which government organisation he worked for.
‘You need anything else?’ I asked.
‘If we get a decent break, I could go for a coffee.’
‘I’ll sub you,’ I said, sounding braver and more composed than I felt.
‘K.’
He turned back toward the darkness as I walked back to the compound, letting
Meakin and Toffee know I was coming in. I heard Wake’s voice on the comms.
‘Who’s making a brew? Toffee will drink the fuckin lot if he gets the chance, and
I’m stuck up here like Thunderbird 5.’ I looked toward towards where Wake was
located, my eyes tracking towards his hiding spot in the darkness, but I couldn’t
make him out. When I got back I told Toffee to make a brew and take a cup up to
Wake. I glanced at the girl who lay quietly, watching us, and when Toffee dropped
down from the roof I climbed back up to replace him.

She nodded.
‘Tough titty,’ he said. ‘You aint getting one.’ He turned back to me, ‘How nasty do
you think she has to be, to survive amongst that bunch of mass-murdering
rapists? How fucking bad do you think she can be if she can survives living with
that lot?’
I shrugged.
‘Don’t mistake her for human,’ he said, looking around. He found what he was
looking for, a short spade, ‘I need a shit,’ he said, picking up the spade and
walking into the darkness behind the compound.
I heard a voice from above, How’s our Princess?’ Looking up I saw Toffee.
‘Thirsty,’ I said.
He agreed. ‘My mouth feels like I’ve been drinking dry cement from a sandbag.’
I imagined pouring dry cement into my mouth. I reckoned he was pretty much
right.
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I checked my watch.
All quiet.
With Wake on lookout, Meakin and Moose had taken it in turn to come in for a
tea and a bite to eat. Logan had come back and made himself a pot of coffee while
I subbed him, and it smelled great, so I helped myself to a mug of it when I got
back. From above we could hear Toffee singing a version of a well-known Irish
folk-song ‘As I was going over, the Kracky-stanny mountains, I saw takeaway Ali,
and his virgins he was counting, at irst I drew my pistol, then I drew my ri le, but
he blew himself paradise and…’ and then humming all the guitar parts.
‘He’s good,’ I said.
‘Boy’s got talent,’ Logan agreed.
‘What else rhymes with ri le?’ Toffee asked from above.
The girl lay curled up against the wall, sleeping. Or planning jihad. Or maybe just
imagining my demise. She seemed to respect Meakin, despite or perhaps because
of how he treated her, but whenever she had the chance, she looked daggers at
me. I settled back as the weight of the evening began to kick in. I’d shot and killed
two men, at close range, and I knew that if by some chance the bullets hadn’t
killed them I’d have inished them off with my knife, or smashed their heads in
with a rock. I’d felt it, deep down, the inevitability of their deaths; I’d willed it, I’d
made it happen, and now they were dead. I wondered if there was someone out
there who’d feel the same about me. Perhaps the guys I’d shot had felt that too.
Perhaps they’d been on a mission from god, but if so, their god had deserted
them. Boots announced Meakin’s approach. Logan took this as his signal to get
back to his position and he inished his coffee and left without a word. ‘You ok?’
Meakin asked.
I frowned. ‘I’m good.’
‘Get some sleep.’
I smiled, but it wasn’t a happy smile, ‘I don’t think I’ll be able to sleep.’
Meakin said, ‘Stop being a baby, put your head on that rucksack and sleep. You
got exactly ninety- ive minutes then you’re up there to relieve Wake while he gets
his nods.’
I took a deep breath, ninety- ive minutes. One complete REM cycle. Meakin was in
command of this operation. ‘You sure?’ I said.
‘It’s an order,’ he said, adding, ‘Sir.’

I checked the mag in my Socom and stacked it against a wall as Meakin roused
the girl and checked her ties, looked back at me and nodded, she was secure,
wasn’t going to knife me in my sleep. I sat down, back against the crumbling
compound wall and stretched out my legs, began to breathe slowly, evenly, letting
my heart-rate slow as I counted down from Five. Four. Three…

Part 2
“All the devils are here.”
William Shakespeare
The Tempest
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I woke hungover from some unde ined dream of blood and screaming, the terror
fading into the sound of my phone ringing. Reaching blindly in the dark, I got
myself tangled up in my quilt before seeing a lashing light on the loor just far
enough from the bed that I had to get out to reach it. I grabbed it, climbed back
into the warm, enfolding quilt, and accepted the call.
‘Hello?’
There was a long pause, the sound of random background noise, someone
mouth-breathing. I waited a few seconds, then ended the call. Fucking boilerrooms, I thought. I sat in the dark, licking through screens until I found the
‘block call’ switch and ended that fucker’s connection with my world.
Awake, I got out of bed.
The shower took exactly three minutes and I emerged sparkling clean, knowing a
coffee would bring me back to almost-functioning mode. I dried, dressed and
drank a coffee as I listened to LBC, catching up on whatever nonsense the Mayor
and his cronies were up to today. Nothing much, it seemed, maybe they were
hungover too.
I switched off the radio and pulled on my boots, grabbed my keys and wallet, left
the lat and walked along to the corner shop. ‘Morning Mark!’ someone shouted
from the back of the shop as I entered.
‘Morning Zed,’ I replied, picking up a litre of milk and a packet of gingersnaps.
‘Did those guys catch up with you?’ He smiled as he reached the counter and rang
the purchase in the till, but his eyes looked concerned.
‘What guys?’ I asked.
‘Big guys,’ he said, ‘They were at your door when I was walking past, so I asked
them if they wanted you and they asked if I knew where you were.’
‘What time was this?’
‘About nine, last night.’
He pushed the milk and biscuits back across the counter, ‘They were toughlooking lads.’
‘Car?’
He shook his head, ‘Didn’t see it. They had European accents.’
“European” meant eastern Europe, otherwise he’d say they were French or
Scandinavian or whatever. ‘Gypsies?’ I asked.
‘Russian maybe, or Polish.’
I nodded, thinking to myself.
‘Be careful,’ he said.
‘Yeah, I will,’ I said, ‘Thanks.’
I left the shop and walked back along the Lavender Hill, glancing into parked cars
for big Russians, the street feeling a touch malevolent, the morning sunshine
becoming harsh and unfriendly. Or maybe that was the wine I’d drank the night
before rifting back on me, I couldn’t be sure. There was an old van parked on the
yellow lines outside my front door. It had already picked up a parking ticket in
the ive minutes I’d been out buying milk. I glanced inside, checking for large
Eastern European males, and seeing none I jogged up the steps and quickly
unlocked my front door, went inside and double locked it behind me.
An hour later I was in the basement working on my bike, replacing the right-hand
cylinder on the engine. With a transverse V-twin layout the right cylinder was
drained of oil every time it was put on its side-stand. Then, whenever the engine
started, unless you went to the bother of rocking the bike side to side for a couple
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of minutes, which no one ever did, the cylinder was forced to ire up with almost
zero lubrication. Over time that took a toll. I popped the cables and unbolted the
cylinder head, then removed the cylinders to check. The left one was smooth,
regular, good for another hundred thousand miles. The right one was scored,
covered in microscopic chips and dings. No wonder it smoked like a fucker and
growled like an irritated bulldog, I thought. My phone pinged, so I checked the
message, managing to smear the touchscreen with oil, which I rubbed off against
the leg of my jeans. It was Greener: Dropped off a new van. Keys in letterbox. I
stood, walked back up the stairs and into the hall, checked that there were indeed
a set of car keys in the mesh cage behind the letterbox. I opened the front door
and looked down on the van that sat waiting for me, the one I’d suspected of
being illed with angry Russian thugs. I texted Greener back: Thanks.
A moment later he replied:
£500.
The price had risen, I thought. It’d be registered in someone else’s name; would
no doubt have three-or-four-months’ road tax. I noted the second ticket stuck to
the windscreen. It had saved me the cost of two parking tickets already. I closed
the door, locked it and went back to the motorbike that was sitting, guts-out in
the basement. By lunchtime I’d replaced the cylinder with one that I’d bought
from Jason Monk, a parts dealer who made a living stripping down write-offs and
selling the parts. It was nearly new, one dead owner: I’d seen the frame it’d come
from, which was bent at weird angles, from where it had run into the back of a
truck, at high speed, he’d informed me. I put the engine back together, replaced
the oil, reconnected the cables and plugs and wheeled it outside into the yard. I
started it up and it ired irst time, the uneven, guttural rumble sounding like
music to my ears. I opened the basement window and left it running, went
upstairs to check my work log for the next week. Tomorrow I was booked to take
a box of diamonds from a bonded warehouse at Heathrow to a customer in
Duxford. A journey of just under a hundred and ifty miles. A day’s work. I’d been
sent a photograph of the box, grey steel, lockable, like a miniature safe, no more
than four inches by three by two. It weighed two pounds, but most of that would
be case-hardened steel, not ancient, pressurised carbon. The following day was
clear and the day after that I was booked to accompany some modern art that
resembled used ish and chip wrappers glued to backing paper over to Schipol.
Airports were tricky and I often got stopped, so I decided to take the tunnel
through to France, hop a train from Lille north to Schipol. A single day’s work if I
got an early start: for that job I’d wear a suit and carry an old battered briefcase
for that mid-level functionary look, which might explain the many, many stamps
on my passport, if I was stopped. I intended to lose that passport very soon and
apply for a replacement with clean pages instead of the dozens of stamps
currently covered every available inch of every sheet. I just needed a week or two
when I wouldn’t be traveling abroad. I thought about popping into Rotterdam to
visit Lynch, who was working now as a commercial pilot, ferrying ships’ pilots
out to the massive container ships and tankers that visited the port every day,
then decided against it. He’d want me to ly with him, but I couldn’t afford to get
my licence after I left the army, and taxiing waf le-munchers out to oil tankers in
weather that was too rough for their little pilot boats didn’t seem like fun anyway.
My phone rang and I answered it, heard the same background noises as before,
the same mouth-breathing. Someone listening as I said Hello, but not replying. I

listened back for a few seconds, then hung up. Checked the number, different
from yesterday’s but undoubtedly the same person, the same breathing.
Blocked.

‘Wakey wakey!’ a voice said, and I woke to see Venus hanging low in the sky, just
to the right of the moon. Just to the left of the moon was Meakin’s smiling face. I
had a crick in my neck where I’d been sleeping upright against a dirt wall, or
maybe it was from the autorate crash-landing the night before. I sat up and
stretched, feeling like an old man. He handed me a mug of tea. ‘Get this down ya,
then you’re up there to cover for Wake while he gets his kip.’
‘Quiet?’
He nodded. ‘Dawn is coming,’ he tapped the night-scope that was attached to his
ri le, ‘so we lose an advantage. Plus, the students have had time to phone a
friend.’
I drank off the tea with pleasure. It was the sort that comes in tablet form and
dissolves in hot water, but tastes no worse for that when you’re holed-up in a
mud compound and under assault from psychopaths with guns. ‘What happens
next?’ I asked, shaking the dregs out of the cup.
Meakin scanned landscape as he spoke. ‘Uncle is due to arrive in a couple of
hours, he gives us the stuff we need, then we call in a replacement Uber and
we’re out of here.’
‘Keep me posted,’ I said.
Meakin nodded and re illed my mug. I stood and stretched my tired legs. Ninety
minutes sleep was all I was getting and, mug in hand, I walked to the corner of
the compound to have a look. The darkness was fading but the night was still
quiet; any wounded talibs out there had either died or fallen unconscious or been
dragged away: there was no sound. Not even the whisper of a breeze stirred the
air; the air felt dead. I gazed out into the pearlescent darkness. ‘We got mist
coming in.’
Meakin was beside me in a moment. ‘Let’s hope that burns off with the sun. We
can hold off the Ropers if we can see ‘em, but if they get close enough for short
swords, and if there’s a couple of dozen of them, we’re in a world of shit.’ He spat
onto the ground near the girl, ‘I’m going to go out and lay some more trip mines,
make ‘em nervous.’
‘I’ll go and sub Wake,’ I said.
‘Think we should give her a drink?’ Meakin said.
I looked at the girl who was still trussed up on the ground, sleeping soundly,
despite the zipties and the gag. ‘Better had. She might die, or something. I’ll do it,’
I said.
‘She’ll need the toilet. Untie her legs but not her arms.’ And in answer to my next
question he said, ‘Tough.’ He went back to the ordnance stockpile and picked up
four Claymores. I threw the dregs of the tea over the wall and looked up to the
roof. ‘Want some tea?’
‘Got some, ta,’ came the voice.
I roused the girl. Pulled out her gag.
Toffee’s voice drifted down from above in a stage whisper, followed by, ‘You still
got your knife?’
I glanced down at the K-bar strapped into my boot, ‘Yes,’ I whispered back.
‘Don’t lose it,’ came the reply.
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I picked up the Socom and stepped over the now re-trussed prisoner who I’d
accompanied out to a bush in the middle distance and waited while she did her
business, then brought her back and retied her ankles. She sat sullenly, empty of
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bladder but illed with a silent hatred that seemed to be directed entirely at me. I
left her and made my way quietly up to Wake’s hide, high up on the cliffside. It
was still dark but growing a little lighter, mist was beginning to block what was
left of the moonlight. It’s hard to explain the complete absence of arti icial light to
someone who lives in the city but out here in the pre-dawn darkness, I could
barely see my feet. My eyes were accustomed to it but still, I took my time and
picked my steps; no-one wants a broken ankle in the middle of a combat zone. I
didn’t want to stumble over a rock, or into an Afghan blade. After a cautious ive
minutes I’d made it to the foot of the cliff edge. I clicked my comms and
whispered, ‘Wake, it’s Barrett. I’m coming up.’
In return I heard a click.
I scrambled up the steep incline until I guessed I was somewhere near Wake’s
hide. ‘Ssst,’ I heard above and to my left, so found some footholds and climbed a
bit higher until I found a deeper shadow amongst the rocks. ‘Wake?’
‘You’re standing on him,’ I heard a whisper.
I took my foot off his hand and he emerged from beneath a grey canvas sheet and
sat up in a cross-legged position, peeling off his woolen hat and grabbing the
lask I’d brought with me. He unscrewed the lid and greedily drank about half of
the contents. I sat down beside him. He stretched, ‘I need a piss,’ he muttered,
stood up, walked off a few paces. I heard him piss into a ziplock bag, then he lung
it far away into the distance. He come back and sat down, ‘Normally we’d dig a
hole, but this slope is all rock and scree. If you need to go, do the same, then
throw it far away, downwind. I don’t want to wake up to this place smelling like
the Gent’s at King’s Cross.’ He pointed at his ri le. ‘Used one of these?’ I told him
no so he said, ‘It’s zeroed for me, so it might be a little bit off for you but don’t
touch the sights. Adjust your aim for windage after the irst couple of shots’
I picked it up and looked through the infra-red scope. The ri le was simple and
rugged: grunt-proof. Bolt-action, no need for speed with a weapon like this, it
was all about accuracy. I lay right behind it, tucked the butt against my shoulder,
aimed out into the night. ‘See them?’ he asked. ‘Eight hundred metres out.’ I
raised the sightline a little, found a faint blob of light, moving slightly in the dark.
‘We’ve got a mist hanging in the air, so the targets are faint.’
‘Why don’t you take them out?’ I asked, letting the igures ill the sight. ‘You could
get a couple of them before they ran.’
‘Always thinking,’ he said, chiding me. He explained; ‘I know where they are, but
they don’t know I know.’
‘Ok,’ I said.
‘Settle in. You’ve got the eyes. Keep Meakin up to date if anything changes but
don’t shoot anything unless it’s serious, let them come to two hundred before you
light them up, watch for dust kicking up, that’ll let you know if you’re off to the
left or right, then you can adjust your aim.’ He stood to go, pointed to a small bag
‘Two lares in there. If you pull one, Moose or Meaks will come running. Try not
to use them.’ As he walked away down the slope he said, ‘Ninety minutes. Start
the clock.’
I checked my watch He’d return in ninety minutes. Before then, I was the eyes. I
pulled the canvas sheet over me, found a halfway comfortable position, looked
out into the night. Slowly, incrementally, as the darkness lifted, the mist
thickened and the distant blobs of light that signi ied our opponents gradually

An hour passed before Meakin spoke on the comms. ‘Anything going on?’
‘Nothing. Visibility down to three hundred metres.’
Every few minutes, I used Wake’s night binoculars and swept the area behind us
and across to the lank where the dry riverbed ran passed the compound. It
struck me, that’s where they’d come from; they’d tried it once and got really
close. Logan said they hadn’t come that way but Meakin reckoned they’d lanked
him somehow. The gully was shallow but negotiable. I swept the bins back in the
direction we’d originally come, followed the darker smear at the far edge of the
visible horizon, no more than three hundred metres now. I tracked across the
lank, looking for any signs of it coming back towards the compound. ‘Meakin,’ I
whispered over the comms, ‘How far is the riverbed from the compound?’
‘Hundred and ifty yards,’ he answered, ‘And it veers away from the house.’ Then
he said, ‘But why build a house far away from a water source?’ After a couple of
moments, he muttered, ‘Shit.’
I dropped the binocs and picked up the ri le, whose optics were far superior. I
tracked the riverbed far past the compound, said, ‘The stream loops back, comes
to maybe ifty yards behind the house.’ Hurriedly I swept the scope rearwards,
‘Meakin, you got seven bad bad guys on your six, ifty yards, coming in fast.’
I swept the scope around and to the right, ‘Moose, you’ve got four coming at you,
eleven o’clock. Thirty yards.’ They’d snuck in under the shadow of the steep cliffface, in my blind spot.
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‘Company?’
It was Wake, standing beside me. I appraised him of the situation as he took the
ri le from me, scoped it out for himself in seconds. ‘Get back down there,’ he told
me. I heard him say, ‘Toffee, you see ‘em? They’re using cover. On your ive. Forty
metres. Moose. Twenty- ive metres, ten o’clock. Logan, get into the gulley and cut
off their retreat, don’t let the bastards hit and run.’ He turned to me, ‘Go and
support Moose. Go straight at him, parallel to the cliff edge. Count eighty paces,
run quiet, then take off your safety catch and kill everything that isn’t Moose.’ I
nodded and rose to my haunches, grabbed the Socom and scrabbled back down
the scree-covered mountainside. Above me, Wake’s ri le cracked once, twice,
three times, evenly paced, then, as I hit level ground, I heard Toffee’s Minimi
barking sustained bursts, saw the extended muzzle lash pointed toward the rear
of the compound. I turned left and ran toward Moose, counting the paces in my
head, trying not to stumble in the dark, hearing Moose’s M4 iring in short
staccato bursts, hearing the reply of AK47s. After sixty paces I slowed, hearing
intense gun ire in front of me, at seventy- ive paces I spotted a talib, his back to
me, AK raised, he’d skirted past Moose and was looking to come up behind him. I
shot him three times and he fell like a sack of meat. I kept on running, pretending
I hadn’t just murdered someone, hadn’t just shot someone in the back, I could
hear the shooting over by the compound, it was intense, but I ignored that and
ran toward Moose, who I found engaged in grappling match with a huge
opponent. They were rolling around in a cartoon dustball, Moose had one hand
on his opponents knife and the other on his throat; the taliban ighter was much
bigger, and strong, but Moose was ferocious, relentless, more like a pit-bull than a
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faded to the faintest smears. Despite the coming dawn, the darkness thickened,
and then, inally, they were gone.
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Canadian herbivore, I thought. They were grappling for control of the knife as I
closed on them, intending to shoot the big man in the head but Moose was
suddenly straddled by the talib who put his entire weight down onto the huge
blade, bearing down slowly toward Moose’s chest. I lifted my ri le and took aim
but Moose had already reached out, grabbed a rock and struck the talib an
almighty blow across the temple, knocking him sideways onto one knee, hitting
him again and again, the rock bludgeoning the man’s skull, a fourth blow
knocking him from Moose’s chest, dropping the knife as he fell sideways. Moose
rolled on top of him, picking up the man’s knife and plunged it hilt-deep into his
chest, twisting hard, putting his entire weight on the blade until it snapped and
he fell sideways across the man’s chest. He lay there for a second getting his
wind, then glanced back at me as he stood up, a little unsteadily, his night sights
had fallen off in the struggle. I head two claymores explode in succession. ‘What
you standing around for?’ he asked as he went to retrieve his ri le and racked the
bolt, loaded a fresh magazine. I turned toward the compound as I realised the
gun ire had ended. Meakin came on the comms. ‘Talk to me.’ I heard Wake sound
off. Moose pulled the twisted comms from the back of his neck, and did the same,
as did I, then then Toffee. Finally Logan’s voice came on, breathless, ‘Here.’ I
looked around, counted ive corpses, remembered Toffee’s words, ‘They’re brave
and reckless.’ They were brave and reckless, I thought. And dead. I watched as
Moose methodically checked himself for wounds, he had a deep cut on the back
of his arm and a nick above his eye. He ignored these while he squared away his
equipment, bleeding freely as he fastened straps, rearranged his kit. Then he
squatted down to attend to his wounds, eye irst, then arm. I left him and jogged
back toward the compound. ‘Barrett coming on from ten o’clock,’ I spoke into the
comms, hoping it was working. I found Toffee sitting on the edge of the roof
cleaning his gun. Brass and belt links had fallen from the roof as he’d ired from a
position above my head. ‘Captain Barrett,’ he said, greeting me.
‘Where’s Meakin?’
‘Out there in the magic gully, setting up more Claymores.’
‘How many Claymores we got?’ I asked.
‘After this? None.’ He didn’t look dismayed. ‘We’re expecting Uncle to arrive at
dawn.’
‘Great,’ I said. ‘Then we’re done.’
He grinned, all I could see were dirty teeth shining in the faint moonlight. ‘You’ve
done ok, sir,’ he said. ‘Even Moose is impressed.’
‘Moose acts like I don’t exist.’
‘Ignoring you is a good sign. If he wasn’t impressed he’d have called you worse
than shite.’ He went back to his gun. In the pale light of dawn, I could see the
lashing eyes of our female prisoner who was lying in the doorway of the
compound. ‘Thirsty?’ I asked. Then I noted where she was sitting. ‘You’ve moved,’
I said, pulling down her gag.
‘Been for a jog,’ she replied, her eyes glittering with fury.
‘Where are you from?’
‘I’m Afghan,’ she said.
‘By way of East Ham,’ I said.
‘I need a piss,’ she said.
‘Again?’
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She stared at me with distilled hatred. I ignored her, ‘Meakin, you got a minute?’ I
said into the comms, and within ten minutes both Meakin returned. He sat down
on the wall and retied a bootlace, ‘How you doing?’
‘I’m ok,’ I said. ‘Moose got a bit cut up.’ I told him what I’d seen.
‘Moose isn’t happy unless he’s beating someone to death with a rock,’ he said, and
looked at me, ‘Don’t think he’s stupid or anything, he’s probably the most capable
of all of us: equal to Wake on the long gun, good as Toffee on the minimi, quiet as
a rat. But he likes being a grunt, likes being out there. It’s his thing.’
I nodded. ‘When is Uncle coming?’
‘Ninety minutes.’
‘How’d we get out?’
‘We radio for one of your lot. Satellite should be above us in an hour.’
I took a deep breath. ‘The comms will struggle to work in this valley. ‘I stared at
the sheer granite walls. ‘Best check the radio.’ He nodded and walked into the
compound, brought out the radio and switched it on. We listened to quiet screee
of white noise for a few moments and then he iddled with the dials.
He looked at me.
I said, ‘When’s the satellite overhead?’
‘Soon.’
‘Keep trying til it works, then send for the Cavalry, don’t wait until Uncle has
called.’
Meakin pursed his lips but didn’t say anything, just nodded. He took the radio
from his waist pack and set it on the wall and bent down, untied his boots, took
them off in turn and shook them out, put them back on and retied his bootlaces. I
igured this was his way of telling me that I was back in charge. I waited for a
while but nothing else was coming from him at this point. I looked at the girl,
lying against the wall ten yards away. ‘We’ll take her with us when we go.’
‘Waste of fuel,’ he said.
‘She’ll get a fair trial.’
‘She’ll get legal aid and a campaign in the Daily Mail.’
‘And a book deal.’
‘Net lix special.’
She opened her eyes. ‘I need the toilet,’ she repeated. ‘And I’m thirsty.’
I’ll sort her out,’ I said.
Here,’ he said, handing me a little plastic box. ‘Use this if you need to.’ He added,
‘And watch she doesn’t spit in your cup.’
Inside the compound I illed my mug with water. I approached the girl, struggled
to shift herself into a sitting position. I held the water to her mouth and drank,
coughed, spat into the darkness. ‘Free my hands,’ she said.
I ignored her, held the cup to her lips. ‘Drink.’
She drank, greedily.
‘More?’
She nodded.
I went back into the compound, re illed the plastic cup and repeated the process.
She inished this just as quickly. ‘I need to piss,’ she said. ‘Untie my hands.’
‘I’ll unfasten your belt, you can pull down your pants.’
‘I won’t piss in front of you.’
‘You did last time.’
‘It was dark. It’s getting lighter now.’
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I leaned my Socom against the wall and used my ka-bar to cut the zipties on her
ankles. We walked together, until we were ifty yards away from the compound,
and I watched her as she went behind a rock. Eventually she stood up, making a
show of awkwardly pulling up her combat pants, and then she began walking
back towards me, hands still behind her back. But as she approached me her
expression suddenly changed from blank to ferocious, her arms moved forward,
and she had a pistol in her hand.
She raised the gun and took aim at me, centre mass, taking a classic weaver
stance, one eye half closed as she squeezed the trigger. I reached for my ri le, but
it was ifty yards away, back at the compound, leaning against the crumbling mud
wall.
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‘You again,’ he said.
‘Me again,’ I said.
I lopped down onto the ground beside him, handed him a Pizza box. He took it,
opened it and tucked into the pizza, slice by slice, until half was gone. He held the
box out for me. I shook my head, and he shrugged, ‘Fair enough.’
He ate the rest.
It was almost seven in the morning, a week had passed since we’d last spoken,
and my sleep had been brutally short. I’d got up shortly before four, stretched
out, done a hundred press-ups, then two hundred crunches. Then stretched
again. Then I’d showered, shaved, dressed and walked out into the dawn. An hour
later I was at an all-night pizza on Kings Road.
‘Coffee?’ I asked, twisting to reach for one of the two cardboard cups I’d placed on
the wall. He took it, popped the lid and slurped down a fair bit before sitting
back.
‘That’s good,’ he said.
‘I can’t sleep,’ I said.
He nodded, drank some more coffee. ‘Try sleeping in a doorway in the clothes
you’ve been wearing for a month. In the rain.’
‘Sorry.’
‘Naah,’ he said. ‘I’m sorry, that was a cheap shot. If I’m going to start playing
victim Olympics I should just give in right now, throw myself over a bridge.’ He
glanced at me, ‘Don’t worry, I’m not planning to do that.’
‘Good,’ I said. ‘I’m not much of a swimmer.’
We sat quietly as we consumed the coffee. ‘You ever had plans?’ I asked.
‘Not since the wife kicked me out. You.’
‘Not since the army kicked me out.’
He thought this over for a bit, wiped a smear of grease from his chin. ‘So any
advice I give you, works vice versa.’
I shrugged a sort of agreement. ‘I can’t sleep.’
‘You told me.’
We sat in silence for a while. ‘We’re a couple of sad freaks,’ he said, eventually,
shaking his head. ‘You can’t sleep. I don’t do much else.’ He glanced out into the
street, ‘I’m going to have to shift soon anyway. The day beckons and this lovely
corner doorway will become the entrance to an estate-agent’s, and if they keep
inding me here they’ll put shutters across and I’ll be forced to save a hundred
grand deposit on an apartment.’
‘I got a spare room,’ I said.
He ignored this and said, ‘I got therapy once. The wifey I spoke to, she told me
that trauma stays in your head ‘til you exorcise it. It rattles about inside the front
part of your mind, just lurks there. It can stay there forever; it has no sense of
time; it’s always ‘now’. She said, to recover, you have to address it, you have to
own it, you have to process it or it stays there. She told me one patient she had,
this little old lady of ninety-two, been injured during the war, when she was a
little kid; her family were all killed. This lovely little old lady had spent her entire
adult life in a state of trauma. Came to the therapist when she was eighty-nine
years old and she was inally able to process the horror of what she had
experienced. Last two or three years of her life she lived free from fear.’ He looked
at me, ‘I told her, I didn’t need processing, I’m just bored.’
‘” Processing.”’ I said.

‘It’s what my stomach is doing to that pizza.’
He stood up, peeled away his sleeping bag. ‘Thanks for the offer. And the food.’ He
rolled up his bedding, shoved it into a tatty rucksack. ‘See ya round,’ he said and I
watched as he walked off into the morning. I stood and walked in the other
direction, back toward Battersea Bridge. It was almost 6am. I jumped onto a 319
and rode the rest of the way home.
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Meakin grinned when I handed him the taser.
The girl was hog-tied now, lying face down, a gag in her mouth, smears of kohl
tear-staining her cheeks. ‘She tried to kill you?’ he asked.
I nodded.
‘The average human can live three days without water,’ he said. ‘She can manage
without a drink for the next few hours.’ And in answer to my next question, ‘If she
needs the toilet, she can piss her pants. We clear?’
I nodded.
He squatted down beside her and studied her. ‘What is a girl doing out here?
Most of the taliban hate women, and they’ll rape any female over the age of eight
not dressed in black and accompanied by her husband.’ He looked her up and
down like he was studying a used car prior to buying it. ‘What has she got?’ he
pondered.
‘She has to have something?’
‘She’s English?’
‘Got a London accent.’
‘So, she’s English, and she has a skill of some sort that means they aren’t using
her instead of a dirty sock.’
He took her hand in his and opened her ingers, looked at her ingernails, which
were well-kept, not rimed with dirt or calloused, as they would have been if she
were some sort of peasant. Then he stood up and picked up the M9 pistol she’d
been holding. ‘And where’d she get this?’ he said. ‘We searched her.’ He racked the
slide. ‘It’s brand new.’ He looked around as though to spy where she might have
discovered a brand new M9 pistol.
‘She was lying by the compound door,’ I said. ‘She’d moved.’
In reply he pushed the M9 pistol into a waist pouch and switched on the torch
that was fastened beneath the barrel of his M4 and stepped into darkness of the
compound. ‘There’s nothing in here,’ Meakin said. ‘We looked already.’ But as we
looked around we could see the scuff marks where she’d managed to quietly drag
herself inside when we weren’t watching her. I waited a beat, then followed him
in, heard him say, ‘Let’s have a proper look around.’
I took a maglite I kept in the pen pocket of my lightsuit and unscrewed the top to
use it as a candle and set it on the loor to give us some ambient light as Meakin
peeled back a loose loorboard at the back of the second room. ‘There’s
something here,’ he said. I helped him pull back another couple of loorboards.
He shone his torch down into a large space beneath the loorboards and we both
stared at what we saw.
Finally, Meakin swore quietly.
I took a deep breath.
Beneath the loose boards were boxes. Some of the boxes had stencils and
numbers – the stencils were of bullets and the numbers said 5.56. Next to these
were boxes that had stencils of assault ri les and other weapons, it wasn’t
dif icult to work out what was inside. Lying loose on top of one the boxes were
two more M9 pistols and four packs of 9mm ammunition. Meakin reached down
and lifted the lid on one of the larger crates ‘Fuck me,’ he said again. Inside were
eight M4 assault carbines and two SAW machine guns.
‘This is where she got the pistol,’ I said, looking at the two other Beretta M9s. ‘She
knew they were there and she snuck in, grabbed the nearest gun, hid it in her
pants. Loaded a magazine when she was hiding behind the rock.’ Meakin lifted
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‘What do you think?’ I asked Logan when he’d arrived and looked over the gear
we had uncovered.
He pulled an M4 carbine from the box and studied it. ‘American.’ He went through
the other boxes
‘All of it?’ I asked
He nodded. ‘Yes.’
‘Want to tell me what’s going on?’ I asked him.
‘I really don’t know.’
‘Want to tell me what you do know?’
He rubbed the back of his hand across his regulation Special Forces beard. ‘Can
we speak in private, Captain?’
I looked back at Meakin who shrugged and went to leave. ‘Stay here,’ I said, and
he paused, turned to watch, raised his ri le a little a fraction of a degree. I turned
back to Logan. ‘Start by telling me who you are.’
‘Name rank and number? That sort of thing?’ He smiled, but it reminded me of
when he smiled at Meakin back in the helicopter. The way a crocodile smiles
when it’s about to take a bite out of someone.
‘That’d be a start,’ I said.
‘We’re not enemies,’ he said.
‘I don’t know what we are,’ I said. ‘Four SAS troopers are sent to a supposedly
deserted valley, accompanied by an unidenti ied American. We discover there
just happen to be dozens of taliban, where there shouldn’t be any at all. And we
ind a cache of high-quality American weapons and ammunition.’
Logan carefully put down his ri le, defusing the tension a little. ‘We really need to
talk, Captain Barrett,’ he said.
‘You’ve got my name and rank,’ I said, pointedly. ‘What’s yours.’
He stared at me for a moment, shrugged and said, ‘Joshua Logan, Lieutenant.
United States Marine Corps Force Reconnaissance. I’m on attachment to a
Government special mission.’
‘What’s your role in this ‘special’ mission,’ I asked.
‘Exactly what you know. We’re meeting a local. He has information that we need.’
‘And what does he get in return?’
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the lid of another box. ‘No wonder they’re keen. We’re sitting on their munitions
dump.’
We looked further. In one corner of the space were four neatly rolled up prayermats. Meakin picked them up and carried them outside. Returning, he hefted a
boxes from the space, inding more boxes of ammunition beneath. Meakin
squatted down to lift these out too. ‘You won’t be running low on .762 for your
pop gun,’ he said, looking up, handing a box of ammo to me.
‘This is American ordnance,’ I said, checking the label.
He nodded, clicked his comms. ‘Talk to me.’
Wake spoke irst: ‘Visibility about three hundred metres. Getting lighter. Quiet.’
Toffee’s voice seemed to come through in stereo, through the coms, with a faint
preceding sound arriving a millisecond earlier from above our heads. ‘Quiet.’
‘Quiet,’ came Moose’s voice, quiet.
‘Logan,’ Meakin spoke into the comms.
‘Yeah?’ came the reply.
‘Dig your arse out of that gully and come back to the compound.’

Logan glanced down at the munitions. ‘Seems he’s already got it.’
Which wasn’t exactly answering the question. I went on the comms. ‘Moose.
Check those bodies and tell me what weapons they’re carrying.’
A minute passed before Moose responded. ‘M4. M4. Ak...’
‘That’ll do.’
He clicked off.
I turned to Logan. ‘They’re armed with American weapons?’
‘That wasn’t the plan,’ he said.
‘You know what they say about plans.’
‘Moltke,’ he said. Then he shook his head, ‘Look, Captain, I don’t do suicide
missions. I was sent in to monitor; ind out what’s happening.’
‘And now you know,’ I told him.
‘And now I know jack shit,’ he said. ‘Just like you.’
Meakin spoke up. ‘There’s a rabbit loose, Logan. Your boys sent a cache of
weapons up here, and then they sent us. I’m thinking they were supposed to be
used to kill us, only we got here early, or they got here late.’
Logan thought this through. ‘Why would they do that?’
Meakin shrugged. ‘Always the questions. Why is the cream of the world’s military
even in this fucking country?’
None of us could answer that one.
‘What do you suggest we do?’ Logan asked, inally, looking at me.
‘I suggest we get the fuck out of here. Asap.’
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‘We got an arms cache below the loor in the back room,’ Meakin said over the
comms. ‘Moose, fancy swapping your M4 for a SAW?’
‘No.’
‘Well fucking do it anyway. It’s getting misty again, so the more metal you can put
downrange the better. Toffee, if it kicks off again, don’t you be worrying about
conserving ammunition, or barrels. We’ve got about ifteen thousand rounds of
5.56 down here and a half dozen SAWs to ire it through.’ He turned to me, back
in charge now that the situation was purely tactical, ‘Pass some of this shit up to
Toffs, will you?’
I nodded, grabbed four cans and went out, past the girl and simply reached up
and slid each box onto the roof in turn. I heard Toffee, ‘Another four would be
most acceptable.’
I fetched four more. Then I handed him up an extra SAW. Logan handed me a ri le
that looked like it had been created for a giant. ‘Light Fifty, CQB’ he said. ‘Fifty
calibres of lying FMJ.’
‘Nice to have one on the roof.’
‘Are we hunting rhino?’ Meakin asked.
I took it anyway and handed it up to Toffee who looked it over and said to me,
‘It’s got your name on it,’ And it did – the Light Fifty manufacturer’s name was
Barrett. ‘This’ll be handy if Godzilla turns up,’ he said as I passed him up two
boxes of .50 cal ball ammo. Heard him slot in one of the magazines, racked the
slide. ‘Gimme a shout if the ratbags out there decide to attack us on an elephant.’
‘This is insane,’ Meakin said, taking six claymore mines from a box that contained
twenty-four, neatly stacked. ‘All this hardware. I think I’m having a bombgasm.’
‘Fog is coming in again,’ Wake said over the comms. ‘Visibility two ifty.’
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Logan picked up four of the claymores and headed back out toward the gulley
and set up of anti-personnel ordnance.
‘We can set up a layer of mines,’ Meakin said. ‘We need to hurry up though, those
boys from the Religion of Peace will be on us very soon. We get through the next
couple of hours and we should be ok. Uncle arrives, gives us the info, we dial up a
replacement taxi, then we’re out of here.’
‘Before we go, we’ll destroy whatever we leave behind,’ I said, staring at the US
army markings on the ammunition boxes we’d dragged into the open, watched as
Meakin uncovered a box of M4 carbines, still in their travel grease.
‘It’s like Christmas in Gun World,’ he said, holding up an M4 that came complete
with underslung M79 grenade launcher.
‘I didn’t catch that movie,’ I said.
‘Dan Akroyd,’ he said. ‘And John Candy.’
Just then we heard Wake’s voice. ‘Surf’s up. Eight of them coming out of the fog,
two hundred, twelve o’clock.’
Meakin was cool, ‘Moose, left wing, lank them but stay quiet ‘til they get close,
scalp the ones at the rear. Logan, stay put by the gulley, just in case they come
through there as well. Toffee, wait ‘til they’re real close, and rain on those
fuckers.’ He looked at me, ‘You’re sweeper. Stay behind the compound in case any
get past us.’ He nodded at my Socom. ‘If I hear you using little Thumper there, I’ll
know we’ve been lanked.’
‘One ifty,’ Wake whispered.
‘I’m centre right,’ Meakin said. ‘Toffee, don’t get welded to that roof. You’re
attacking mid ield.’
‘On it.’
I looked at the girl, who’d apparently recovered from her tasering and lay
watching us. ‘Take her into the compound,’ I said, and Meakin nodded, picked her
up and carried her, struggling, inside. He grinned when he returned. ‘You tied
those knots proper tight.’
I’d used rope this time, because she’d learned the trick of getting out of zipties.
‘Boy scout,’ I said.
‘I bet you were,’ Meakin replied, laughing, and disappeared into the darkness.
I heard scrabbling, and saw Toffee clamber down, holding his Minimi in one
hand, belts of 5.56 draped around his shoulders. ‘This place is going to an RPG
magnet,’ he said. ‘I’ll be out front if you need me,’ and as he slipped around the
corner of the building, out of sight, ‘I heard Wake say ‘One hundred metres,
spread out front across ifty.’ Then I heard a whooshing sound and felt a shock
wave that blew me off my feet as a rocket propelled grenade hit the front of the
compound, blowing out the corner of the far wall. Then automatic ire that
seemed to come from all directions at once, the air seemed to be biting at me as
round lew past me, making the air crack and ripple. The girl began screaming
from inside the compound. I picked myself up, rubbing dust from my eyes, looked
around, ‘Sweeper’ Meakin had told me, I needed to get back there, protect our
rear. But the girl was still screaming from beneath whatever was left of the roof
and it was pure, animal distress that I couldn’t ignore. I made my decision and
ran back into the dust and smoke of the ruined building, seeing a shadow on the
loor, squirming beneath dust and rubble. I bent to grab her by the belt buckle,
meaning to simply heft her out of the building but at that moment another RPG

exploded against the edge of the roof above me, illing my head with light and
pain, and knocking me into some distant swirling darkness of unconsciousness.
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I couldn’t have been out for more than a few seconds at most, dust was still
swirling, pieces of masonry were still dropping from the four-foot wide hole in
the front-top of the wall as I opened my eyes and reached out for a smashed
section of wall, moving on automatic pilot, dragging myself to my feet and
grabbing the girl by her belt to pull her out. Through the fresh gap that had been
torn in the wall I could see igures running towards me. The girl was limp and
unmoving and I had no time to spare and left her lying against the wall while I
desperately scrabbled around for my ri le. Ears ringing, and with the intermittent
sound of automatic gun ire interspersed with single cracks from Wake up in his
hide, time slowed down; I heard the crack of multiple claymore mines exploding
and men screaming as, ri le in hand. I stepped through the hole in the wall and
into the dust and smoke and darkness beyond the compound. Someone ran at
me, screaming. I registered the lashes as he ired his gun but didn’t hear
anything, I ired from the hip and the gun bucked in my hands, and the man
running at me seemed to fold in two, his entire mid-section evaporating into a
mist of blood and bone. I ired again at a second man and his head disappeared.
For a moment I felt godlike: Thor and his hammer couldn’t do more damage to
human lesh than I was doing at this moment, but my exhilaration was shortlived as a third ran at me and I realised the gun had jammed after the second
shot. I dropped it reached for my M9 only to ind the holster was empty, the
shock of the irst RPG explosion had knocked me to the loor and it must have
spilled out, so I reached for the Ka-bar knife in my boot.
Then he was on me.
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‘Captain Barrett? Sir?’
I felt a hand shaking my shoulder, linched, and raised my arm, which I realised
was holding a knife that dripped blood.
‘Hey, heyyy, steady there.’
It was Toffee, his face darkened with cordite and dust and concern. He looked at
my extended arm, put his hand over my ist and pushed it down slowly. ‘We’re
done,’ he said quietly.
‘What happened?’ I asked, looking around.
He looked at the scene around me. ‘From the looks of it, you happened,’ he said.
‘I can’t remember,’ I said.
‘Fear will do that sometimes,’ he told me, voice gentle as he looked at the three
corpses. One had been shot centre mass, and the upper torso was completely
disattached to the lower, held together only by the long shirt he wore; what was
left of the second one’s head was a bloody mess of brain and bone escaping from
a lesh bag that must have been his face, and the third seemed to have died of
multiple stab wounds to the throat, face and stomach. Blood was pooled and
sprayed and dotted all over the ground.
‘The mind shuts down, the body goes medieval,’ Toffee said. ‘You were in the
compound when it got hit?’ He picked up the ri le that lay on the ground beside
me.’ I nodded as lickering images played through my mind, the gun ire, the
jammed breech, the faces lit by lashes, the knife that appeared in my hand as if
by design.
The corpses I made from real, living people.
‘You picked up the wrong gun,’ he told me and held up the Light Fifty. ‘Musta
fallen off the roof when this part caved in.’
‘It jammed on me,’ I said, wondering how I’d mistaken that cannon for my own
ri le.
‘Big gun like this, you need to hold it irm against your shoulder or the recoil
won’t work the bolt properly.’ He stacked the ifty against a rock and began to
brush the dust and grime from my light suit.
‘Got a bit shook up,’ I admitted as I tried to rub the confusion out of my eyes. I
couldn’t quieten the ringing in my ears. My mind felt displaced. Suddenly Moose
was at my side, studying the scene of butchery and carnage I’d invented from
living human beings. He looked at me for a long moment, then looped a big left
arm round my neck and drew me in, hugging me tight.
I let him.
I needed it.
As he let go of me I saw the last black edges of the night sky had inally faded to a
maroon blue. Moose stalked off. Toffee looked at me, then at Moose’s receding
igure, then back at me. ‘Well that’s a irst,’ he said. He continued to clean me up,
taking the knife from my hand and cleaning it on the sheepskin vest of one of the
corpses. He went to slot it back into the sheath, then paused to look at it; the
blade had sheared off about three inches from the hilt. He threw it away, stood
and patted me on the shoulder and we walked back to the compound together. I
heard Moose’s voice. ‘Pure berserker,’ he was saying to Meakin. I think he was
talking about me; it didn’t ill me with pride. But being alive felt wonderful. As the
adrenaline receded and my heartrate slowed to somewhere near normal, the
feeling that was left behind, relief mixed with some sort of visceral, physical
pleasure that looded my guts, felt like nothing I’d ever felt before. The blood

running through my veins and arteries, the aches in my muscles, the dust
burning in my eyes. I could feel it all and it was more pleasing to me than
anything else that I’d ever experienced. I began to laugh, quietly but for a long
time. I just kept on laughing like it was a release valve, letting go of the spare
madness running through my head. I heard Moose’s voice again. ‘See? He’s a
fucking mentalist!’
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‘Clean that blood of your face,’ Meakin told me. ‘You look like Satan.’
Still feeling numbed by whatever had just occurred I took out a packet of
wetwipes from my waist pack, rubbed my face with it, kept rubbing until there
was no more red left being transferred to the tissues. Then I opened my water
bottle and took a long drink.
‘Fuck. Three assaults in one night.’ It was Meakin, still by my side. Moose and
Toffee were gone. Things were coming to me in lashes; broken moments. ‘They
hate us,’ he continued. ‘We’re in their house, eating their porridge, fucking their
goats.’
I looked across at the cache of small arms we’d recovered from beneath the loor
in the second room, ‘And stealing their automatic weapons.’
‘That as well,’ he said. ‘Either way, when Uncle arrives, he gives us the good word,
then we scarper.’
‘The sat-phone?’ I asked.
Meakin patted a pouch at his hip, ‘Safe and tidy. There’s no satellite overhead for
the moment, this valley is too narrow to get a decent signal, except between
seven and eight this morning, when there’ll be a little metal machine orbiting
above our head.’
‘The wonders of modern technology,’ I said.
‘It’s like magic. Toffee has an extra-especially magni icent antennae so we can
make sure we get a clean signal.’
‘The mountains on either side of us are made of granite, marble and various
radio-impermeable rock,’ I said.
He spat on the ground. ‘Whatever we use, satphone, iPhone or smoke signals,
we’ve got a Gazelle lined up and ready to pick up the ive of us and go.’
‘Won’t get six in a Gazelle. Ask for a Lynx.’
‘Six?’ he asked.
‘The girl’s coming,’ I said.
‘No doubt she’ll get the full liquid throat-fuck, care of the spooks.’
‘No doubt.’
‘Got to love the spooks,’ he said, and his tone betrayed exactly what he thought of
the legion of spies, western, Russian and other, for whom Afghanistan was just a
playground for their intrigue and deceptions. I heard footsteps and went to turn,
reaching for my Socom, but Meakin put his arm on my shoulder, ‘It’s Wake.’
‘K.’
Absently I searched the pockets of my light suit for my comms, found the box
had dropped down inside my body armour; the earphone was twisted and
jammed down the back of my collar. I picked it out untwisted it, plugged it in. No
sound. I twisted the wires in the sockets, and could hear faint static. I watched as
Wake stacked his .338 against the wall.
‘I’m famished,’ he told Meakin, ‘If it was a choice between a porn star girl and a
cheese sandwich…’

‘You’d fuck the porn star,’ Meakin said.
‘And eat the sandwich later,’ Wake inished the old joke. He squatted down by his
bergen, dust-covered after the recent explosions, opened it and ished out a foil
package.
Meakin said to him, ‘Throw on the kettle, Wakey,’ then to me, ‘I need a break, and
so does Wake. Take a SAW and get out there in front, about ifty metres, take
plenty of ammo. If any students come, light the fuckers up. We’ll be with you in
thirty seconds. Moose is up top and he’s watching over us. If it kicks off, you wait
for relief before you drop back.’
I shrugged, went to the stockpile and picked up a brand-new looking SAW,
opened a box of belted ammunition and fed it in, racked it home. I opened
another box of ammo and draped this across my shoulders.
Meakin grinned. ‘You almost look like a soldier.’
‘You think?’
I stepped over the girl, who was increasingly becoming just part of the fabric of
this awful corner of the world, god knows what the explosions had done to her,
but she seemed to be sleeping peacefully now, or perhaps just unconscious,
stacked up amongst the bergens in a corner of the compound wall.
As I stepped over the wall into the light mist, I heard Meakin say, ‘Stay this side of
cover, I’ve mined the outward facing sides.’
‘K,’ I said.
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It was still and quiet as I walked out, the wind a murmur that gently pushed the
mist towards me. If it got thicker, the top cover would be gone and in Meakin’s
words we’d be down to the short swords. I paused twenty- ive paces out to get
my bearings, get my head on straight. I was still struggling to focus; there was
some weird stuff going on in my head, some secret part of my operating system
that I’d barely been aware of had hacked into my frontal lobes and was now
running the show, and truth to tell, I was content to give it free run; I knew it gave
me an increased chance of survival. It wasn’t that I’d been taken over by some
other personality, more that some essential, deep, element of my own being had
resurfaced. I recognised the feeling, faintly, from the days when I’d irst entered
Peckham High School at the age of fourteen, a puny, white, chorister’s schoolboy
who’d transferred into an inner-city state school of his own volition and suddenly
found himself amongst huge, muscular, tooled-up Somalis and African-Caribbean
geezers who didn’t take shit from anyone. I had four ights in the irst week, lost
three of them badly, lost the fourth, not quite so badly. That weekend I was
nursing a cracked nose and three loose teeth. Mum had refused to let me go back.
But on the following Monday I got up early, put on my new uniform, then
changed half of it out for sportswear – which was the real uniform, no one at my
new school wore what the school told them to wear, no one tucked in their shirts,
and ties were optional – and I went anyway. Three ights in the second week left
me with two cracked ribs. And I got cut. Not stabbed though, as one kid told me
later, just a cut on the arm. If they’d wanted to kill me, he said, I’d have been
stabbed, not cut. I’d best not return, he added, or next week I would get stabbed.
The following week I returned anyway, and the kid who’d warned me about
returning must have been impressed, because he decided he’d help me out. ‘I’m a
trader,’ he explained as we walked to the next lesson, ‘not a ighter like you. Got a
little business going,’ he said. ‘I buy and sell. Stick with me and I’ll see you ok.’

‘What do you buy and sell?’ I asked at lunchtime as we sat on a wall. He watched
me unbutton my shirt and unpeel the large dressing from my ribs before
reseating it. ‘Anything that brings a pro it,’ he said, ‘Games, clothes, trainers,
tickets...’
‘Drugs?’ I asked.
‘Naah. There’s only one route out of selling drugs and I’m in it for the long-term.’
He turned, ‘Now you, you’re a survivor. So, you’ll be a customer, and you’ll be
grateful for my support.’ Which turned out to be true, as I discovered later. ‘That’s
why you came here, right?’ he continued. ‘A white boy like you, it’s why you came
here, to learn how to survive? It’s all about tempering the steel. Am I right?’
I didn’t answer him; he’d called me a ighter and in a school like this it was a
massive compliment, though to be honest, I felt more like a punchbag. My
parents tried to stop me going back the following week, but they couldn’t have
paid me enough to not go back. I loved the freedom of this place, the challenge,
the sense that I was living on my wits and my nerves. Plus, in that third week I
only had two ights, only a single cracked molar and a broken scaphoid in my left
hand. The following week, I had no ights. It had died down. The big black kids
gave me a sort of quizzical respect, like they weren’t sure what I was, or why, but
they’d seen me stand my ground. They chose not to stab me. And the kid who’d
befriended me was right about tempering the steel. Two years in that jungle
taught me to survive. The kid’s name was Jacob Greener and I’ve been his
customer ever since. The memories made me happy as I found a large rock to get
behind, setting the legs of the SAW, stepping back a half pace to survey the
ground. I wondered what Greener was doing right now, at this very moment.
Earning money, no doubt. Sleeping with a pretty girl. Making calls. Probably all at
once. It’d be just after midnight back home. And here was me out in Arse-crackystan, covered in dust and other people’s blood, carrying a machine gun. I knew
what he’d say and I just smiled into the night.
‘What’s so funny?’ Toffee asked, arriving behind me.
‘Being here.’
‘It is a little bit of a joke,’ he agreed.
‘It’s been a joke for the British army for a hundred and ifty years.’
‘You don’t get to win out here,’ Toffee said. ‘You get to survive. Kill a few people.
Eat shit food. Survive some more. That’s all.’ I kept looking forward but I could
hear the grin in his voice. He said, ‘Welcome to the army, Captain Barrett.’
‘Welcome to Arse-cracky-stan, Corporal Thomas.’
I could feel his grin even while I wasn’t looking at him. I sighed. ‘I used to ly
helicopters,’ I said. ‘Now I’m cross between a grunt and a fucking tea-boy.’
‘If I spot a working helicopter in need of a pilot, I’ll give you a shout,’ Toffee said,
and I heard him moving back toward the compound, knew he’d be scoping out
the ground in front, ‘Stay out of my line of ire,’ was the last thing I heard him say.
As I watched and waited I realised that even through the mist, I could see the
faint outline of the mountains to the left.
Dawn had arrived.
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An hour later I heard bootsteps and saw Meakin arrive.
‘Time?’ he asked.
I noticed the circular, bruised scorch-mark on his left wrist, guessed a bullet must
have grazed it and torn off his watch. I checked my own. ‘Oh seven, oh eight.’
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Twenty minutes passed and the world was light and quiet, and Uncle was late. I
could see the ground in front and around us, dry, bare, scraped of goodness by
the wind and the sun and lattened by thousands of years of sandaled feet. ‘He’s
here,’ I heard Wake whisper from his vantage point. ‘Hundred and ifty yards.
Walking slowly.’
‘Alone?’
‘He’s got a tail, about thirty yards behind. No one else in sight.’
I couldn’t help but glance toward the gulley that lay hidden ifty yards to our
right. Knew that Logan had laced the gap with claymores, but didn’t really feel
any safer for it. Without asking, I stepped over the low wall and moved diagonally
thirty paces forward and toward the gulley, spreading the ire zone, reducing the
chance of one stray RPG could take out two or three of us, using cover, then
inding a place that gave a decent ield of vision and squatting down quiet,
behind a scrub bush. I’d left the SAW behind and was shouldering my Socom. I
checked the sling where it had been split by a splinter or a stray bullet and I’d
knotted it together, peered through the red dot, licked the switch from safety to
ire.
Wake counted down. ‘Hundred yards. Ninety…’
‘…I see him,’ Toffee said.
I stared into the mist, and then I could see a man moving toward the compound,
slowly, carefully. He was wearing the off-white cotton trousers and shirt, and a
sleeveless sheepskin jacket common to the area. Over his shoulder he had a
leather satchel. I took out my binoculars and focused on his face. He was old,
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‘Twenty minutes.’
‘He’s punctual?’
‘He’s careful.’
‘You need your wrist strapped.’
‘Fuck no, it’s my stabbing hand.’ He looked at me, laughed at my expression.
‘How’s your shoulder?’
I’d forgotten it, but now he mentioned it I could suddenly feel the burning and
stiffness of the wound. ‘You need your wrist strapped,’ I repeated. He shrugged as
I opened my medi-pack, cleaned and allowed me to strap up his wrist. The bullet
had skimmed the lesh leaving a light burn and a shallow gouge, and the
watchstrap had torn off, mottling the lesh with fresh bruise. Meakin leaned
against a rock patiently, while I cleaned his left wrist, then dressed it. The
dressing itself was standard issue, green linen and absorbent cotton. I wrapped it
around his thumb, hand and wrist, keeping it secure, but not too padded; he’d
need to be able to work his weapons. Finished I packed away the medical kit.
I checked my watch again. ‘Fourteen minutes,’ I said. Despite the light fog, the
ground was revealing itself in the dawn light. ‘We’d better roll back,’ he said, and
spoke into his comms. ‘Sugar up lads. Uncle will be here very soon, we’ll get the
gen and then we’ll fuck right off. Wake, you got about ive minutes to swap back
with Moose. Logan, peel back a bit, give them some room. Talk to me, Toffs.’
‘I can hear goats,’ Toffee replied after a second or two.
I glanced at Meakin, who frowned. We both knew that a favourite technique was
to send a goat-herd forward, some ten-year-old boy who’d scope us out, knowing
we probably wouldn’t kill him. We walked back toward the compound making
perimeter a little smaller. I checked my watch. Five minutes.
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maybe ifty- ive or sixty, but it was hard to tell, this part of the world weathered
people. Women of forty looked eighty. Men of sixty looked like Methuselah.
Children had the ancient eyes in tiny, smooth faces.
Uncle walked slow. Deliberate.
Reluctant.
I wondered what information he had that was so important he’d walk through a
irezone to deliver it. Wondered what was so important they’d send a ive-man
team to retrieve it, so important they’d swap it for crates of automatic weapons
and two dozen anti-personnel mines. The answer was in the satchel, I guessed. I
watched him walk forward, he moved heavily, like the satchel weighed eighty
pounds. I could see his face now, the tanned skin was pale, his lips were grey.
Fear, I realised. No. More than that, as I saw him mumbling to himself, repeating
some phrase, a prayer maybe, the man was in a state of abject terror. I realised
that from my vantage point he’d pass close by me. He’d walked along the gulley
before stepping up and out a hundred yards out and approaching us. I could see
him more clearly than anyone else. I put down my lenses, trying to see him more
clearly in the misty light, and realised that the trajectory he was taking meant he
was moving closer and closer to me. Wake would be scoping him through his ri le
sights, but he’d be a igure, but not a face. Same with Toffee. But I could see his
face, he’d pass within twenty yards of me in the next minute or so. I let myself
drop a little lower behind a large rock, smelling the moisture rising from the
ground in the morning light, my mind churning. What was happening? I was
pretty sure that there was something going on that wasn’t about a single man
delivering a message, but I couldn’t work it out. ‘Seventy yards,’ Wake’s voice said
over the comms.
I glanced back, couldn’t see Meakin but knew he’d be somewhere just outside the
compound, in cover. Moose would be out to the left, covering for all eventualities.
Logan out to my right. Only Toffee would be in, or on, the actual compound. And
the girl of course.
‘Fifty yards,’ Wake whispered.
‘Is he still being followed?’ Meakin asked.
‘The tail is dropping back.’
I scoped past Uncle’s trudging form, looking for and then spotted the shadowy
igure who was lurking some distance behind, moving from cover to cover,
keeping him in sight. I focused back on Uncle, who was no more than twenty- ive
yards from me now, moving across and to my left. Suddenly he spotted me, his
eyes were huge and wet, terror- illed, and he caught my gaze, held it and nodded
slowly. I saw him drop the satchel to the ground, but he kept on walking.
Suddenly I knew what was coming, I what was going to happen. I spoke quickly
into the comms, ‘He’s a walking bomb,’ I said.
‘Say again?’ Meakin hissed.
‘He’s a bomb!’
I heard Meakin shout, ‘Wake take him out!’ and rolled to my right and took cover
behind the rock as Wake acted, taking aim and iring. He must have loaded an
incendiary round because when it hit Uncle he lit up in a ball of light. I didn’t
have time to think about him though, because three jihadis had emerged from the
gully and were racing toward me.
‘Get down!’ Toffee screamed into the comms, and I threw myself back onto the
ground, hugging it as a sustained burst of ire met the three oncoming igures, a

cone of 5.56 rounds lying just a few feet over my head, turning the air into
crackling static. Toffee’s ire was insanely accurate, he used it like a chainsaw,
chopping into the three talibs even as they fell. He must have used a full belt on
them. Almost a full belt, because he paused, and I peeled my face off the dirt and
looked up to see him turn his ire on the on the igure that had been shadowing
uncle. He too fell in a mist of blood and destroyed lesh. In my comms I heard
Moose mutter, ‘Contact,’ and I heard controlled bursts of automatic ire way over
to my left interspersed with the irregular thumps of Wake’s .338. I rose to one
knee, raising my Socom, noting that the sling had been split again, whether by
shrapnel from the explosion or a stray round from toffee I couldn’t tell. After a
minute or two there was no more noise to my right, Toffee hadn’t ired any more,
and no one was coming at me.
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Unsteadily I rose to me feet. I heard one of the three igures on the ground
groaning. Pieces of Uncle littered the ground. There was a stink of shit and puke
and blood. I heard footsteps approaching from my rear; it was Toffee. ‘Fuck me,’
he said, ‘Uncle is spread far and wide.’ He patted my back. ‘Nice one spotting the
vest,’ he said, walking over to the three prone igures, identifying which one was
still alive, taking out his pistol, inishing him off with a shot to the head. ‘Look at
that, will you?’ he said, pointing. I went over to where he was standing over the
three dead, who were spread-eagled like badly constructed mannequins, limbs
askew; disjointed meat-puppets in shocking poses. I couldn’t igure what he was
pointing at until I saw that beneath a bloodied linen top, one of them was
wearing a football shirt.
‘Aston Villa,’ I said.
‘No one buys an Aston Villa shirt unless they’re from Birmingham,’ he said. ‘Most
people from Birmingham don’t even wear a Villa shirt. He spat onto the ground
next to the corpse. ‘Fucking awayday jihadis.’ He turned to me, angry, ‘In the
Spring they ly to Pakistan, sneak over the border and spend the summer ighting
us, then in the autumn they sneak back over the border, go home to their family
in England. Spend the winter driving an Uber and gang-raping eleven-year-olds
in the back of takeaways.’
‘He’s not going back,’ I said.
The corpse looked to be no more than eighteen years old. I looked at the other
two, one in his twenties, one in his forties. I wonder what their stories were. I
said, ‘They hate us; we’re in their country and they didn’t invite us. How’d we
react if a foreign army landed in England?’
Toffee turned to me. ‘It’s already landed. We’re just pretending it hasn’t.’
Meakin came on the comms, asked us to check in. Toffee gave him a brief account,
then we both went over to the gully to check for more jihadis where we found
Logan kneeling over two corpses, checking them out. He looked up, inished what
he was doing. ‘I’m gonna set up a the last of the claymores,’ he said, standing and
walking off.
‘Need help?’ I asked.
‘I need coffee,’ he said without turning.
Toffee looked at me and grinned, mouthed tea boy and walked off, still grinning. I
followed him a few minutes later. ‘Things are getting bad,’ he said as I spooned
fresh coffee into Logan’s mug. ‘We’ve ran out of milk.’
‘That’s pretty bad,’ I said.
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‘I’ve got powdered,’ he said, popping his head round the corner. ‘In me rucksack,
Top lap, near the back, in a plastic container.’
Toffee watched me as I ransacked his bergen for powdered milk. ‘What was
Logan looking for, with those bodies?’
‘I don’t know.’
‘Genius,’ Meakin said when he arrived, seeing Toffee getting a brew on and giving
full approval. He sat down on the wall, lifted his feet and rested his boots on the
girl’s thighs; she barely acknowledged him. Meakin frowned and spoke to me.
‘Christ, you’re a fucking mess. You’ve got pieces of Uncle all over you, you’re some
sort of fucking blood magnet.’ Toffee handed him a mug of tea and he took an
appreciative sip. ‘Strip off your light suit,’ he told me. ‘I got a spare pair of
cargoes and a t-shirt in my pack. ‘Moose,’ he spoke into his comms, ‘The Captain
needs to borrow your sweatshirt.’ There was no reply. Meakin looked at me,
‘That means yes.’ He leaned over and grabbed Moose’s rucksack and raked
through until he found an old sweatshirt, shook it out, looked at the Brian
Jonestown Massacre logo and shook his head. I stood and stripped off my body
armour and webbing, began to peel off my light suit, patches of blood had
seeped through making the material stick to my skin.
‘Do it over there,’ he told me, pointing to a clear spot beyond the wall. I stepped
over wall and stood away from them and unzipped my light suit, then took off
my thermals. Meakin threw the combat trousers and Moose’s sweatshirt in my
direction. I grabbed a handful of wetwipes from my waist bag and scrubbed
myself as clean as I could, picking bits of lesh from my hair, then I picked up the
fresh clothing and pulled it on. I threaded my belt through the straps, tightened
the belt and refastened my boots, then pick up my light-suit, rolled it into a ball
and carried it far away, shoved it deep into a scrub bush, went back to the
compound and pulled back on my body armour. Toffee was on his perch on what
was left of the compound roof, and he looked over the top. ‘There,’ he said, ‘You
look just like one of us.’
‘He is one of us,’ Meakin growled, looking up from his mug of tea. ‘Have a cuppa,’
he said to me. In reply I picked up Logan’s coffee in one hand and a box of
ammunition in the other.
‘Resupply irst,’ I said.

The next half hour was spent cleaning up. Meakin and Toffee dragged the taliban
bodies into the dry river bed, it was heavy work and they returned cursing and
sweating and dirty. Logan and Moose did wide sweeps deep into the valley, with
Wake on overwatch. No one was out there, at least not within a mile of the
compound. Toffee put the girl on a neck leash and led her into the bush to take a
piss, and she didn’t ight him; she just seemed exhausted. Watchful, and
suspicious, but too exhausted to plan any sort of violent assault. ‘We should talk
to her,’ Meakin said to me later. ‘Find out why there are so many fucking
messengers of peace within a couple of miles of where we are. This valley was
supposed to be empty.’ He pointed north, ‘Over that way is Tajikistan, and if you
follow this valley to its head, then climb over a couple of mountains, you’re in
China. We’re as far from Pakistan as possible, and yet we’ve got a couple of dozen
Away-day Jihadis lurking within a mile or two of where we came down.’ He
scratched at the stubble on his face. ‘The geography is all wrong.’
He paused to take a breath and attempt to think things through.
‘The silk road,’ I said.
He looked up. ‘What about it?’
‘Everything converges on the silk road,’ I said. ‘It’s a natural route from China
through to the middle east. Always has been.’
‘Go on,’ he said, listening now.
‘The Romans, the Mongols, the Arabs, everyone’s come through here at one point
or another. There’s not one single road, as such, but it’s a natural route East to
West.’
‘This little valley is part of the Wakhan corridor.’
‘Exactly,’ I said. ‘And that takes you all the way to China. The route used by Marco
Polo.’
‘So what are the silk road traders trading?’ Meakin mused. ‘And what’s it got to do
with this old compound?’
‘Set up the satellite radio,’ I said. ‘We need to book a taxi.’
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Toffee unfurled the petals of the satellite receiver, then extended the antennae.
When it was done he attached it to the phone via a cable and turned everything
on. As he waited for a connection I found myself staring up into the pale morning
sky, as if I could spot the satellite as it passed overhead.
I waited.
Meakin was on the roof beside Toffee and he iddled with the controls.
‘What’s up?’ I asked after a couple of minutes.
‘It’s not linking up.’
‘Batteries ok?’
He glanced down at me, then went back to iddling with the sat-phone controls. I
waited a few minutes then, realising that my presence was adding nothing to
whatever struggle he was engaged in, I went over to the girl who was sitting
propped-up against the wall. Her gag was out but she was still tied securely. ‘You
hungry?’ I asked.
‘Thirsty,’ she said, watching Meakin working the sat-phone. I took out my water
bottle and gave her a drink. In the distance I could hear the faint bells of a goat
herd. The mist had cleared a little and the morning sun just made the dark valley
walls seem even more forbidding. Wake’s hide was no more than ifty yards away

but I couldn’t see him, even though I knew where to look. I looked back at the
girl, ‘More?’
She shook her head.
‘So what are you doing here?’ I asked.
‘Killing you,’ she said after a long moment’s thought. There was no reply to that.
Meakin swore quietly to himself up on the roof, still working to connect to the
satellite. Otherwise, all was quiet. It was bloody cold. The wind had picked up,
dispersing the mist. The sun shone but gave off little heat. Morning in Arsecracky-stan.
An hour later, we still hadn’t established the satellite connection and the window
was closing. I could sense Meakin’s growing frustration as I sat on the wall
watching him; listening to a continuous stream of quietly uttered curses.
‘Meakin!’ I said, after a while.
‘What?’
‘Stop.’
‘It’s not connected yet.’
I checked my watch. ‘It’s too late. Stop.’ I glanced at the girl; she’d been watching
the proceedings with something approaching amusement. Meakin put down the
cables, walked to the edge of the roof and dropped to the ground. He came over
and sat on the wall beside me. ‘It won’t work,’ he said.
‘What’s wrong with it?’
‘Nothing. Every part of it is working ine. It just won’t connect.’
We sat silent for a while, both of us thinking along the same lines. A simple
operation to meet a local, acquire some information and then leave. The plan
hadn’t just gone wrong, it just was wrong. All of it. The appearance of dozens of
jihadis where there should have been none. The stockpile of munitions. The fact
that our contact had been compromised. And now the radio didn’t work.
‘We’re fucked,’ he said quietly, staring out along the narrow valley. The early sun
was beginning to lose its early victory over the fog, which was growing from a
faint shimmer to a thickening grey curtain.
‘Question is,’ I said, ‘Who’s fucking us?’
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We sat there for a while, each of us caught up in his own thoughts. Then I stood,
hefted my ri le and said, ‘I’m going to talk to Logan.’ Meakin nodded and watched
me walk away. I headed toward the gulley, tracked a path along the rim until I
found Logan sitting on a rock where the riverbed took a dog-leg turn, his position
allowing him to see in both directions. He was using a piece of lint to sharpen his
combat knife and looked up as I arrived. I sat on a boulder beside him, tried to
stretch the fatigue away. ‘Satellite link isn’t working,’ I said.
He didn’t reply but turned and spat onto the ground, kept on rasping the stone
along the edge of the blade, irst one side, then the other, methodically; I
suspected it was a comfort thing. ‘So, for the moment,’ I said, ‘we’re fucked.’ He
said nothing, just kept staring along the empty gulley. He put away his knife, it
locked into the sheath with a small click, then he chucked the lint into the
distance. I said, ‘Let me run a scenario past you. See how it its.’
‘K,’ he said. He shuf led his belt to get it comfortable. I noticed his pistol was
strapped low on his leg, gun ighter-style.
‘Here’s how I see it,’ I began. ‘We’re not here for why we think we’re here. The
original mission was a wild goose chase.’ I paused to see his reaction. He gave
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none. ‘You, on the other hand, have a different agenda.’ He moved to argue but I
interrupted, ‘Not necessarily a con licting agenda, just different mission criteria.’
He paused to think this over. Nodded.
‘But someone else has a third agenda, that does con lict with ours; both of ours.’
Logan nodded again; he agreed.
‘So the question is...’ I said,
‘What’s the third agenda,’ he completed my sentence. ‘What is their plan and to
what degree does it fuck with us?’
I ignored his implicit acknowledgement of having his own separate plans to
ours. ‘Let’s look at what we know so far, see what it tells us.’
‘Our contact,’ he said. ‘Uncle. He was compromised.’
‘It wasn’t about the old man,’ I said. ‘It was never about him. He was just a story
to dupe us; to give us a reason to be here. Next point, we ind ourselves sitting on
a taliban munitions dump. Quite possibly supplied by Uncle Sam.’
He gave the slightest of nods.
‘Did you know about that?’ I asked.
‘No.’
I accepted that as truth. I had no choice. ‘Third,’ I said, ‘We have a whole lot of
hostiles in what we were promised was an area completely empty of enemy
combatants. In fact, it looks like we were expected.’
‘And we’re in narrow valley far from anywhere,’ he said.
‘Not far from anywhere,’ I said.
He took a deep breath as he thought about the geography of where we were.
‘China,’ he said.
‘China,’ I said. ‘Russia not too far north. And only a short haul to Kashmir.’
‘And two of the corpses we made back there...’ he added.
‘Chinese,’ I said, ‘I just checked.’
‘Could they be Uighur?’
I shook my head, ‘They were oriental, not ‘Stans.’
He took out his mobile phone, checked it for a signal; there was none. Logan
didn’t speak for a long while, he just stared along the dry gulley. The wind had
dropped, the sky was dim with hanging mist. Eventually he looked at me: he’d
made a decision. ‘I’m not dying out here for the entertainment of some Felix back
in Washington,’ he said.
‘Me neither,’ I said. I looked toward the horizon. It was light now but the mist
wasn’t clearing; there were jihadis out there and we were their current favourite
nominees for a cinematographic beheading; we had no comms; the stormfront
between us and the nearest helicopter base meant we weren’t getting airlifted
out any time soon.
Logan turned to me, he said, ‘Cards on the table?’
‘That would be a start,’ I said.
‘It’s not about Uncle. You’re right. And it’s not about the ordnance. That was a
surprise to me; ‘I guess that was just a sweetener,’ he said. ‘ Some accountant in
Camp Dodge mislaid a truck somewhere...’ His voice trailed off and he scratched
his beard, thoughtfully. His forage cap had a pair of ballistic Oakleys perched back
to front, and with his almost-uniform and the M4 that hung from him like a third
limb, he was the very epitome of an American SF soldier. But the bodies he’d
made told me that none of it was for show. I thought about Meakin and the SAS
boys a hundred yards away. They were soldiers, good soldiers; but soldiers was

all they were. Logan was something else: a throwback. A century and a half ago
he’d have been a scalp-hunter, an eye-shooter, an Indian-killer, clearing out the
West in advance of civilisation; men like him had conquered a continent
equipped with little more than a horse, a pistol and a single-shot ri le. I half
expected him to pop in a wad of chewing tobacco. But he was smart too, a poker
player, I could see that. He rose, dusted off his pants; checked his ri le. He’d
decided to show his hand.
He said, ‘I’ve got something to show you.’
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We turfed the girl out of sight of the compound and tied her to a withered tree
stump over by the dry riverbed then went back to the compound where Meakin
and Toffee had torn up the rest of the looring in the back room. Meakin paused
to wipe the sweat off his face, lifted the inal planks of looring to reveal hessian
sack-cloth that was packed tightly between the loorboard joists. He pulled away
the sacking to reveal well-sealed polythene sacks, each sack illed with smaller
sacks of the same design. Each of the smaller sacks was iled with an off-white
powder. ‘Bingo,’ he muttered, and hefted the irst sack, the polythene was thick,
industrial grade, no chance of accidentally spilling the contents. He lifted the four
visible sacks to reveal four more beneath that, and four more beneath that. There
were sixteen sacks in total. We opened one and it contained forty smaller bags
within. ‘About a kilo each,’ Meakin said and did a quick calculation, ‘Six hundred
and forty kilos.’ He looked at Logan, ‘Opium?’
‘Heroin,’ Logan said.
‘How much will that fetch on the open market?’ I asked Logan.
He shook his head, ‘Seven igures, maybe eight. It’s pure, re ined.’
Meakin asked, ‘Where’s it bound for? Europe?’
Logan stayed quiet.
‘Iran?’ Meakin continued, ‘They’ve got a huge drug problem, massive addiction
issues. And they’re Shia, so the taliban hate them.’
‘You think the Sunnis are planning sell this shit to Iran as part of some sort of
chemical warfare?’ I asked.
‘They do it all the time,’ Meakin said. ‘Same as we did with China two hundred
years ago. Pakistan and Afghanistan are Sunni. They sell dope to the West and to
the Shia. Fuck us up, weaken us. Then it becomes easier to establish their
worldwide Sunni caliphate.’
‘It’s heading east,’ Logan said.
Meakin and I stopped talking for a few seconds. I looked at Meakin, then Toffee,
who’d stayed out of the discussion up ‘til now. I looked down at the pile of dope.
‘We’re sitting on an entire harvest of heroin. Packed and ready for delivery. You’re
saying it’s being sold to the Chinese?’
‘It’s not being sold,’ Logan said. ‘We’re giving it away. It’s a loss-leader.’
‘Fuck me,’ Meakin said, quietly.
‘You’re giving it away,’ I said. ‘But who’s paying the locals to produce it?’
‘It’s paid for,’ Logan said, not answering the question.
Toffee spoke up, ‘Anyone want to tell me what six hundred kilos of heroin has to
do with the War on Terror?’
‘Six hundred and forty,’ Logan corrected him.
‘Question still stands,’ Toffee said.
Logan looked at him, said nothing.
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‘This isn’t the War on Terror,’ I said. ‘This is the Great Game.’
‘The what?’ he asked.
‘The struggle for control of the entire middle corridor, from Turkey to China.’ I
said, ‘Where we are now, to the West is the middle east, then Europe, North are
the ‘Stans, then Russia. South is Kashmir, which leads to Pakistan and India. East
is China.’ I paused to con irm my geography. ‘This used to be the centre of the
world,’ I said.
‘Still is,’ Logan said. ‘The Chinese are looking west. They’re already heavily into
Africa, they’re making political links deals the ‘Stans. It’s an important place.’
‘The Silk Road,’ I said. ‘Whoever controls this region can open up trade routes,
build roads, airports, control the land trade-routes for half the world.’
‘There’s only one problem,’ Logan said. ‘The same problem that every invading
force has had here for the last few thousand years.’
‘The natives,’ I said.
‘They’re a truculent bunch,’ he said.
Toffee said, ‘No wonder there’s dozens of mad fuckers out there trying to get in.
We’ve been sleeping in their bed, eating their porridge, and now we’re
threatening to spend their life savings.’
Meakin looked at me, ‘What we going to do?’
I turned to Logan, evenly, ‘Did you know about radio fuck-up?’
He shook his head, ‘If I’d known, I’d have come here in a Chinook and brought a
couple of ATVs.’
‘Who was the American at the brie ing?’
‘A spook. Don’t know him personally.’
‘You trust him?’ I asked.
He patted his ri le. ‘Only thing I trust is this, and the people in this room.’
I turned back to Toffee, ‘Get back on the roof. See if you can sort the antennae.
There’s another window in two hours. It might be nothing at all. A loose wire, a
rusty connection.’ He nodded, glad of a job to do, and left the three of us. Meakin
said, ‘And if that doesn’t work?’
I went on the comms. ‘Wake. What’s it like out there?’
‘Quiet,’ came the reply.
I turned to Meakin, ‘Did I see some C4 in one of the munitions boxes?’
‘Enough to turn this place to dust,’ Meakin said.
‘Wire this shit up,’ I said, meaning the heroin, and left him to it, walked out into
the fresh air. Logan followed me. He said, ‘I’m here to observe, but I’m not here to
destroy a hundred million dollars.’
‘You’re here for the same reason as us,’ I told him, ‘To be sacri iced. Which will
give the Spooks an excuse to move in the heavy machinery and set up bases close
the Chinese border.’
‘Where they can control the movement of heroin.’
‘Along with everything else.’
‘The Silk Road,’ he repeated.
‘If we get out of here, we will seriously fuck up their plans.’
I looked up onto the roof where Toffee was dismantling the entire satellite
antennae. ‘If we don’t get out, that will seriously fuck up my plans.’
‘We need to call the cavalry,’ I said.
‘Radio’s broke,’ Toffee said, coming back into the compound. ‘I’ve checked it
again. It don’t work.’

I thought for a moment. Then I said, ‘I know where there’s a working radio.’
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The drive to Heathrow took over an hour, which was pretty good, I’ve known the
twenty- ive miles take two-and-a-half, which is an average of about ive mile and
hour so, with the radio on and the sun shining I was happy to arrive at the
bonded Warehouse before eleven in the morning. The guard at the gate ID’d me,
and took a long time to do it. I clocked him as ex-forces, most likely an NCO, but
he didn’t seem the type to want to swap stories with a fellow veteran. He handed
me back my passport and driver’s licence and pressed the button to open the
steel gates. I waited, listening to the engine, thinking this van was much better
than the previous one, until the gates fully opened. I drove in, parked in a bay far
away from the CCTV, though that was more from habit than any concern over my
being recorded, the gate-camera had clocked me and I wasn’t doing anything too
shady. Habit had me walk along the path that edged the warehouse rather than
cut across the carpark, the CCTV thing again. I reached the entrance and buzzed
the receptionist, who took a while before she let me in. I handed over my ID and
waited while she checked my creds. Then she rose and took me to the security
door where she left me with another ex-squaddie who checked my creds again
before letting me through. He took me to an of ice where a small man in a
wrinkled suit beckoned me in.
‘Mark Barrett,’ he said.
I held out my creds, and the letter giving me permission to collect the goods. He
inspected this, then made a brief call to the client. He nodded, listened, hung up
and opened a drawer. Taking out a small, electronic ingerprint checker and
placed it in front of me. I placed my thumb carefully on the glass until the light
changed from red to green. Wrinkled-suit checked it and nodded. He seemed
reluctant to hand over the goods. I don’t blame him, he could get it right every
day for a year then make one mistake, and then he was fucked. So I waited
patiently.
‘Well, I know it’s you,’ he said. ‘The client has given me verbal permission on the
phone, all recorded, of course.’
I nodded.
‘I’m now waiting for an email from the client. It will contain a password. It may
take a few minutes.’
I took a seat.
Stared out through the blinds.
At some point the email must have come through because wrinkled-suit picked
up the phone again, pressed two buttons and muttered something. About ive
minutes later someone knocked on the door and a Statham-lookalike entered. He
was muscular but not bulky, tough-looking with the usual broken nose,
cauli lower ear and dropped brows; someone who’d spent a life ighting and
training to ight. He placed a small box on the desk and then stood behind
wrinkle, who sniffed a bit, then took out a receipt book from a drawer. He opened
it, motioned for me to sign it. I did so. He took a digital picture of the book, the
box and me.
Ten minutes later I was driving back through the gates, the box shoved deep
inside the waistband at the small of my back, a decoy box in a shoulder bag on
the seat beside me. An hour later I was passing through St. Albans, planning what
to eat for lunch. As I neared Stevenage I passed a new Amazon facility thinking,
they’re going to take over my business eventually, they’ll replace me with a drone
and even the shady business will be conducted through some specialist off-shoot
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of the multi-mega-corp. Then I thought of Greener’s comment when I irst made
that point to him. ‘There’ll always be stuff that’s too shady for the big boys.
There’ll always be customers that are too paranoid to trust anything they can’t
see in the lesh.’
But I wasn’t sure.
People want security. And secrecy. They seek reassurance, or at least, the
appearance of it. As William Blake put it, they want the lineaments of grati ied
desire. They want the evidence of security, they want the appearance of secrecy.
They want proof of their safety. They’re looking for a maternal igure to
metaphorically tuck them into bed at night. People who mistrust the most,
they’re the ones who most desperately seek security. And that equation earned
me a fair living, I thought as I motored through Royston on the 505.
I met the client in the War Museum, standing below a large photograph of the
World War 2 Spit ire Ace, Douglas Bader standing, hands in pockets, lanked by
two equally cool-looking pilots.
‘’41, do you think?’ the client asked me as I approached.
‘’40,’ I said. ‘Battle of Britain. He was shot down in ’41, ended up in Colditz.’
The client nodded. He knew this, I knew it, we were just chatting. ‘Not bad for a
man who’d lost his legs a decade earlier.’
‘Twenty-two kills,’ I said. ‘Another twenty probables.’
‘Yet he wasn’t very popular.’
‘Divisive,’ I added. ‘Top brass were probably pleased when he ended up a POW.
He was still a hero, but he wasn’t causing havoc for the good guys.’
The client nodded. ‘Tales of daring escapes, while not pissing off his colleagues.’ A
brief smile. ‘The Germans had to take away his arti icial legs to stop his escape
attempts.’ I smiled. I knew the story. We both did. I said, ‘The package is with
your driver, as agreed.’
‘I thought it would be good to meet you face to face,’ he said.
‘Face to face is good,’ I said.
‘I might have more work for you, and I wanted to see you, look you in the eye.’ He
turned and walked over to where a Spit ire was parked. He asked, ‘What do you
think of her?’
‘She’s gorgeous,’ I said.
‘Mk 1, the original.’ He turned to me, ‘Is it true what they say? A beautiful plane
will be beautiful to ly?’
I studied the elliptical wings, the lared covers of the retractable wheels, the
aggressive exhaust ports that ran down either side of the nose, behind the threeblade prop; I looked at the machine-gun ports. Eight of them. ‘There’s a
relationship between form and function,’ I said. ‘But sometimes function can
produce an ugly machine; the BF 109 was squat and ugly, but it was just as
effective as the Spit ires that it fought against.’ I looked up at the machine. ‘I think
that RJ Mitchell just wanted to design a thing of beauty.’ I followed the straight
line from the cockpit to the curving line of the tail assembly. ‘I don’t think he
could have designed ugly.’
The client absorbed this, then turned to me, a ten-per-cent smile at the edges of
his face. ‘I think we can work together,’ he said.
I said, ‘I don’t transport people, guns or drugs.’
‘You’ve just written off three of the biggest commercial sectors in the world.’
‘I can live with that,’ I said.
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He looked at me thoughtfully. ‘I’ll be in touch,’ he said and turned to go, but then
he paused, looked around at the exhibits, ‘Which is your favourite?’
‘I’m a helicopter pilot, so beauty is rarely an option.’ I looked around, pointed at
another machine that was parked nearby. ‘But, the Hurricane,’ I said, ‘if I had to
choose.’
‘The workhorse,’ he said.
‘Rugged. Functional. Not as fast, but more stable. Easy to repair,’ I said, ‘And just
as many guns.’ Then I looked back at the Spit ire. ‘But they both had their place.’
He looked at me one more time, his slight smile faded back to zero, then he
turned and walked away. I waited for a while, studying the planes on display,
comparing their lines, their heft, their grace. Then I went to the cafeteria for
lunch, opened my laptop while I ate, and used the wi i to check the money
transfer had gone through.

Part 3
The wound is where the light shines through.
Rumi

‘Hey look, a dog.’
I climbed up and scrambled over to where Toffee lay on what remained of the
roof, looking out across the scrub ground. Sure enough I could see a mutt
meandering its way across the rough ground. ‘Keep your head down,’ Toffee told
me and I dropped below the parapet, looking through one of the holes he’d
gouged in the parapet. To our right was a huge empty space where the roof had
collapsed after being hit by the RPG.
‘It’s lame,’ Toffee said, and gave a low whistle. The dog looked up and trotted in
our direction.
Five minutes later Toffee was squatting behind the wall of the compound feeding
the dog an MRE which it ate greedily. He gave it another. ‘Dogs will eat forever,’ he
said, ‘Because they never know how long it might be until their next meal.’ He
rubbed the rough fur around the dogs throat and shoulders, ‘Some sort of hound,’
he decided. ‘The owner will have thrown him out when he got lame. No use to
man nor beast, are you?’ he asked the dog.
I heard Wake’s voice through the comms, ‘What have you got down there, Toff?’
‘My new pet.’
‘He got a name?’
‘War Zone,’ Toffee said.
‘War Zone?’ Wake’s voice crackled with laughter.
‘That’s his name,’ Toffee said, stroking the dog affectionately, ‘Isn’t it, my lovely
little fella? My lovely War Zone.’ He reached into his pocket, took out a sweet and
unwrapped it, gave it to the dog and we both watched as the dog struggled to
chew the soft toffee. Just then Meakin arrived, ‘Get back on the roof,’ he said and,
without further words but with a couple of glances back at the dog, Toffee went
back to his post. Meakin ignored the dog as he went to check on the girl, then
came back outside, looked around, squatted down beside the mutt, stroked it,
‘War Zone,’ he said. ‘Where did you come from?’
The dog lowered itself, rolled onto its back and allowed Meakin to vigorously rub
its belly. Meakin’s eyes crinkled into a weather-beaten smile. Then his smile
faded and he looked at me.
‘We need to talk,’ he said.
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‘You can’t go out there tonight.’
‘Why not?’ I asked.
He thought for a moment. ‘You’ve done ok, in the ire ights, you’ve got some
killing in you, but you’re not cold enough, you go the other way. If you go down to
the chopper you need to be frosty, chilled. You need to be able to get the radio
working and you may be very close to the jihadis.’
‘And I’m not cool enough for the job?’
‘You’re not cool like the Fonz. You’re volatile. You probably start laughing.’
‘So we got no comms.’
He shook his head. ‘We have no comms.’
I took a deep breath. Let it slide out. I looked around at this narrow valley,
watched the wind pushing the scrub, hugging it tighter against the ground.
‘Someone might begin to worry.’
‘They will, but they’ll wait for us to contact them,’ he said. ‘And by then we’ll be
dead.’
‘I’d prefer not to die in this place,’ I said, ‘So what are our options?’
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It was two hours later and Toffee was priming me. ‘Don’t head direct toward the
helicopter.’ He continued, ‘You’ll go just before dark, just as twilight is setting in.
Light and fast,’ he said, nodding at my Socom. ‘Take that, some ammo and some
water. The fog keeps drifting towards us, so that’ll be ine so long as it lasts. And
keep moving, even if they spot you.’ He paused, ‘Here,’ he said, peeling his
sheathed knife from the velcro of his body armour, ‘You’ll need this.’
Toffee liked his knives. He was right to, but I said, ‘I’m not sure I want to get in
another knife ight.’
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‘Three,’ he said. ‘First we sit and wait. Hope someone gets to us before Burnley’s
inest get close enough to use their Khyber knives.’
I waited.
‘Second, we run. Wait til dark and head up the valley, and we keep running ‘til we
hit China. Or at least til we can get a signal from our own phones.’
‘That sounds feasible.’
‘It is, if we get a decent head start, and if there’s no one in front of us that can be
radio’d ahead to set up an ambush.’
‘Plus if we’re running, we can’t afford to take a single casualty.’
‘And we will take casualties. At present we’re safe behind the walls of the
compound, and they can’t easily lank us again, cos the valley is too narrow. A
couple of miles further up the valley widens and then we’re dropping most of our
gear, keep the guns and the water, and then we’re running for forty or ifty miles.’
‘Just weaponed-up, I doubt I could run more than six miles,’ I said, ‘maybe less.’
He shook his head. ‘And that’s assuming there are no more Ropers ahead of us,
and that’d be unusual cos this entire geographic region is Roper central.’
I waited for a bit. ‘So no radio. No way to escape. I’m guessing third option is our
best chance?’
He nodded.
I waited for his reply but there was none. ‘Maybe we could sneak a message into
the dog’s collar,’ I said. ‘Maybe he’ll do a Lassie and trot back to HQ base and let
them know the depth of the shit we’re in.’
Meakin nodded, treating this suggestion seriously. ‘Only one problem: he ain’t got
a collar.’
I shrugged. ‘So the Lassie plan is FRO.’
‘Completely.’
‘So, the plan.’ I studied his face. ‘I won’t like it?’
He nodded. Then he spat onto the dirt. He wouldn’t look me in the eye. ‘I’ll go
down to the chopper,’ he said.
‘And I stay here?’ I chewed this over for a few moments.
‘It’s sensible.’
I shook my head. ‘No. The radio was busted up when we left. It’ll need repairing.’
‘You got tools?’ he asked.
‘On board,’ I said. ‘Look, I work those radios all the time, I know how they break, I
know how they ix. I can do it in the dark, hell I trained to do it in the dark.’
He looked at me now. Eyes steady. He didn’t even need to say it; I was the best
choice for repairing and then using a helicopter radio. ‘Fuckin’ dog,’ he muttered.
‘He knew what he was doing, chucking that collar.’ He looked at me. ‘So you get to
play Arnie?’ his voice faking a bad Austrian accent ‘Get to the chopper!
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He looked at me, unsmiling. He loosened my belt and slid in the sheath, tightened
up my belt. ‘There. It’s better if you don’t see any Ropers, but if you do, quick,
quiet, cut their throat and move on, you don’t need to stick around while they
choke to death on their own blood, that’s their own private moment. Your
business is the radio. Call in, get back here, that’s it.’ He stepped back. ‘You almost
look like a soldier,’ he said, adding, ‘Sir,’ and a wry smile. Then he studied me
some more, ‘You’ll do,’ he said quietly, proud of his handiwork.
Meakin rolled up. ‘Ready?’
Toffee nodded, patted my arm and clambered back onto the roof. Meakin looked
at me and said, ‘This will be as easy as you let it be. Move quiet, keep a decent
pace but only go as fast as you can hear ahead, if your breathing is too heavy
you’ll not hear a thing, so swift, but no running. It’s under three miles, but if you
go out wide it’ll be more like four. They tripped the claymores, so there’ll be shit
all over, best to avoid that altogether. Satellite’s overhead in two hours, so you
have plenty of time; just ire up radio and send an SOS. Nothing more or less.
Don’t call home, don’t phone a friend, don’t pass Go.’ He looked up at the sky,
checked his watch, ‘It’s dark in forty- ive so get some chow, have a shit and
square yourself away. Don’t wait for my permission, soon as you think it’s dark
enough, just go.’ He tightened up the straps of my small pack, folded the loose
tags so that everything was tight, ‘Refasten your laces, nice and tight, if you have
to stop and bend over to fasten a loose lace you’re likely to discover a bloke with
a beard has his cock up your arse.’ He paused, there wasn’t much else to say, I was
having trouble processing all the information that had been thrown my way but I
igured it boiled down to move quiet, get the signal sent, and kill anyone who
tries to stop me. ‘What’re my chances?’ I asked.
He gave a grim smile and said, ‘When we got this mission, the Lieutenant, Jarvis,
asked your OC who was the best pilot, and he said Olsen, straight as a die. Or
maybe Lynch, he’s a sarky bastard but a sound pilot. Then the Lieutenant asked
who your OC would want to pilot a chopper if his life depended on it. And he said
you. Captain Barrett. Said you were the sort who’d lead a musket company
against Napoleon, the sort who’d held the line at Mons, that you got better under
ire.’ He looked me over, satis ied, adding, ‘When the helicopter was hit, you got
us down with seconds to spare.’ He nodded, picked up his ri le and walked off.
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I woke and it was dark, silent but for the faint churn of traf ic, a sound that waxed
and waned depending on the time of day and the time of year, but a sound that
was never absent, so that it became just a part of the fabric of the night.
Something else woke me.
I breathed quietly, aware of the room, of the closed door, listening: the upper
window, too small for anyone to climb through but wide open, allowing fresh air
and the sounds of the street to come straight inside. The sounds of traf ic and
street noises usually lulled me but sometimes, as now, it woke me. I breathed
quietly, listening. Someone was outside, waiting quietly. I could hear the faint
movement, the faintest shuf le of shoes on the steps just above my window.
Someone was outside.
Waiting.
I could hear the faintest breathing, the occasional swish of clothing as whoever it
was shifted. They were patient but they weren’t made of stone. I lay in the
darkness, unmoving, listening, forcing myself to stay awake. Sometime around
six I woke again, and in the dim light of dawn I slipped out of bed and went to the
window, glanced through the drawn curtains onto the street just above my head.
No one was there. I looked to the stone steps that led up to the front door and
down to my door, and no one was there. I shivered. Suddenly aware that I could
smell coffee, and that the smell was coming from my kitchen.
I looked over my shoulder.
There was a man sitting in the chair by my bed. He looked relaxed. Had a gun in
his hand. He was a slim man, dark-skinned, hair cropped short. His clothes were
dark.
‘Mark Barrett,’ he said.
‘Jacob Greener,’ I said.
Greener shrugged.
‘Mind if I get dressed?’
‘Coffee’s brewing,’ he said.
‘I can smell it.’
‘Black?’
‘Milk,’ I said. ‘Two sugars.’
‘You got no milk,’ he said.
‘Four sugars,’ I said.
I switched on the bedroom light, grabbed fresh pants and a t-shirt from a drawer
and went into the bathroom, turned on the shower.
‘So was that you on the stairs last night?’
Greener shook his head. ‘I got a call from Dillon.’
Dillon was his cousin, some sort of cousin, and he lived on the top loor, two
levels above me. Dillon was a mid-level drug dealer, had retired from street
dealing a couple of years ago, igured himself as a cockney Stringer Bell, but a
living one, not the one who got shot to pieces on a building site.
‘What was it about?’
‘This,’ he said, lifting the gun to show me.
‘You selling guns now?’
Greener shook his head. ‘Naw, I told him, let the Somalis do the shooting, us
Caribs need to step back a bit. I took the gun off him.’
‘What you going to do with it?’
‘Leave it in your basement.’
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‘Fuck off, Greener,’ I said, ‘That’s a ive-year sentence, and the cops already have
got an itch for me.
Greener pulled a face. ‘I’ll put it in the yard then.’
It was a shared yard, it wouldn’t come back on me, especially with a mid-level
dealer living two loors above me.
‘You gave me quite a shock,’ I said as he handed me a mug of sweet coffee. He
shrugged. ‘I let myself in, went straight into the kitchen and made coffee. I heard
you get up so I came in and you were spying out the window, so I sat down.’
I took a deep gulp of coffee.
‘You’ll get Type 2,’ he said, handing me a spoon and watching me stir in more
sugar.
‘I work out.’
‘Doesn’t matter. Sugar is evil. You know about the sugar industry faking the stats
about obesity back in the 60s?’
‘You told me.’
Greener isn’t a big guy but he’s made out of hardwood, zero body fat, muscle
exactly where it was needed. Maybe I should follow his advice, I thought.
He said, ‘So who’s looking for you?’
‘What?’
‘You were peeping through that curtain like a maiden aunt looking for
Chippendales.’
I couldn’t work out that image so I told him the truth about the Oligarch and his
wife. He listened intently before asking, ‘Was she worth it?’ I frowned, rubbed the
sleep from my eyes. I was about to say no but decided to speak the truth. ‘She
was worth it. Every. Second.’
‘She won’t tell,’ he said, inally.
‘You think?’
He shook his head.
‘So who do you think it was standing on the step outside my bedroom at two in
the morning?’ I asked.
He shrugged. ‘Nothing wakes you. How the hell did you hear someone at your
door?’
‘My spidey sense,’ I said.
‘Naah. You sleep like you’re sedated. I’ve shared a room with you. You don’t move,
you don’t make a sound.’ He looked at me, ‘‘Where do you go, when you sleep like
that?’
‘Somewhere magical where strange men don’t sneak into my bedroom smelling
of coffee and Old Spice.’
‘That’s Paco Rabanne,’ he said. He went to my land line. ‘Do you ever use this?’
‘No.’
‘You ever check the messages?’
‘Never.’
He picked up the receiver, pressed 1471, listened. ‘She’s called Sadie Got the
number from directory inquiries, doesn’t know your mobile number. She’s
outside...’ He corrected himself, ‘She was outside ...four hours and seven minutes
ago.’ He turned to me, ‘Do you know her?’
‘I can’t say I do.’
I drank more coffee.
He replayed the message. ‘White. Wealthy. Forty-ish.’
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I shook my head, some vague memory chivvied me but I couldn’t bring a face to
the name. ‘She says to call her when you’re free.’
He put down the receiver. ‘I have to be going.’
‘Bring milk next time,’ I said.
‘I will.’ He paused. ‘Do you know what a secure freight storage unit is?’
‘I was at one last week,’ I said. ‘You running a scam?’
‘A perfectly legal scam,’ he said. ‘Pick you up this afternoon, about two-forty.’
‘That’s very speci ic,’ I said.
He closed the door quietly when he left.
I went to listen to the message on the landline, trying to work out who it was, a
vague memory of a drunken dinner party almost rising to my consciousness.
Eventually I took the chance to call back, got an answering service and left a
message.
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I inished off my brew and threw the dregs into the dust. ‘Where’s Warzone?’
Toffee asked. I shrugged, mind on other things. Toffee dropped down onto the
dirt beside me, went into the compound, came back with the girl, looking
disheveled and de iant, furious even. ‘Want to sit out in the fresh air?’ he asked.
She shrugged. ‘Ok, back inside then,’ he said.
‘Outside,’ she said.
Toffee grinned. ‘Bit of a Cockney twang, you think?’
‘Tower Hamlets,’ I said.
She turned and gave me a look of pure death. I ignored her, tightened my straps
one more time, re illed my bottle, picked up the Socom. ‘Tell Meeks I’m off,’ I said.
‘See you in a bit,’ Toffee said.
I checked my bag for the night-sights and my multi tool, tapped the Bowie
strapped to my belt, and then clicked my comms twice. The response came a
moment later. A single click.
Meakin.
He knew.
The chopper was three miles away, at about twelve-thirty to the direction the
compound faced. I stepped over the wall, walked in a different direction, three
o’clock, meaning to swerve around once I was out of sight and cut across the dry
river-bed, when it got dark. Which would be soon. I felt three sets of eyes
studying me on me as I left the compound. Two of them were friendly. I set my
mind to a couple of hour’s careful walking, then I’d be close to my destination.
Get the radio ixed and ired up, call in, get out, then quietly haul arse back to the
compound and the relative safety of my Special Forces pals. Then we’d wait. I
iled my plan for the moment and focused on the walking. Scrabbling down into
the gulley two hundred yards up from where Logan kept his quiet vigil. I skirted
around toward the far edge of the narrow valley. I say valley, but this wasn’t a
wide-bottomed, fertile, farmed sort of valley, it was an ugly, narrow, steep-walled
crack in the mountains, the ground was shingle and rock and dirt and grass grew
in tussocks that grabbed at my feet as I walked into the growing dark. After
ifteen minutes of walking in a big loop, eyes wide, ears peeled, I turned and
began walking directly toward the helicopter, the gulley about a half mile to my
left, the compound another four hundred yards beyond that and, gradually, it
receded to my rear.
I headed toward the helicopter.
An hour or so later I heard the irst of the shooting. It died down shortly
afterwards but picked up again intermittently. In the distance behind me there
was a lash, then a boom of an RPG and it struck me that I might get the radio
message sent and return to ind myself the only one left to be rescued. I thought
of Meakin and Moose and Toffee and Wake and Logan. They were a hard bunch of
professional killers, stone cold under ire, methodical, swift and merciless. I was
the loose cannon. I was the pilot, the baggage. I was expendable. I had no doubt
that if I didn’t return by the next morning they’d be making plans to do a scoot
and shoot toward the top of the valley, then some sort of yomp toward safety, the
sort of trek that made the history books and got turned into fanboy
documentaries on YouTube. I’d better survive to make the call and get back by
morning, I thought, cos otherwise the Steely Eyed Dealers of Death would
abandon me. And rightly so. That’s what I’d do. The Americans have this thing,

Leave no man Behind, but that’s a quick way to get ive men killed saving one.
Meakin would do the maths and then he’d leave.
I trudged on across uneven ground; grass tugged at my feet, holes set traps for
my ankles, rocks made every attempt to trip me. The moon was hidden behind
the fog and gave little to no light, I could hear every rattle of knock that my gear
made as I walked. I paused to tighten the strap on my ri le, kept it slung at port,
but held irmer to my body. Then I tightened my belt to keep my water bottle
from banging against my hip with every step I took. Then I bent down to refasten my laces. It was just fear, I told myself; stop prevaricating, I needed to keep
moving; no more pauses for kit-checks or lace-fastening. I focused on walking,
my feet high-stepping and coming down light, my mouth slightly open as I
breathed to take in more oxygen and to allow my ears to work maybe 5% better
than they did with my mouth closed. Every little helps when you’re walking
toward a place illed with people that want to kill you. ‘They might be close to the
chopper,’ Meakin had said, ‘but not too close. Those claymores will have injured
or killed some of them, so they’ll hate it and they won’t want to be near it. But it
will draw them. It’s a landmark. Proof we were there. Evidence.’
‘A trophy,’ I said.
He nodded. ‘As you get closer, look for a camp ire, it’ll be close to that house we
hit when we irst arrived, when you see the irelight, widen your scope out to
about three hundred metres all round. They won’t post a guard as such but
they’ll be wary. Don’t look too much at the ire, keep it in your peripheral, and
look toward the dark. Come round behind the helicopter, they won’t be looking
for anyone from that direction. Nice and quiet.’ He bent down to stroke WarZone,
who’d wandered up to sniff at his leg, commenting, ‘Dogs are Haram in this
country, so this fucker is a proper survivor,’ then he stood up again and looked at
me. ‘Get it done and get back before dawn. You don’t want to be wandering out
there like Goldilocks come daylight. Come back the way you went out, out wide
and round the back. If you get in trouble, start shooting but keep moving. Do not
come back through the front door, we’ve just set up the last of the claymores and
even if you get lucky and don’t trip any of them, Moose is liable to shoot you just
for being dense.’
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I checked my watch again. I’d been walking for a careful hour, covered maybe
two, two and a half miles, was two thirds of the way there. My night eyesight had
kicked in properly and the scrub ground appeared clear enough that I’d stopped
tripping every ten or ifteen paces. I thought I could see something lighter in the
distance. I heard nearby and froze, breathing soft, slowly dropping slowly into a
squat, right arm out wide for balance, left arm grasping the butt of my ri le,
holding it steady. The voices were chatting, soft laughter, maybe two hundred
yards to my left, probably the other side of the gulley. I saw the pinprick of a
match lare and looked away, trying to protect my night vision. A spot of
blackness lickered across my vision where the tiny laring light had spoiled my
night sight. I waited for ive minutes, unmoving, listening as the voices faded
away, the tiny pinprick of red light from the cigarette disappeared leaving the
faint tinge of tobacco on the air. As I savoured this smell I realised I could also
smell the faint tang of humanity, that cocktail of sweat, aftershave and hormones
that tickled the ancient residual receptors in my lizard-brain and lit up my
danger signals, kicked me straight into survival mode. I was focused now, my
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ancient raptor-instincts kicked in, cold and calculating, smiling toward the
danger, telling me not to be afraid of the dark, that I was the dark and that the
people out there, chatting and smoking and laughing, they should be afraid of me.
I recognised the shift; welcomed it.
The next ifteen minutes passed quickly, thoughtlessly, and silently; I found
myself turning toward the gulley to come up toward the chopper from the rear,
just like Meakin told me. Downwind too, I thought. I could smell the camp ire,
could feel the quiet, tired buzz coming from the men who were mostly sleeping in
or around the house we’d irst stormed. I could hear two men talking quietly
about four hundred yards away, another moaning quietly, whether injured or
dreaming or just giving himself a ive- inger salute I couldn’t tell. They’d eaten, I
could smell the cooked lamb. I listened again, one of them was de initely
wounded, I decided, from the groans and whimpers. Most of the others would be
sleeping in the house, two or three would be posting guard, probably sleeping by
the ire. They’d have buried their dead by now, that was their custom. I scooted
low and quiet, parallel to the gulley until I could just about make out the shape of
the rotors silhouetted against the glow of the ire, some two hundred paces
further on. The mist was drifting in again, and I was glad for that, it would hide
me as I called in, hide me when I returned to the compound too. I reached the
gulley, the opposite side to where we’d taken cover from the farmer-cum-sniper
that Moose had slotted. They were all snipers round here. They’d been snipers
since the westerners irst brought ri les. Before that they’d been throat-cutters
and ball hackers. They didn’t play well with invading armies, which was ironic as
the entire history of the region was one invading army after another, going back
forever. Maybe they were right and we were wrong. We didn’t belong here, I
thought, and we’d be gone soon enough. Maybe a decade or two, but soon enough
in the wider scheme of things. In a region that remembered Alexander, this new
incursion from the West was just a passing phase. The country would suffer, it
would endure, it would shrug us off and carry on as though we’d never been
there. Only the ever-changing weapons technology toted by the Afghan natives
would evidence the passage of time and the throwing back of yet another
invading army. Smoothbore muskets were replaced by En ield ri les, then the
En ields were replaced by AK47s. And in thirty years the AKs would be replaced
with M4 carbines. I slid quietly down into the gulley, eyes wide in the darkness. I
hadn’t bothered with the night vision goggles yet, but in the shadow of a
helicopter that was jammed into a narrow gulley on a dark, misty night, they
were going to come in handy. I took them out and pushed them snug over my
eyes. Switched them on, and the world became green and depthless. I could make
out the chopper, surprisingly free of structural damage, only the bent rotors and
distorted undercarriage evidence of a hard landing, the blown-out windows and,
closer, the dark smears on what was left of the glass and the numerous small,
round holes, plus a few larger and ragged ones, proof of the ef icacy of claymore
mines at close range. The rear door was open as I approached and slipped
silently inside, my arm reaching deep for the spare radio that was stashed
beneath the seats, hoping it wasn’t totally fucked by the mines that had shredded
the seats, destroyed the windows and peppered the fuselage with holes. I hoped
that the boobytraps had persuaded the jihadis not to investigate the helicopter
further. If they’d found the radio and destroyed it we were fucked. My ingers
scrabbled in the dark beneath the seat, found the pressed-steel box. Fortunately
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the claymores had been facing outwards, an empty Claymore case was still on
what remained of the seat above my arm. Anyone sitting on the front seats or
peering into the back would have been minced. I could feel the thick sticky
remains of blood on what was left of the seat. I dragged the steel case forward,
wiggling it past blown seat-springs and tufts of padding that hung down beneath
the seat. It scraped quietly out from its hiding place and I cradled it as I picked it
up and set it on the ground outside the helicopter, to check the contents. It was a
cheap, standard satphone, self-powered, with integral aerial. We’d thrown it back
there a couple of days ago when it didn’t immediately work, went and collected a
new one from stores. But I knew what was wrong with it as soon as I slid on the
night-vision goggles and opened the rear of the case. I re-connected the wire that
had been shaken loose to the correct terminal in under two minutes, my drill
sergeant would have been proud.
I shoved the battery pack into place and ired it up.
Waited.
I couldn’t hear the people at the camp ire, but I didn’t want any noise or even the
faintest glow from the battery light peeping over the edge of the gulley, attracting
attention, so holding the radio carefully I slid quietly beneath the fuselage to do
my work. Once snug beneath the helicopter I pressed the on switch. Nothing
happened. I jiggled the battery, and then the small light came on, red as it dialed
up, turning to green to indicate it was on. I counted to sixty as I waited for it to
ind a signal, but nothing happened, so I slid half out from beneath the fuselage
and tried again. The god of satellites must have been on overtime that night
because suddenly I saw from the readout that there was a faint signal bounce
from a satellite somewhere above me. I spoke quietly. ‘Hello zero, Whiskey One
Zero Alpha, over.’
Nothing.
I repeated this phrase.
Nothing.
Then, a faint voice. ‘Whiskey One Zero Alpha, Zero, go ahead over.’
I looked up to the skies and thanked Hermes for his help. ‘Whiskey One Zero
Alpha. Aircraft down, four point eight kilometres south-south west of target,
roger, so far over.’
‘Zero roger over.’
‘Whiskey Alpha One Zero. We are at target position. We are receiving contact.
Request evac ASAP. Position Compound four point eight kilometres north north
east of this location, whiskey tango over.
‘Zero roger, authenticate Delta foxtrot over.’
I was about to reply when I felt something push against my cheek, I turned
slightly, looking out from my hidey hole beneath the fuselage to see the angled
muzzle-brake of an AKM inches from my eye. Still wearing my night-vision
goggles I followed the line of the barrel back to the receiver, then the simple
wooden butt and then the shoulder shrouded in light cotton kameez, then the
head, straggle-beard and dark brown eyes of a follower of the Religion of Peace
who was looking down his sights at me.
'Areet bruv,' he said, with a slow smile, like he was still half-asleep. I kept my
inger pressed on the send button, 'You going to kill me?' I asked, slowly, thinking,
that was a really stupid question.
'Naw bruv,' he said. 'Not yet. Put the radio down and get out.'
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Back in basic training, which was the stuff we did before we were ever
considered soldiers, never mind of icers and gentlemen of Her Majesty’s armed
forces, back when I was just a raw recruit with aspirations, we did three days
CQC training. This was a course designed to train us how to kill, up close and
personal, mostly using ri les and pistols. But a full day of that was spent with a
grizzled Sgt. Major who trained us in the iner arts of hand-to-hand combat.
‘There’s no skill to this,’ he said, ‘There’s just aggression and whichever weapon
you have to hand. And the desire to terminate your enemy with extreme fucking
violence. If you’ve got a gun, great, shoot the fucker in the face. If it’s a knife or a
spade or a brick, that’ll do. You use whatever you have, and you go at them like a
machine. If you have a knife you stab whichever part of them is closest to the
blade and you keep stabbing, you work along their arm or up their leg, all the
way up their body to their heart, their throat and their eyes. There’s no knife
ight,’ he told us, ‘There’s just knife assault.’ He leaned in to us, eyes gleaming. ‘Do
you follow the principle of what I’m saying?’
We all nodded and muttered, ‘Yes sarn’t.’
‘Remember,’ he went on, ‘You go forward, you follow through. You don’t dance,
you don’t shuf le, you don’t box fucking clever, you just destroy the cunt, cos
otherwise they’ll destroy you.’
‘Yes sarn’t,’ we repeated.
I can’t say I remembered much of this at the time, of icer training is too
exhausting to actually learn anything, you just hope that you can pick it all up
later, when you’re quali ied. Only now, in retrospect do I recall the Sgt’s words,
and back then I thought it was a bit over the top for an army equipped with
automatic weapons that, even in the hands of the most mediocre shot, would kill
at a range of half a mile. But when the kid with the AKM shouted for his pals, at
that very moment he half-turned his head to shout, I reached for the gun barrel
and jerked it down and to the side, and he lurched forward, smacking his head
against the helicopter door but almost immediately dragging backwards, and in
that moment, I’d pulled Toffee’s knife from my belt and stuck him in the left
thigh. He squealed as the blade hit bone, and he squealed again as I jabbed the
knife repeatedly into his leg, using the ri le barrel as leverage to drag myself
toward him, planning at some base level to thrust the blade into his groin, which
was no more than three inches out of range. Disappointingly, he let go of his ri le,
turned and ran. Well, he hobbled at a very high speed, like his jihadi arse
depended on it, which it did, and by the time I dragged myself fully from beneath
the chopper he was twenty- ive yards away, up and over the lip of the gulley,
bleeding and screaming and howling like a stuck goat. I reached for the
headphones, then changed my mind as a .762mm round punched a hole through
what remained of the windscreen and a second round that ricocheted and split
the heel of my boot, surprising me so that I dropped my ri le. It fell butt irst at
my feet and weirdly bounced back a little so that I grabbed it by the barrel and
turned, legged it as fast as I could from the hail of gun ire that was aimed at the
helicopter, slotting the blade back into the sheath with a satisfying snick as I ran. I
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I slid from the hollow beneath the fuselage, and as I set the mouthpiece down,
hoping the weight of it would keep the send button in the correct position,
hoping whoever was receiving my signal would hear what followed. I took off
the headphones he raised his eyes from his ri le sights to shout back to a friend.
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was a hundred metres hence before they even paused shooting at the helicopter.
They must have surrounded the machine, thinking I was still hiding beneath it,
giving it the full Bonny and Clyde with every automatic weapon they had close to
hand. Whatever else happened, I thought, that helicopter wasn’t lying again.
I retraced my steps and scrambled up the edge of the driver river bed, turning to
look as there was a whoomph sound, and a iery lash lit up the entire sky,
turning night into day for a second or two. The chopper’s fuel tanks had erupted,
and it seemed there’d been some unexploded ordnance in there too. I could see
two or three igures staggering back against the lames, all of them holding
automatic weapons, and one after the other they collapsed. One got up, then fell
down again in the laring light of the lames. I was glad that my night sights had
fallen from my face as I left the helicopter, the explosion would have blinded me
for ten minutes if I’d looked at it while wearing them, but cursed the loss of my
natural night vision as I stumbled away from the explosion and into the darkness.
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Greener’s bonded warehouse was legit. It was a new-build compound
corrugated-steel building surrounded by a high, barbed-wire topped fence,
remote controlled gates to a large car park, and CCTV cameras everywhere.
‘While the goods are held here they’re not subject to customs scrutiny or excise
duty?’
‘Correct,’ he said. ‘Technically this isn’t UK territory, not until it’s signed out and
through the gates.’ He smiled, ‘There’s so much scope for pro it, I’m thinking of
going straight, just to take full advantage of the opportunities it presents.’
I looked round as he gave me the tour, carefully stacked wooden crates, each
crate populated with boxes of varying sizes. Next to these were racks of locked
steel cases,. ‘You not afraid of being robbed?’
‘Got full security,’ he said, ‘part of the deal with the other bonded warehouse
owners. And I’m fully insured.’
‘So it’s legit?’
‘Pretty much.’
Pretty much. I decided not to ask what was inside the assorted boxes, cartons
and crates. I thought of my recent visit to a similar compound and the
subsequent drive up to the military museum to drop off the goods. ‘You got to
love globalism,’ I said.
‘Hello world economy, meet the latest middle-man,’ Greener said. ‘Just give me
my slice of the pie and I’ll be off.’
‘This is serious shit,’ I said.
He nodded. ‘It is. Serious. Shit.’ Then he looked at me, ‘Lots of work for you, if you
want it.’
‘I always want work,’ I said.
‘You got your pilot’s licence?’
‘No,’ I said, seeing vaguely where the conversation might be heading. ‘After my DD
they withdrew my lying quali ications. I’d have to train again from scratch, get
all the certi icates fresh, and I can’t afford the fees.’
‘How long’s it been?’
‘Nearly ive years.’
‘And you haven’t lown since?’
‘Pretty much,’ I said.
He gave me a sideways glance. ‘You should get your pilot’s licence back. I could
send a lot of work your way.’
‘It’s expensive, not just the licence. Buying a chopper is costly, the running costs
are massive, even just keeping it in a hangar is going to cost most of what I earn.
You need regular high-paying work, lying riggers out to the oil platforms,
ferrying ship’s pilots out of Rotterdam, something like that. Couriers using
helicopters is overkill.’ He looked like he was going to say something, but
changed his mind so I said, ‘I met this guy, homeless, he’s an ex-squaddie.’
‘Half the homeless are ex-squaddies.’
‘Thought I’d give him a hand up.’
‘Does he want a hand up?’
‘No.’
‘Well, that’s never stopped you before,’ he said, and walked toward the end of the
building, ‘Come into my of ice, I’ll show you my books.’
‘The real ones?’

‘The of icial ones. No one but me ever sees the real ones.’ He opened the of ice
door, ‘Business is booming.’
He said this last word slowly, drawing a lot of extra meaning out of it. He showed
me the books, the of icial ones, and business was indeed booming. I could see
Greener going legit, settling down, buying a nice house, having a wife and kids,
sending the girls to a private school out in the shires. Then I remembered it was
Greener. He looked up from the books at one point and said, ‘If that squaddie
needs a job, tell him to give me a shout.’
‘Doing what?’
‘I can always use someone trained in hand-to-hand combat,’ he said.
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The next morning, I took a walk along Kings Road. But though I took my time and
generally kept my eyes open I didn’t see Cahill, the homeless ex-squaddie. He
wasn’t sitting in a doorway, or hogging a bench in Carlyle Square or sprawled
sleeping in the grass on Chelsea Common. I scooted round by the Saatchi Gallery,
then walked past the playing ields at Burton Court. I headed back toward the
embankment, meandered along Cheyne Walk, passing my favourite house in
London as I took a right up Millman and followed Park Walk ‘til I arrived on
Fulham Road, turned right and walked slowly past the Chelsea Hospital, spotting
a couple of the red-clad Pensioners chatting with tourists.
Nothing.
Well, nothing more than London in the summer, which is not nothing, to be fair. I
wondered if he’d gone home, or got a job, or just moved pitch to avoid dogooders like me. When I got home I called a friend at the ministry to inquire
about Paul Cahill, Sergeant, Sherwood Foresters. She said she’d get back to me. I
changed into cargo shorts and an old t-shirt, went into the basement to work on
my bike.
My bike is a Moto Guzzi 850T. Red. Cafe-racer bars. Transverse V-twin. 1977. I
was rebuilding it from scratch. It was just about roadworthy, and insured to ride,
but I didn’t want another embarrassing moment on a roundabout so I thought I’d
work on the engine some more to stop it cutting out when I leaned to hard and
opened the throttle. I’d hardly got my toolbox ready when I got a call. I picked up
my phone and answered.
‘Barrett?’ the voice asked. ‘It’s Ivy. I got the info you wanted.’
Ivy was my friend at the ministry. I waited. She said, ‘Sergeant Paul J Cahill,
Sherwood Foresters. Married. Three kids. Saw action in Afghanistan. Decorated,
MC.’
‘That’s a serious piece of metal,’ I said,
‘Indeed. He left the army two years ago. Split up with his wife a year later.
Current address unknown.’
‘That’s all?’
‘That’s all. What’re you doing? He some friend of yours?’
‘No. Just someone I bumped into. Homeless.’
‘Too many of them are homeless,’ she said. ‘They bleed for us, and when they’ve
bled enough, we eject them out into a world they can’t deal with.’
‘Yes,’ was all I could think to say.
‘On that topic, how’re you doing?’
‘I’m good,’ I said.
She said, ‘Look, I’ll put a lag on his name. If anything turns up I’ll give you a call.’
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‘Thanks, Ive,’ I said.
‘Look after yourself,’ she said, then hung up.
Ivy Hunter is one of those girls who a man should identify early, and make every
effort to marry, settle down with and bring up a large family together. She’s a
gem. Former artillery Captain, great ri le and pistol shot, natural born leader,
now some sort of executive at the MOD. We were great friends. But I wasn’t sure
about getting involved with another soldier. If I had been, I’d have already
married her and be living in the home counties, having used my family
connections to get a job as a stockbroker. I put down my phone and returned to
the transverse V-twin engine. Pulled off the spark plugs, picked up a torque
wrench and unbolted the head, wondering where Sergeant Paul J Cahill MC had
wandered off to. Wondering if it was worth chasing him up. Wondering if he’d
even accept my help, if I found him. Wondering if he was alive.
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‘Wake up, Sunshine!’ Toffee said, kicking my leg none too gently. I swore as I
opened my eyes, which felt like they’d only been closed for seconds. The sky was
lightening, and the morning air was cold. Dew had settled on me and my neck
was stiff from lying propped up against the wall. Despite this I felt better than I
had before I went to sleep. ‘Any tea on the go?’ I asked, as much to stop him
kicking me as anything else. He grinned and went into the compound, returning
with a tin mug of brew as I stood up, shaking the cramps from my thighs and
tweaking the crick in my neck. He handed me a mug and I slurped it down.
‘Good trip?’
‘Yes,’ I said.
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I ran lat out, in the dark, for maybe a half mile. No care, no stealth, no
precautions, I just ran. Not easy when one boot heel has been shot off. And when
my lungs felt like they might explode I slowed, still hearing faint shouts and
screams back at the burning helicopter. I slowed, catching my breath in ragged
gulps, letting my heart slow to something less than one-eight- ive, letting the
sudden sugar-blast that had ired my muscles wind down to a red-heated,
wobbly stagger. I paused, bent down, hands on my thighs, breathing hard. Then I
cooled my mind enough to make a decision: walk slow for the next ive minutes,
and listen. They’re either out there or they’re not, but what they aren’t ever is
cautious. Walk slow and listen. I checked the time, stood straight and began to
walk. My progress back was made easier by the occasional ri le shot, ahead, far in
the distance, and toward the right, though the noise was extremely faint as the
dark and the mist conspired to confuse my sense of direction. I walked on, slowly,
ears peeled wide, breathing softly now, heart-rate under control, and as I
progressed I could see faint lashes in the darkness, each one receding the faint
crack of a ri le shot. This wasn’t a ire ight, I realised, it was a beacon. For me. The
shots weren’t regular, but they were no more than ive minutes apart, and as I got
closer the gap between the lash and the crack of the ri le shot grew smaller.
I jumped, almost leapt into the air in fear as I heard the sudden swift patter of
feet and heavy breathing approaching me. ‘Warzone!’ I hissed, as the hound leapt
up onto its hind legs, desperate to lick me, panting excitedly. I patted his long
head, rubbed the lesh around his ears and throat, patted his shoulders until he
dropped onto all fours. ‘Come on then,’ I said, and picked up my pace.
There was no applause when I returned.
No celebration that I’d, probably, most likely, well, possibly, got the message out
that, if we could keep it together for another day or so, would save our bacon.
Wake was at the compound, asleep against a wall, hugging an M4 like Sebastien
Flyte hugging his teddy bear. I guessed someone, probably Logan was subbing
him for a couple of hours. Snores from the roof told me that Toffee was asleep
too. Moose and Meakin on forward cover must have been the one giving off the
occasional ire. They were, I realised, keeping it together. Resting while they
could, they’d be awake before dawn, ready for the next assault. I decided to
follow suit, clicked my comms ive times, heard a single click from Meakin in
return, dropped my ri le against the wall, sat down next to it, and despite the
exertions and the stress and the fear and the horror of what I’d done, what I’d
attempted to do, the fatigue took over. Forty hours without proper sleep, running,
ighting, fear and lack of food. I sat down, suddenly exhausted, and I was out
before I settled against the wall.
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He didn’t say more. I knew what he was asking and I could tell by my reply that
he understood; he seemed to relax, just a tiny bit. Then he straightened up.
‘Where’s Meaks?’ I said.
‘Out covering for Moose.’
‘Where’s Moose?’
‘Asleep out there, somewhere.’ He explained, ‘Moose just digs himself a little
trench somewhere in the dark, slots into it, covers himself with a tarp, powers
down and doesn’t move for three or four hours. Then he wakes up and he’s
Moose again. Wake’s back up top, Logan’s back over by the riverbed...’ We moved
away from the compound door, Toffee said, ‘We heard shooting, saw the
explosion, didn’t know if you’d gotten out, but we thought you might be lost out
there so we ired a round every few minutes to give you an idea of where to
return to.’
‘It worked.’
He glanced at the blood on my borrowed sweatshirt, the caked, cruddy mess on
the hilt of the knife he’d loaned me. ‘Any of that yours?’
‘No.’
‘Let me double check,’ he said, and I lifted the sweatshirt so he could scan for
injuries or wounds. ‘It’s surprising how many fellas get wounded and don’t know
til hours later,’ he said. ‘Days go by. Sometimes they never realise and they just
die quietly, when no one’s looking.’ He eventually nodded. ‘Must be the other
bloke’s. You kill him?’
‘No, he limped away, at speed.’ I took the knife from the sheath. ‘I’ll clean this up.’
‘Don’t use water. The blade is carbon steel and will go right off if it gets wet.’
‘On it,’ I said.
‘Hungry?’ he asked as I squatted down to scrap the excess blood from the sheath
with a sharp stone, before turning my attention to the blade, with which I was a
touch gentler. I nodded, and a few minutes later I could hear the crackle of a pan,
smell frying meat. ‘You frying bacon?’
‘In the circumstances, it’s the only choice,’ he said. ‘Tasty, nutritious, and with a
satisfying hint of psy-ops.’
‘Aah, the three major food groups,’ I said and he laughed. I went back to scraping
the excess blood from the knife. When I’d gotten most of it off, I used a damp rag
to clean the blade properly, then dried it thoroughly with an old scarf, left it lying
on the wall for any latent moisture to dry off in the rising sunlight.
While waiting for my bacon to fry, I climbed up on the roof and kept watch. I was
wired now, the fatigue had faded and the adrenaline was moderate to high, so
that for the moment I had that clarity that comes from mild exhaustion and
excess over-exertion, it reminded me of basic training, the Sergeant watching us
would-be of icers running in full packs: ‘First two back don’t have to do the run
again, sir,’ and as I returned four miles later, legs wobbling, only to have to turn
round and do it over again. ‘Pays to be a winner, sir,’ a slight smile in the tone of
his voice.
Toffee’s voice stirred me from my reverie as he called up quietly to let me know
the food was ready. ‘Pass it up,’ I said, leaning over the roof, and he handed up the
bacon and beans on a tin plate. I took it and returned to the watch position and
ate the food greedily. Toffee followed me up a few minutes later as I was running
my ingertip through the tomato sauce.
‘What you smiling about?’ he asked.
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‘Thinking about basic.’
‘Barrel of laughs,’ he said. ‘I got to do it all again when I joined the regiment.’
‘I couldn’t do what you do,’ I said.
‘You’re doing it,’ he replied, then watched me licking the tomato sauce from my
ingertips. ‘Nice?’ he asked.
‘Mmm,’ I said. In the distance I could see Warzone trotting off, up the valley,
snif ing low to the ground. I sat for a moment just taking in the feeling of a full
belly and rested legs. Toffee said, ‘We’re in valley ive thousand feet above sea
level, we’re only ten miles from China, it’s so cold the ground is sparkling. And
there are forty members of the Religion of Peace out there just waiting for the
chance to kill us.’ He grinned, ‘Admit it, where else would you rather be?’
I thought for a moment, found myself breaking into a slow smile. He was right.
He grinned again and wiped his bowl with a half slice of bread. ‘Meakin wants to
talk to you.’
I hadn’t heard him return, I thought, but then again, no one expects the
inquisition; I used a bit of my bottled water to clean my plate, threw the dregs
over the side. Then I clambered back down to ground level to ind Meakin.
He was out on the original perimeter of the compound, now just a broken-down
wall. He looked serious. ‘They’ll hit us tonight,’ he said, and in answer to my
unasked question he said, ‘‘They’ve got to guess why you were back at the
chopper. So now they’ll know we’ve got the cavalry coming any time soon.’
‘They’ll want their scalps,’ I said.
‘And the arsenal inside.’
We both paused at the sound of Warzone barking, once, twice, but it was further
up the valley, the other direction from where the Jihadis were camped. ‘They’ve
got to be a bit pissed about the girl,’ Meakin said. ‘If it was the other way round
they’d be having a gang-bang followed by a beheading, even as we speak.’ He
thought for a moment, ‘Fuck they’d be doing all that even if it was one of us.’
‘There’s the drugs too,’ I said.
‘They’ll want that. It’s a man-portable fortune.’
I thought about it some more. ‘If we do get rescued, we aren’t taking all that shit
with us.’
He shook his head. ‘I can’t see them leaving behind a hundred million worth of
pure heroin. We destroy it along with the guns?’
I nodded. Warzone was still barking, he was closer now. I could hear the bleating
of goats. ‘Did we bring enough explosives?’
‘No,’ Meakin said, a grin spreading across his face at the thought of destroying
something worth a hundred million dollars, ‘But there’s a shitload of C4 in the
cache. We’ll use their own shit to destroy their shit.’
‘Plan,’ I said. I could hear Warzone, close by. He was growling and whimpering in
turn. Meakin turned away, his eyes searching over my shoulder, like he’d heard
something, and I was brie ly aware of a crack of noise, like someone had slapped
me but I hadn’t felt it, then a red mist blooming from beneath Meakin’s left arm.
Then I heard the shot. Meakin fell to the ground, his smile fading to nothing.
I was already turning, my M9 somehow inding its way from the holster to my
hand, on point, aimed at the igure standing thirty feet away, a boy of no more
than ifteen, just a kid, holding some sort of stretched-out soviet ri le, and without
taking aim I unloaded the entire magazine, ifteen rounds. The irst couple
missed, kicking up dust behind him, the next three or four struck him in the
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stomach and chest, turning his off-white jacket into a palomino of red blotches, a
further round hitting him in the head, tearing away part of his skull, the next
three or four going too high as he fell, until I adjusted and followed him down
into the dirt, more slugs tearing into his torso and legs where he twitched and
was still.
I kept iring until the gun was empty.
Toffee screamed ‘Meeks!’ and he was down off the roof and applying irst aid as
Wake came on the coms and I told him Meakin was down, and to hold top cover
even as Toffee tried in vain to restart Meakin’s shattered heart. It was Moose
who, arriving at the scene moments later, watched for a few moments, then
squatted down beside Toffee and took his bloodied hands in his own, held them
still, stopped him from pounding on Meakin’s chest. Toffee shuddered visibly, his
hands opening and closing re lexively. ‘He’s gone, man,’ Moose said quietly.
From inside the compound we heard the girl laugh quietly, ‘Inshallah!’ she
whispered to herself and laughed some more. Toffee stared down at Meakin’s
pallid face, his own expression a mask of anguish that slowly turned into blank
fury. Gently, he laid Meakin down and then stood up, went into the compound,
came out a moment later dragging the girl by the hair, and when she struggled in
his arms he slapped her, none too gently. Neither Moose or I spoke, He took her
by the back of the neck and forced her down to look at Meakin’s blood, ‘See that,
you dirty fucking bitch!’ he screamed.
She just laughed.
‘You like blood, do you?’ he screamed in her face. She struggled against him but
his grip was like iron. He forced her so close to Meakin’s bloody corpse that when
he allowed her to stand she had blood smeared across her face and her
expression was one of disgust mixed with terror. Toffee dragged her away from
the compound, hopping because her legs were tied together, across to the corpse
of the jihadi who’d shot Meakin and who I’d shot in turn. Moose and I watched as
Toffee forced her down to look at the body, then drew his service pistol. Moose
started forward a moment before me, thinking he was going to execute her on the
spot, but we watched, as Toffee turned his gun away from the girl and emptied
the entire magazine into the face and head of the dead teenager, obliterating it,
turning the remains of a human being into a roughly circular mess of lesh and
bone and brain spread across the ground. Then he pushed the girl’s head into
that mess. Forced her face into the meat soup that had replaced the boy’s head,
grinding her face into it. Moose caught up to him and grabbed him by the
shoulder, ‘Enough, Toff, fuckin’ enough!’ and Toffee straightened up, letting go of
the girl who stood, her face a mess of someone else’s lesh and blood and brains,
no longer laughing, wearing the remains of a human face like some sort of
murder-mask, she was traumatised, with an expression of horror beyond
anything I’d ever seen. ‘You like it?” Toffee screamed at her, picking up dirt and
throwing it into her face where it stuck to the gouts of blood, ‘You like this? Do
you? You fucking enjoy this? You fuckin death groupie!’ reaching to reload his
pistol. Both of us seeing where this was going to end, Moose grabbed his arm and
I grabbed the girl, prising her away from his grip as Moose held his friend in a
bearhug, whispering something to him. I shook the girl from her trauma, walked
her back maybe ten or ifteen paces and said, I took out Toffee’s knife and sliced
the ties on her ankles and wrists.
‘Go!’ I said.

She looked at me, confused.
‘Go!’ I repeated.
She turned and ran.
‘I want you putting up a ring of claymores, facing outwards, thirty paces from the
walls, double-trips,’ I said to Moose. ‘Use whatever we have left.’
I pointed at Toffee, still talking to Moose, ‘I want him to go through every weapon
in that cache and render it unusable. Break everything we don’t need.’ I paused to
make sure they’d understood, both the instructions and who was in charge now. I
spoke to Moose again. ‘Then I want you to add whatever C4 we have left to the
heroin. When it blows, I want it to blow big.’
‘She’ll tell them,’ he said. ‘About our situation.’
‘Good.’ I said. ‘I want them to come. Bring them all. We’ll be ready.’ I looked at
him. ‘Understood?’
He nodded, ‘Understood. Sir.’
‘Ten minutes,’ I repeated, then licked my comms switch. ‘Wake, Meakin is dead.
I’ll update you in thirty. Kill anything that moves. Logan, same goes. Kill them all.’
I looked down at the body and felt like I wanted to cry, wanted to puke, I wanted
to be somewhere else. There was too much to take in. Too much horror. I didn’t
know if the boy with the ri le had been one of the jhadis, or if maybe he was just
an opportunist killer of any non-local he happened to come across when herding
his goats. I looked across at the dog-puke mess that had been a living, thinking,
feeling human being no more than ifteen minutes ago. I turned back to Meakin;
used his poncho to wrap him up, tied the poncho tight. Moose returned and
helped me drag him into the compound. Then he took a shovel and covered the
boy’s body with a layer of dirt.
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The rest of the afternoon was spent in watchful activity. Toffee dragged the
contraband ri les and assorted hardware onto the roof and sat watching out
along the length of the valley, methodically stripping each weapon of its bolt
carrier and smashing each piece with a small hammer he’d found in the inner
room of the compound. Moose spent the time rigging up booby-traps. He pointed
out that with the amount of ordnance in the area WarZone would likely end up in
doggy-pieces, so we put a rope collar around his neck and fastened him to the
back wall of the compound by virtue of a bipod hammered into the dirt as an
anchor. When Moose had set the traps he used the remaining C4 and the dozen
or so boxes of ammunition we knew we wouldn’t need, to mine the stash of
heroin, packed it around with loose rubble from the cave-in part of the roof to
ensure the blast went inwards. Then he trudged off to relieve Wake for a couple
of hours. Toffee, his destruction completed, sat surrounded by broken bits of
metal, a pile of AKs and M4s at the foot of the wall below where he sat. I told him
to go and give Logan a break.
He nodded, continued to place the spare minimi and twenty boxes of ammunition
on the roof. Added to that were about thirty magazines for Moose and Logan’s
M4s, there were four M14 box magazines for my ri le. ‘Overpowered and underbulleted,’ as Moose described it, but it was mine and I liked it. I looked at it,
propped against the wall.
‘You might as well keep the knife,’ Toffee said, returning ten minutes later, looking
down. ‘I’m using Meakin’s.
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‘Where’s Logan?’
‘Staying out there. I resupplied him.’
‘You properly back?’ I asked.
He nodded.
‘You went a bit mongo earlier on.’
‘I’ve been scaled,’ he said. ‘I’m smooth now.’
He checked his straps and belt, it seemed like a comfort thing. He said, ‘You’re
right, sir. We want them coming at us. We don’t want to just sit here hoping they
hadn’t noticed, hoping they don’t take any random potshots at us, picking us off
one by one, attacking us when they decide. We want them coming at us in a
banzai charge’ He looked over to the door of the compound, where Meakin lay.
‘He wasn’t aggressive enough.’
‘I’m the of icer,’ I said, ‘I should have spotted it.’
‘There was nothing to see. We didn’t expect anyone to come down from that end
of the valley. There’s nothing up there.’
‘Nothing but China.’ I spat onto the ground. ‘An entire country. Bit stupid of us to
assume there’d be no-one coming from that direction. There’s a billion people
beyond this valley.’
‘It was just a thing,’ he said. ‘We can’t think of every possible disaster that might
happen. You can’t,’ he added. ‘This isn’t your game. It’s ours. It was his. He fucked
up. We all did.’
‘I’m hoping we get relieved in the next twelve hours or so.’
He perked up at this reminder of rescue. ‘What time did they give for the relief?’
I shook my head. ‘They didn’t. I gave our position and asked for aid, then we got
cut off.’
‘So you didn’t get con irmation?’ his smile cooled a couple of degrees.
‘No.’
‘So they might not be coming,’ he said, realising the possible depth of shit we
were standing in; he shrugged, face impassive, set. ‘Well then,’ he said, ‘We’d
better sugar up.’ He slid over the edge and dropped down from the roof. ‘I’ll make
a brew.’ Then he said, ‘Take Meakin’s body armour. Wear it.’ I was about to argue
the point but he said, ‘He doesn’t need it.’
I nodded ‘Take the tea to the lads. I’ll stay here with Warzone.’
Warzone gave a bark.
‘See.’ Toffee said. ‘He knows his name.’
I took the knife from its sheath, clean and carbon-sharp, re-sheathed it and
velcroed it onto the body armour I’d taken from Meakin, patting it secure. Can’t
say I wanted to stab anyone at that moment, but if the opportunity presented
itself I might get tempted. I sat on the low crumbling wall, WarZone beside me,
head down, tail low, sniffed my legs. There were bloodstains on the body armour,
Meakin’s, and I hoped it worked better for me than it had for him.
I reached over for my pack, took out some boil in the bag meat stew, tore it open
and poured it lumpily onto a lat stone. WarZone lapped it up greedily. I rubbed
the thick fur around his throat, stroked his face. Wondered what he thought of it
all. When Toffee returned he boiled a fresh pot of tea. As we sat sipping from our
mugs he said, ‘If it wasn’t for the maiming, death and general jihadery, this’d be a
nice place for a little camping trip.’
‘I’d rather camp somewhere closer to home.’
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Toffee reached over and gave Warzone a rub. ‘Yeah, but if we were pitched up in
the Trossachs we’d have never met this fella.’ His smile faded into an expression
that was as serious as granite. ‘When it kicks off. We kill everything.’
Kill everything.
It seemed to be our favourite phrase.
We couldn’t afford to lose another man, or they’d pick us off in turn; we’d all be
dead. So, I thought, dawn, or dead. Those are the options. And the simplicity of
that equation clari ied everything. I almost smiled.
Then the fog came in.

I had a run of work, ifteen straight days straight, the good stuff, London and the
home counties, plus one trip to Belfast. I even turned down a job, two guys in a
pub with an unspeci ied package they wanted taking to Charles De Gaulle. It
wasn’t so much a drug thing, I sussed that within seconds of spotting both of
them were wearing black GSGs, it was a police sting thing. As I sat with them in
the pub and listened to their spiel, including copious hints about the dodgy
nature of the package and the excellent remuneration that would follow, I had to
suppress a smile. The smaller of the two ixed me with a gimlet stare. ‘We got a
deal?’
I inished my coke - no ice – even though it was a hot day, shook my head. ‘Nice
try lads,’ I said, ‘But I don’t do illegal contraband. Or entrapment.’ I stood up to go
and he snarled, ‘Think you’re fucking clever, Barrett? You’re sitting discussing
delivering drugs, that’s evidence enough.’
‘Note the word,’ I said. ‘No.’ Then I patted my breast pocket. ‘And every meeting I
attend, I send a live recording to my brother. The barrister.’
He swore at me as I walked away.
The recording thing was true, the barrister thing was not quite true. The real
recording went to a hard drive in Greener’s warehouse and from there was
immediately copied to the cloud. I laughed to myself as I climbed into the burner
van, the actual thing they could have arrested me for, and drove off. Otherwise it
was a happy time as far as work went. I earned enough to pay my way for the
next quarter, there were no oligarch’s wives to cloud my way and turn me from
the path of righteousness, the police would leave me alone after that. Or maybe
they wouldn’t, but I wouldn’t be taking any dodgy jobs, and maybe I’d speak to
my brother about it, get some advice. Then I thought, cops, oligarchs, maybe I
need to slow down. So after a fortnight of solid work I did my inal contract, then
took off the rest of the month to reboot. And enjoy London in August. Which is
the best time to live in the greatest city on Earth. Or maybe it was just the girls in
their summer dresses.
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‘Mark?’
‘Yes.’ I let the phone nestle in my shoulder as I used a torque wrench on the
engine block.
‘Ivy. Got some news about that squaddie.’
‘Cahill?’
‘Yes. He’s been using the soup kitchen up at Covent Garden. We’ve got a couple of
guys who go out to liaise with ex-squaddies, some sort of Ssafa outreach. Even if
they can’t help, they make a record of who they’ve spoken to, and we get a copy.’
‘And Cahill was on the list.’
‘Yes. According to my contact he was drunk, angry. Flat-out refused help. The
charity guys did a bit digging afterwards, discovered he was an MC, made a
special note of him and passed it on to us. We had it lagged.’
I scratched my head, ‘Covent Garden?’
‘Yes. He was there the three nights the charity guys were there. They moved on,
but he was still there.’
‘Hey, Ivy,’ I said. ‘You fancy coming to dinner?’
‘Dinner, Mark?’ she said, archly, ‘That’d be lovely.’ Then she asked. ‘Where do you
suggest we go?’
‘Covent Garden is lovely in the summer,’ I said.

‘I’m free tomorrow night,’ she said, a smile in her voice.
She gave me her address, and I whistled silently at the post-code. I told I’d pick
her up at half-seven the following evening.
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I arrived at Ivy’s place on Scarsdale Villas at about seven twenty- ive the next
evening, kept the taxi waiting while I knocked. She was ready; the army never
leaves you in that sense, prompt is tattooed into the DNA, but in contradiction to
usual army regulations in regard to female troopers, she was gorgeous. Being a
bloke, I’m very visually-orientated when it comes to the opposite sex, in fact, I’ve
never met a man yet who fancied a woman due to her stellar career or the fact
she held a PhD, we usually go with our eyes, not their attainments. She smelled
lovely too. ‘Nice house,’ I said, as she exited the front door and followed me to the
taxi.
‘It’s my uncle’s. He’s worth a packet, and no, I’m not going to get any of it. Too
many cousins. But he’s got property all over and he has a soft spot for me.’
She smiled and I thought, I could have a soft spot for you too, as she climbed into
the taxi. ‘Fancy a drink irst?’ I asked, and when she smiled I leaned forward and
said, ‘Churchill Arms, mate.’
We arrived at the Churchill, which is the kind of traditional English pub in which
you expect to ind Jason Statham and Ray Winstone planning a blag, but weirdly
has a Thai restaurant pegged on the back. The beer is good, and I ordered us both
a pint while Ivy found a table around the side. I paid and took the drinks over to
where she was sitting and we both spent a few minutes mentally unwinding. I
like Ivy, she looks great, she’s smart and kind, and she drinks beer by the pint.
She said ‘How’s your world?’
‘Same old,’ I said.
‘Still working as a courier?’
‘Yeah. It keeps me busy.’
‘Never fancy going back to lying?’
‘You’re the second person to ask me that lately,’ I said. ‘Maybe I should think
about it. I’d have to get my licences again, they’re all out of date, and the army
won’t validate my lying quals.’
‘They might.’
I looked at her, the effects of the irst beer just settling into my system. ‘Do you
know something?’
‘I know you were completely shafted, back in ’Stan.’
‘What do you know about it?’ I asked.
‘Black ops mission gone wrong. Good men dying. Untold millions worth of heroin
up in smoke,’ she looked at me, ‘and that really pissed off some people, never
mind the Colonel you twatted live on Sky TV.’
‘Guards Colonel,’ I corrected.
She smiled, ‘He was just the icing on the cake. You’d fucked off the wrong people
way before you got back to Bastion. All that dope...’
‘How do you know this?’ I asked.
She shrugged, ‘Just whispers I’ve picked up. The miscreants were collared some
time later, one or two over-enthusiastic players of the Great Game, and some
people were glad of what you did, but the gratitude never re lected back to you.’
‘I was gone shortly after,’ I said. ‘Did you hear anything else?’

She shook her head, ‘Only that, and it wasn’t anything in detail, just a
conversation I had a few months ago. Someone asked me about you.’
‘What did you say?’
She said, ‘I told them you were incapable of subterfuge. You were exactly what
you appeared.’
‘Which is what?’
‘A knight errant,’ she said, adding, ‘Sir Gawain, always in search of the next Green
Knight to do battle with.’
‘Not Sir Galahad?’ I asked.
She shook her head, emptied he glass before saying ‘De initely not Sir Galahad,’
then asking, ‘Are you getting another in?’ I was barely half inished my own but I
went back to the bar, desperately trying to recall the differences between Sir
Gawain and Sir Galahad. I decided I wouldn’t pursue the army thing just yet,
maybe let her tell me more later. She was too gorgeous at that moment to be
wasting time talking about the past. I’d rather think about her smooth skin and
her sparkling eyes than mull over past misdeeds.
Yes, I am indeed shallow.
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An hour later we were still at the bar. I checked my watch and realised we should
be at the restaurant. She clocked me checking my watch and said, ‘Let’s give the
meal a miss, you want to chase up your friend, I’m enjoying having a drink and a
chat and anyway, this dress is too tight to eat in.’
I studied her while she ished in her bag for a lipstick. Her dress was tight, but in
all the right places. Her lips were full beneath the lipstick she applied, and the
lipstick left a red smudge on the fresh glass I’d brought her as she took a long
drink. I wondered if she could drink me under the table. Probably. An hour later
we were buying ish and chips from a van parked outside Happy Snaps on the
Bayswater Road and she was telling me about her childhood as an army brat,
moving from Germany to Hereford to British Honduras.
‘I didn’t know your old man was in the Regiment,’ I said.
She tapped her nose, ‘Need to know.’
‘He might have known Meakin,’ I said.
She nodded, a mouth full of chips, then swallowed, before taking out a tissue and
wiping her mouth. ‘Ryan Meakin, aged thirty-two, joined the infantry at
seventeen, eleven years in the regiment, died in a remote valley in Afghanistan
during an off-books mission. Shot by a sniper.’
‘A kid,’ I said. ‘Shot by a kid. A goat herder. If the bullet had been an inch to the left
or an inch to the right it’d have glanced off his body armour.’
I recalled something Toffee said to me: do you think that kid was a crack shot?, he
asked. A marksman? He was just lucky, iring that big old automatic ri le, a single
shot at thirty paces, stressed, excited, probably been wound up by some jihadi
talking about paradise and virgins. He was just lucky. Lucky the ri le still worked.
Lucky we weren’t expecting anyone from up the valley, lucky Wake was off having a
piss. Just lucky.
And Meakin was unlucky.
She checked off the list of soldiers I’d fought alongside for those three days, oneby-one, giving a quick resume of each’s career.
‘You know a lot about it,’ I said.
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‘I’m a go-to when Intelligence want info about the Regiment,’ she said. ‘I know a
lot of the boys up there in Hereford, my dad still goes to all the reunions. I hear
things.’
‘He was at the Embassy, back in ’81?’
’80,’ she corrected me. ‘I don’t know if he was there. He knew the guys who were.
Worked with them.’
‘So,’ I said, counting on my ingers, ‘You’re gorgeous, you eat ish and chips like a
bricklayer after a double shift, you can drink me under the table and your dad
was special forces...’
She looked at me, smiled ‘You had me at gorgeous,’ she said, throwing the
wrapper into a bin as we walked. Then she said, ‘Should we go and look for your
soldier boy?’
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I can’t say I remember a huge amount of detail of what followed. Mainly just
noise. The Minimi, my Socom, the crack crack crack of two M4s, the regular
whomp of Wake’s ri le-grenades exploding out there in the fog, his aim drawn by
lashes in the fog, and the explosions as booby-traps were tripped and men
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Toffee asked me,’ Do think that kid was a crack shot?’
‘What?’
‘That kid. Do you think he was a marksman? Do you think he was an accurate
shooter?’ He shook his head, ‘No. He was just lucky, iring that big old automatic,
a single shot at thirty paces, then it jammed before he could get off another shot,
it jammed because he couldn’t handle the recoil, gave it the limp wrist, didn’t
hold it tight against his shoulder, so it jammed. He was stressed, excited, scared,
he’d probably been wound up by some jihadi talking about paradise and virgins,
his heart rate would be around two hundred, his blood pressure off the scale,
arms shaking, his aim would have been all over the place...’
I pictured the kid, as I turned to ire at him, he was frantically working the bolt of
his ri le, trying to unjam it. I shot him when he was defenceless. I’d have shot him
if he’d been surrounded by a pile of new-born babies. ‘He was just lucky,’ Toffee
said as we ate the boil-in-the-bag beef stew. ’Lucky the ri le still worked. Lucky
we weren’t expecting anyone from up the valley, lucky Wake was off having a
piss. Just lucky.’
And Meakin was unlucky, I thought. And then the kid was unlucky shortly
thereafter.
‘This beef is good,’ Toffee said, looking up at me.
I read his look. The sky was growing dark. The fog was closing in. Visibility down
to ifty paces. They’ll be coming at us soon. I clicked the comms. ‘Wake. You’re
going to be isolated when the fog comes in, but I want you to stay there in case it
clears.’
‘Got plenty grenades if they get too close,’ came the reply. ‘If you need support, let
me know.’
Grenades were plentiful. We could thank the stockpile for that. Apart from his
.338 we’d given him an M4 with an M203 grenade launcher slung beneath and
two boxes of 40mm HE shells to go with it. He had the compound zeroed and
could lob HE shells around the perimeter if we asked him. Or, more likely, when
we asked him to. I didn’t bother to give Moose instructions. He was our very own
loose cannon, he’d go wherever the darkness was, and make it darker. Logan was
what the Americans called shortstop. He lurked to our right, not as far out as
Moose, but outside the perimeter of Claymores. I watched as Toffee tidied up the
rubbish, cleaned the pan and spoons, packed them away. He smacked his lips.
Smiled at me, whispered, almost to himself, ‘Short swords.’ I watched him throw
another four boxes of ammunition onto the crumbling roof and then climb up
after them.
‘Short swords, I said after him and I heard the reply, in a sing-song voice, ‘Time to
get mental,’ before hearing the metallic snick as he racked the bolt of the Minimi.
I did the same with my Socom, balancing it on the strap so it hung at chest height.
WarZone whined a little, so I bent to stroke him. Then he barked, once, twice, his
teeth bared, a low growl coming from the back of his throat, and out of the fog
came three igures.
And it was on.
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screamed. And that’s before you add the noise of the AK47s, and the howling fury
of the attackers. We tucked in tight and laid down a ield of ire that was fogblind, wondrous and awful. They came singly, they came in pairs and in threes,
and we killed them all. A bullet tugged at my left sleeve at one point, as I stood on
the crumbling wall peering out into the fog and darkness. Later, something sharp
and small snicked my cheek; sometime during the night a .763 hit me square in
the ceramic plate on the carrier I’d taken from Meakin, knocking me backwards,
like I’d been hit me with the lat of a shovel swung at half speed, and I steadied
myself and nailed the shooter with four shots, dropping the igure standing next
to him too as my ield of ire coned out across the scrub.
Time passed and we paused to drink water and check our weapons. I heard
shooting and saw multiple lashes from Wake’s position, it grew more and more
intense, and then it suddenly stopped, whatever evil that assaulted him had
either won or was spent. I couldn’t tell until I heard him whisper into the comms,
‘Shit that was intense.’
I grinned to myself as I stared out into the night. Spoke into the comms, ‘Shout
out, gentlemen.’
‘I’m good,’ Toffee whispered.
‘Busted wing, but good,’ Wake said.
‘Good,’ Logan whispered. ‘But they’re still out there.’
‘Good,’ Moose said. Then he said, ‘Good, good, good,’ his voice growing louder
until I heard a long burst of automatic ire and then silence. Then he whispered,
‘Still good.’
I almost laughed out loud at this, forcing myself to bite back the desperate need
to express some, any emotion. ‘Stay mental,’ I whispered into the comms and
focused on the darkness.
Sometime during the night the attacks ceased completely for an hour or more,
and we dared to take a breather though we didn’t quite dare to hope. I checked
my watch and saw that dawn would arrive in another hour, though it was slow to
show its kindly face in this narrow, high valley. Maybe we’d make the dawn.
Maybe that would be enough.
‘Think we’re done?’ Toffee asked from above.
‘How’s your ammo?’ I replied.
‘Pass me up some more boxes,’ he whispered, so I did.
As I stepped away from the wall I saw that WarZone was down, ‘Aw shit,’ I
whispered, reaching for my medipack. The dog lay on his side, panting softly, a
bullet had gouged a channel across his shoulder and down along his ribs,
somehow not digging in but simply scoring out a path, nicking his hind leg as it
passed. He tried to stand but had trouble doing so. He wasn’t badly injured but it
had torn into the muscles of his leg and he would have trouble standing for a
while. He lay patiently as I cleaned the wound, shivering under my touch,
growling as I applied iodine but suffering the pain with stoic dignity. I poured
water from my bottle into my cupped hand and let him drink, repeated this til I
thought he’d had enough. I used my knife to grind up a co-codamol and dropped
the powder into his mouth, let him drink more water to wash this down. Then I
left him and went back to watching the darkness. And shortly before dawn they
came at us again.
This time they were sneaky, the fog had rolled in quiet and thick, and they were
almost on us before we realised. One minute I was squatting down on Moose’s
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pack, tucked in behind the wall, the next there was a bearded jihadi rising from
prone, just three feet away. He hadn’t seen me.
He never did.
Firing upwards, three shots from the Socom caused his head to completely
disintegrate so that when he fell at me feet all that was left of his head was most
of the skin of his face and his lower jaw, the upper, middle and back parts of his
skull completely gone. Even as I heard sounds from above, another rushed at me
from the fog, swatting aside the barrel of the Minimi and came for me with a big
knife, the thrust slamming into the ceramic plate on my chest, I heard the scrape
of steel on porcelain, the blade slowed by the thick material it had pierced, and I
grabbed the man’s wrist, twisted sideways and felt the blade leave the body
armour and scrape across the lesh of my upper arm, even as we twisted, I drew
Meakin’s blade and slammed it down and through his skull, twisting it, pushing
him away to fall and wriggle and die alone as I lifted the gun and shot the next
attacker with what remained of the magazine. No time to reload I picked up the
spare Minimi, dropped to one knee and held it to my shoulder. The sounds from
above had ceased. ‘Toffee?’
‘I’m alright,’ he wheezed.
‘Sure?’
‘Fucker got onto the roof and stabbed me in the leg.’
‘Bleeding?’
‘’Strapping it up now,’ he said, and I could hear the pain in his voice. A burst of
automatic ire hit the top of the wall to my left, getting dust in my eyes, and I took
out my water bottle and rinsed out the dirt, dropping the bottle to raise my ri le
and ire at a igure who disappeared back into the night. I relocated four paces to
my right and sure enough, from the darkness a long burst of ire sprayed the area
where I’d been sitting. I whispered into the comms, ‘Wake, drop a string twentyive yards to the rear of the compound.’ In reply came a series of burping noises
from high up on the cliff wall, then a corresponding series of lashes and
explosions and a single high-pitched scream that grew quiet and turned into a
burbling, chattering series of wails and whimpers before growing quiet. From out
there in the dark, beyond the front of the compound I heard series of screams.
Toffee’s voice came from above, ‘Moose is busy.’
‘You ok?’ I asked.
‘Won’t be doing this year’s Great North Run,’ he said.
‘Never took you for a jogger,’ I replied.
‘I look good in spandex,’ he said.
‘That image has scarred my mind,’ I told him, ‘You’ve injured me,’ and I could hear
his laugh from the rooftop. He racked his machine gun and ired at something out
in the darkness. A long burst, then a shorter one which made me think there was
a grammar to violence. A correct way to do harm; economical and accurate. I
moved away from the position I’d held for the last ive minutes, folding into the
corner of the low wall, the missing heel on my boot causing my heel to stretch
further to make contact with the ground. At that point I was basically unaware of
the passage of time, it was just now, and now was a place of danger and violence
that had to be met with superior, overwhelming, violence. It couldn’t be avoided.
It had to be faced head on.
Somehow we survived each assault. Somehow we managed to stay alive. At some
point, as I rested the minimi bipod on the crumbling wall, I looked around and
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saw that it was dawn, and the fog was fading in the early light, and there was no
one left to ight.
They’d gone.
Disappeared completely.
Wake’s voice came over the comms. ‘Got dust at the far end of the valley.’
And like that, we were rescued.
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It was an armoured lying column. Six all-terrain troop carriers, armed with
multiple 20 and 30mm cannon systems, containing about thirty troopers, plus a
couple of armoured cars on point, showing even more hardwear. They arrived
about ten minutes after Wake’s message, parked in a semi-circle forty yards out. I
ran out to warn them of the booby-traps and got a burst of machine-gun ire at
my feet. I raised my hands. Waited. A hard-bitten USMC Sergeant and two
marines had leapt out of the leading APC and approached me. ‘Captain Barrett,
sir?’
‘Yes. With four other men. Careful, there’s booby-traps around the place.’
This paused him. ‘Would you like to show me the safe routes?’
‘I’ve got a man out there.’ I spoke into the comms, ‘Moose, get up here, and keep
your hands high til they know you’re one of us.’ I pointed in the other direction,
‘Got a guy out there too,’ and I pointed in the opposite direction. Again I spoke
into the comms, this time to Logan, ‘Get your arse toward the trucks. Go careful,
they got Marines.’
‘Say Hi to the Fi,’ came the laconic reply.
There was silence for a few moments, just the rumble of multiple engines, then
Moose rose silently from a position about eight feet to the right of the Marine
Sergeant who jerked back in surprise. He smiled, then said to the Sergeant, ‘Give
me two of your men and we’ll disarm the traps.’ The sergeant barked an order
and two more marines leapt from the irst APC and trotted over to Moose, and he
began to take them on a tour of the boobytraps. From the second APC stepped
two men, one I recognised as Lieutenant Jarvis, the other was in civvies and, I
saw as he approached, it was the American spook from the initial brie ing.
‘Captain Barrett,’ Jarvis said, a smile on his face and a salute springing up. I
saluted in response and he grinned, ‘I see you’ve been having a good time.’
I nodded toward the compound. ‘We’ve got one dead, at least one wounded and
in need of medical attention, plus a wounded dog...’
‘A wounded dog?’
‘Yes.’
He saw the look on my face and turned to the American in civvies. ‘Can we get a
couple of medical guys on the wounded?’
‘Sure.’
The American turned away, speaking into a radio, and Jarvis spoke to me. ‘You
found the inventory?’
I looked at him. ‘We found guns,’ I said. ‘And drugs. The guns have been rendered
unusable. The heroin is wired to the C4 we found in the cache.’
‘Don’t blow it up,’ he said mildly. ‘The suits have plans for it.’
‘Don’t blow it up, sir,’ I corrected.
He straightened up, ‘Apologies, sir. But the heroin is spoken for.’
‘Is that why we’re here?’ A voice from my side, it was Toffee.
‘Not totally,’ Jarvis said.
‘Babysitting dope and guns,’ Toffee said, neatly summarising what appeared to
have been our primary role over the last three days.
‘We had word it was going to get rumbled, and we couldn’t allow the natives to
grab an arsenal and multiple millions worth of medical grade heroin, now could
we, corporal?’
Toffee looked at me.
I said, ‘The dope is mined.’
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‘Well un-mine it,’ Jarvis said, adding, ‘Sir.’
‘Who is authorising this?’ I asked as US Marines began to spread out around us,
Moose having ID’d the booby traps, they were now taking control of the ground.
‘Problem?’ the American spook asked, approaching us.
‘Captain Barret, understandably, has qualms about turning over such a large
quantity of heroin without speci ic orders.’
The American nodded and dialed a number, spoke quietly for a moment or two.
He handed me the phone.
A voice spoke to me, ‘Barrett?’
It was the OC.
‘Yes sir.’
‘You ok?’
‘Yes sir. One dead, multiple wounded, but mostly ok.’
‘Give them what they want,’ he said. ‘This goes way above my pay grade.’
I watched as four marines began to stack the bodies of the taliban ighters. The
sight of mangled corpses, some of them in separate pieces, was so strange that it
was like watching a movie. I couldn’t relate it to what we had gone through over
the last three days. I turned and handed back the phone. ‘Get the wounded
loaded up,’ I said to Jarvis, and then, to the American, ‘I’ll disarm the explosives
when we’ve cleared the area, it’s jury-rigged, a complete botch-job, so if it goes
off I don’t want anyone else caught in the blast. The American passed this info to
the Sergeant who shouted to his men, ‘Give the compound a ifty-yard perimeter,
we’re disarming C4.’
The Marines picking up the bodies dropped back just as Logan appeared. He
saluted the spook and looked to me. ‘Problem?’
‘The heroin we mined, they want it back.’
‘Who wants it back?’ he asked.
‘We do, soldier,’ the spook told him.
‘I’ll de-activate the explosives,’ I said.
The spook shook his head, nodded at Logan, ‘You won’t. He will.’
I ignored him and went to go toward the compound but Jarvis took hold of my
arm. ‘Captain Barrett, sir. Allow Logan to do it.’
I was about to ask if they thought I’d perhaps blow it all up anyway, but realised
that that’s exactly what they thought, and I knew it was exactly what I’d do. Jarvis
kept his hand on my arm, lightly, but kept it there all the same, and two of the
nearby marines raised their ri les slightly, in my direction, unsure of what was
happening. ‘You’ve got your hands on the ranking of icer,’ I told him quietly.
‘This is an American thing,’ Jarvis said quietly.
‘No it’s not,’ I said.
‘Captain Barrett,’ Logan said, speaking louder than anyone else, ‘Will you
accompany me to the compound and show me where the charges are?’ He turned
to the spook, ‘Captain Barrett set the charges, I need him there to help me disarm
the C4.’
The spook said nothing. I shrugged off Jarvis’ arm. ‘Allow me,’ I said and followed
Logan, who was already sauntering off toward the compound and I followed him.
As we approached the compound, we paused to allow two medics carrying a
stretcher to pass us by. It was Meakin’s body they carried. I motioned for them to
stop and they paused. He was covered by a tarp but his arm had come free. I

tucked it back beneath the canvas then I nodded at the soldiers and they walked
on. Logan stepped aside and allowed me to lead the way back to the compound.
I stepped over the low perimeter wall, wondering how many centuries old it was.
It had probably been eight or ten feet high when it was irst built, the roots of it
were sturdy and thick.
We stepped into the shade of the compound itself and I looked up and studied
the shattered roof, the pockmarked walls where dismal light shone through. We
got to the shrink-wrapped bags of heroin. I sat down on one of the empty
munitions boxes, turned Logan and asked him, ‘What’re we ighting for?’
He studied the bags of heroin for a long moment. ‘We’re ighting to win,’ he said.
‘Call this a win?’ I asked. ‘We ight for three days, we lose one of our guys, we kill
a mixed bag of away-day murderers. Then we hand this over,’ and I indicated the
heroin. ‘We give this back to the spooks? That’s a win?’ He shook his head slowly.
Spat onto the ground. He looked at me with clear eyes and said, ‘I didn’t see any
Colonels in that patrol. Did you?’
I shook my head.
‘Or majors. Or even any Captains.’
‘I think Jarvis is ranking of icer. If you don’t include the spook.’
Logan peeled off his forage cap and scratched at his hair. ‘I never got any written
orders,’ he told me, ‘That’s how they work. For the spooks, everything is
deniable.’ He took out a packet of gum and peeled off a stick. ‘Want one?’
I nodded and he peeled one off for me too. ‘I saved this,’ he said. ‘My mouth
always tastes like shit after combat.’
‘It’s good,’ I said, savouring the taste of juicy fruit after four days of eating dust
and cordite. ‘Jarvis is a Lieutenant,’ Logan said. ‘My brief was to observe and
report,’ adding, ‘Captain Barrett,’ putting emphasis on my rank. Then, to
underline his message, he said, ‘The spook doesn’t have rank.’
I looked at him. ‘And this is a combat zone.’
He nodded.
‘So I’m ranking of icer.’
He smiled, I was getting it. ‘Yes you are.’
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As we left the compound I saw that Toffee had gone over to one of the APVs to
speak to Moose. Wake was inside another vehicle getting medical attention on
the wounds he’d picked up. I spotted Warzone inside the same APC, sitting across
a medic’s lap and very much enjoying the attention. We looked exhausted, the
marines still patrolling the area looked sharp and clean. The spook merely looked
impatient and sweaty. He approached us, ‘Well?’
I looked at Logan and he returned my glance, turned to the spook and said,
quietly, ‘Fire in the hole.’
The nearest marine heard this and shouted the same phrase at the top of his
voice. All the soldiers scurried for cover. The spook hadn’t quite got the message
but Logan had and there was a slight smile on his face as he looked at me. A
couple of seconds later, the compound exploded in a ball of light and ire, the
entire building seeming to leap into the air before it disintegrated in a brightwhite lash. We were ifty yards away but Logan staggered forward a little, and
the spook was almost knocked over by the blast. Only Jarvis seemed to expect the
blast of hot air and managed to stay properly upright as the sky began to rain
stones and dust and pieces of wood. And ri le parts.

And heroin.
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Jarvis stood staring, impervious to the dirt and stones that rained down around
as Logan and I straightened up to watch the smashed compound that, after lifting
four or ive feet into the air as a perfectly-shaped compound, had settled back
onto the ground as mostly rubble. The ground was still reverberating with falling
stones and masonry, the pitter-patter of stones and tiny pieces of compound, as
he Jarvis to look at Logan, then me. ‘What have you done, Captain Barrett,’ he
said. He looked, if anything, more than a little amused. The spook’s face, however
was puce, holding a hand over his head to protect him from the falling stones he
turned to Logan and screamed, ‘What the fuck was that, Lieutenant?’
Logan turned to me, ‘Captain Barrett is ranking of icer.’
The spook turned to me, ‘Is this your idea of the joke, Captain?’
‘My hand slipped,’ I said.
‘Are you fucking kiddin’ me?’ he was almost dancing with rage, ‘There was eighty
million dollars in there...’ he grew speechless with rage. Jarvis spoke for us both,
‘Captain Barrett isn’t under your jurisdiction. And, apparently, his hand slipped.’
The American looked at Jarvis, then back at me, searching for a victim. Finally, he
turned to Logan. ‘I will destroy your fucking career. You will be sweeping a
barracks in Alaska and sharing your bunk with a fucking grizzly for the next
thirty years.’ Then he turned back to me, ‘And you are inished, Limey. You are
fucking inished!’
I looked up into the sky. ‘If we don’t get out from under this cloud of heroin we’ll
all be in a com, in about, I’d guess, three minutes.’
‘I’m feeling queasy already, sir,’ Toffee said, who’d jogged over to us to see what
had happened. Wake strolled up, his left arm in a medic-applied sling, his .338
loosely pointed in the direction of the spook. Then Moose was at my shoulder. ‘I
could murder a cuppa,’ he said to no one in particular.
‘You got some hexys in you APC?’ Toffee asked a Marine.
‘Better than that, we’ve got fresh coffee.’
‘Tea?’
The marine frowned, said, ‘We’ve got boiling water.’
Toffee smiled, ‘Right, I’ve got tea bags. Jobs a good’un. You got any biscuits?’ he
asked as he, Moose and Wake walked toward an APC accompanied by a growing
group of marines, who quickly began chatting to them. I realised we were all
walking toward the APC. No one wanted to be on the ground when all that heroin
began descending from the sky. Jarvis shouted, ‘Ninety seconds and we’re
rolling!’
Engines ired up, men began leaping into the APCs. The tall American spook
looked like he really wanted to say something more but instead turned and
stormed off toward another carrier, already calling some number on his phone.
‘He’s always on that fucker,’ Jarvis said returning to us to guide us to an APC.
‘We couldn’t get a signal,’ I said.
Jarvis looked up, ‘He’s got his own personal satellite.’
‘Seriously?’
He nodded, the shadow of a smile still on his face as we clambered inside one of
the trucks. ‘I said we should have got Lynch to ly us. He’d stick to the script. They
warned us you were a loose cannon.’
I squashed in beside him.

He turned to Logan, who was already seated. ‘Sharing your bunk with a grizzly?’
he asked.
‘Thirty years,’ he replied.
A grunt leaned across holding a pot and three mugs. ‘Coffee, sirs?’
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The armoured convoy rolled back down the narrow valley. Three miles further
on, when we were safe from the cloud of heroin dust that was no doubt
descending on what remained of the compound, we paused at what appeared to
be the jihadi camp to pick up a dozen marines who’d been left there to mop up.
We opened the truck door and watched. The taliban camp, close to the building
from which we’d taken the original gun ire, had been torn apart by cannon ire
and HE shells. Without asking, I clambered out of the APC and looked around. Six
bodies were stacked in a pile. Jarvis got out beside me, he said, ‘We had to take
these guys out before we got to you.’
I stared at the pitiful remains of our enemy.
‘We only lost Meakin,’ he said.
‘That’s one too many.’
He nodded, ‘It is.’
I looked around, saw the gulley in the distance, could just about make the
shadow of the helicopter where it was dug into the riverbank. ‘Why’re we here?’ I
asked.
‘To kill jihadis, they tell me, and to bring civilisation to the heathens.’
‘They had civilisation here when we were still living in mud huts.’
‘You’ll get no argument from me,’ he said.
‘If all we wanted to do was kill jihadis we could just nuke Bradford.’
‘You’ll get no argument from me on that either,’ he said. ‘But that’s not why we do
what we do, is it?’ He looked over at the spook who’d also got out of his APC and
was looking furiously towards us. ‘And it’s not why he does what he does either.’
He was right, and I didn’t like it. ‘You’ll go far, Jarvis,’ I said.
‘Or die trying,’ he said.
I watched as two troopers carried a inal body over to the pile of corpses. Her
hair hung long and black, brushing the loor. A star-shaped hole gaped beneath
her left cheek, pushed in her face, distorting her features. They swung her back
and forward once, like a heavy sack, and then dropped her onto the top of the
pile of human waste.
Why are you here? I’d asked her.
To kill you, she’d replied.
Why? I’d persisted Because we’re here?
She shook her head, because you are godless and you are weak. She looked at me,
no anger now, just a hard honesty in her voice. We will kill you, we will destroy you,
we will end you. Because you are weak. The West is weak. We will win.
I watched as the troopers stacked old tyres and planks around the bodies, then
poured a can of accelerant all over them. Someone used a zippo to light a rag,
threw it onto the pile, which began to burn with a quiet whump.
I felt bleak.
Exhausted.
We climbed back into the APC and left the bodies to burn. I looked at Logan, who
was already sleeping, head lolling against the wall of the APC. The others were in
a different truck. No doubt Toffee was extolling the pleasures of tea and biscuits
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to a bunch of bemused Marines. I rubbed my eyes again. Too wired up to sleep, I
zoned out into some twilight world of exhaustion and ringing ears.
Fourteen hours later we arrived at a British camp and clambered unsteadily out
of the trucks. I slung my ri le across my shoulder, hobbled across the parade
ground on boots with mismatched heels; I hadn’t slept during the journey, I’d just
sat, head buzzing, images whirring jerkily back and forward through my head,
ears ringing. And now I was back. I stank of sweat and cordite and blood and fear
as I meandered through a column of guards were at parade attention, ignoring
their muttered glances, thinking only of sleep. Someone shouted something but I
ignored it, and suddenly there was a Colonel of the Guards in my face, screaming
at me at the top of his voice.
I wasn’t sure what the best response would be. I only wanted sleep. Rest.
He kept on shouting at me.
So I hit him.
Hard.
And there ended my career as an army pilot.

We found Cahill sitting beneath a tree on New Row. To say he was drunk was an
understatement. He was blind, stinking pissed. His face was bloodied from a
newly acquired broken nose. He stunk of that poisonous grimy stench only the
homeless acquire, and only after much time. He’d lost his pack, lost his sleeping
bag; he’d lost everything he needed to survive. I think he’d given up. Earlier, we’d
asked at the soup kitchen and they pointed us in the direction he’d staggered off
in earlier, held up by two Big Issue sellers who he’d repeatedly verbally abused.
Whether the broken nose and the bruised face was due to the resulting fracas or
not, no one would ever know. I leaned over him, ‘Come on,’ I said. ‘Up you get.’
‘Fuck off,’ he whispered, his voice hoarse.
‘Up,’ I repeated.
‘No,’ he said, louder.
‘I can’t leave you,’ I said and inally he relented, allowing me to pull him to some
sort of standing position. He swayed on the spot, muttering, refusing to be helped
further, and when I told him I was going to take him home and clean him up, he
swore at me again. I turned to Ivy, at a loss as to what to do, and her face
darkened. She stepped forward, got in his face, ‘Get your fucking shit together,
Sergeant. I will not put up with this self-pitying shite from you.’
And, miraculously, he did.
He stood straight, or at least attempted to, some muscle memory grooved-in so
deep that even the alcohol and the confusion couldn’t frustrate it. He even
saluted. He recognised the of icer in Ivy and he responded as such. She stepped
back a half pace. ‘You are going to clean your fucking self-up. You are going to
stop pissing your life away. You are going to square yourself away, sergeant, from
this fucking moment onwards.’
If anything he stood straighter as Ivy continued, ‘My date with Captain Barrett
has been completely fucked up by this dismal scene, sergeant, and I expect you
will repay my discomfort and my disappointment.’
‘Yes, ma’am,’ he whispered.
‘What?’ she asked.
‘Yes ma’am,’ he said loudly.
She turned to me, ‘Let’s get a taxi and get him into a bath. He stinks of piss.’
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An hour later we were back at mine, I’d stripped him and thrown him into my
shower, turned on the water and left him half-conscious beneath it. Ivy had
helped me and her dress was a ruined mess. I made a note to take her shopping,
and she spotted my glance as we sat in the kitchen drinking creamy coffee. ‘You
couldn’t afford it.’
‘I’m sorry, Ives,’ I said.
‘I’m not,’ she said. ‘Seriously, Mark, this is a good thing we’re doing.’ She corrected
herself, ‘It’s a good thing you’re doing. I’m out of here in ten minutes.’ She inished
her coffee and booked an uber. When it arrived I walked her to the door. She
turned, her eyes glittering. ‘Sir Gawain,’ she said.
‘Ivy,’ I began but she put a inger to my lips, shook her head, leaned forward and
kissed me on the cheek.
The uber was waiting impatiently, and she left me at the door, walked over and
climbed in. I watched her go, closed the door and went into the bathroom to see
how he was getting on, found him still sitting, but making some attempt to clean
himself with a bar of soap. ‘I’ve got razors in the cupboard there. There’s a set of
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clippers for your hair, and then maybe shave... ’ I stopped talking, I didn’t need to
tell a Sergeant how to get himself clean. ‘Sort yourself out,’ I said, and he nodded,
water streaming down his face, hiding any tears he might shed as it ran freely
from his unruly beard, streaking with dirt as it circled the drain. I left him to it,
returned to the bathroom door and dropped spare clean clothes on the loor
outside and left him to it.
An hour later he joined me in the kitchen, clean shaved, wearing my old jeans and
a Husker D t-shirt. He was sobering up. I poured him a coffee, shoved a plate of
toast in his direction. He drank the coffee, wolfed down the toast, then ate a
second round too. He began to speak, stopped, looked embarrassed, and I cut him
off, ‘There’s a fold up bed in the front room. Get some sleep, tomorrow I’ll tell you
about a job opportunity you might be interested in.’
‘Why?’ he asked, voice hoarse. He coughed, cleared his throat. ‘Why me? There’s a
thousand squaddies out there on the streets?’
‘I don’t know,’ I said.
‘I’m not traumatised,’ he said. ‘I didn’t come home illed with the horror of it all,
like they do in the movies.’
I did, I thought.
‘I came home and I got bored,’ he said. ‘Just bored. Everything was dialed down;
everything was muted. Nothing mattered. And I just got fucking bored.’ He looked
at me, ‘So what does that make me? War didn’t fuck me up. I loved it. Everything
else was just waiting. It still is.’
‘You thought about rejoining?’
He nodded. ‘That’d just put off the problem another ive years.’ He looked
thoughtful, ‘I’m not stupid. I know I can ix it, I know I can deal with it. I just can’t
be arsed to try.’
‘So you just sit there and get drunk?’
‘Pretty much.’ Then he said, ‘That Major is something else.’
‘How’d you know she was a major?’ I asked.
‘Well, I know you’re a captain, and she obviously outranked you.’ He stood, a little
unsteadily, and went to wash out his cup, then the plate. ‘She likes you, but you’re
only a bit better than me, to be fair, so enjoy her company while you can, Captain.
She’ll marry a millionaire or a General at least.’
I was about to make some remark about not taking advice from a homeless
drunk but my landline bipped and we both paused to look at the phone. I
shrugged, ignoring it, but he twisted round and picked it from the wall and
listened, pressed ive and listened some more. He put down the phone. Sat back
down. I raised an eyebrow and his eyes wrinkled a little in a tiny smile. ‘Three
messages. One from a woman who says she met you at a house party and she
wants to see you, soon.’ His smile spread to a grin, ‘Sounded really keen.’
‘And the others?’
‘One from a prospective customer, will you call him back tomorrow? The third,
I’m not sure, he sounded Russian, and more than a bit angry... something about a
painting, and his wife.’
I absorbed that information, mentally making plans to escape London for a while
before almost immediately discarding the idea, I couldn’t leave the greatest city
on Earth, not for more than a moment. Cahill asked me, ‘Is it going to get exciting
round here, Captain?’
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I thought about the what Ivy had told me happened to the others after the battle:
Iain Wake was still with the regiment, now a sniper-trainer up in Hereford.
Corporal Joshua Thomas had retired from the army and was working as a
bodyguard to some rich Arab, no doubt educating them in the delights of
Yorkshire tea. Michael, ‘Moose’ Mustard, now a Sergeant, was still on active duty.
Joshua Logan, former Force Recon Lieutenant had retired from war and was
working as a stunt advisor in Hollywood where his lean, good looks and
authentic tough-guy persona would no doubt get him lots of work. Jarvis was
now a Major, and heading towards his Colonelcy, followed, no doubt, by his
Generalcy, Knighthood and a seat in the Lords. Warzone, Ivy told me inally, had
been brought home and adopted by the Regiment. He lived a life of peace and
plenty, feted and spoiled by tough men with gentle hearts, men who recognised a
survivor and a fellow veteran. I added myself to that list: Mark Barrett, disgraced
army pilot turned courier, working in that shady area between barely and legal,
fending off the cops on one side of the road and cucked Oligarchs on the other.
None of us had chosen a boring career after that three-day fracas in a remote
valley in the middle of the world. We’d traveled the Silk Road, we’d played a tiny
part in the Great Game, and we’d mostly survived. I looked across at Cahill,
another refugee from the ‘Stan, then leaned across and picked up the phone from
the wall and dialed 5. It was time to hear those messages for myself. ‘It might get
exciting, Sergeant,’ I said. ‘It just might.’
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